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Abstract
This doctoral thesis investigates the influence of social signals in the spatial
domain that aim to raise a robot’s awareness towards its human interlocutor.
A concept of spatial awareness thereby extends the robot’s possibilities for
expressing its knowledge about the situation as well as its own capabilities.
As a result, especially untrained users can build up more appropriate expec-
tations about the current situation which supposedly leads to a minimization
of misunderstandings and thereby an enhancement of user experience.
On the background of research that investigates communication among
humans, relations are drawn in order to utilize gained insights for developing
a robot that is capable of acting socially intelligent with regard to human-like
treatment of spatial configurations and signals. In a study-driven approach,
an integrated concept of spatial awareness is therefore proposed. An impor-
tant aspect of that concept, which is founded in its spatial extent, lies in its
aspiration to cover a holistic encounter between human and robot with the
goal to improve user experience from the first sight until the end of recip-
rocal awareness. It describes how spatial configurations and signals can be
perceived and interpreted in a social robot. Furthermore, it also presents
signals and behavioral properties for such a robot that target at influencing
said configurations and enhancing robot verbosity.
In order to approve the concept’s validity in realistic settings, an inter-
active scenario is presented in the form of a receptionist robot to which it
is applied. In the context of this setup, a comprehensive user study is con-
ducted that verifies the implementation of spatial awareness to be beneficial
for an interaction with humans that are na¨ıve to the subject. Furthermore,
the importance of addressing an entire encounter in human-robot interaction
is confirmed as well as a strong interdependency of a robot’s social signals
among each other.
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1. Robots as Social Entities
Today, most humanoid robots such as HRP-4 (Kaneko et al., 2011) and
iCub (Metta et al., 2010) are developed primarily for research purposes.
Only in very distinct cases, robots are employed in real-world applications
like certain forms of therapy for elderly people (cf. Wada & Shibata 2007)
or shopping guides (cf. Gross et al. 2009). Nevertheless, some humanoid
robots, e.g. NAO by Aldebaran1, are already commercially available and
thus distributed in public. Robotic agents therefore still play a small but
steadily increasing role in the daily life of na¨ıve users.
Whereas a great portion of research on humanoids involves rather fun-
damental functions like walking (cf. Collins et al. 2005), more interactive
features such as spoken dialog are also a common topic of robotics researches.
Rickert et al. (2007), as an example, show how to develop an integrated di-
alog system for humanoid robots involving robot vision and motor abilities.
Imagine such a humanoid robot that is equipped with a dialog resides in
the entry hall of a university building acting as a receptionist on an informa-
tion desk (cf. Fig. 1.1). It has knowledge about the ground plan in order to
give directions. A freshman or somebody from another institute enters the
building and wants to know the way to the auditorium. He walks towards
the desk and the following fictional dialog occurs:
H(uman) Hello.
R(obot) Hello, what can I do for you?
H Where is the auditorium?
R You have to go this way. [Robot shows direction]
H Thank you.
1http://aldebaran.com/en/humanoid-robot/nao-robot (visited: Wed 29th Apr, 2015)
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Figure 1.1.: A receptionist robot behind a desk in the entry hall of a uni-
versity building. The map in front of the robot delineates the
building plan.
While such a dialog seems to reasonably match the situation, even in this
small example there are a lot of possible pitfalls and misunderstandings.
According to Stubbs et al. (2007), particularly highly autonomous robot
systems can be difficult to comprehend for a human if they only exhibit a
low amount of transparency regarding their decision making. For example,
in the very beginning of the dialog, it might not be clear to the human that
the robot is actually able to help with the way-finding problem when he
enters the room. As a consequence, an uninformed user could as well pass
the desk and the robot so that the dialog would never happen. Additionally,
it is completely unknown whether the robot is actually capable of under-
standing speech, so it is somewhat unlikely that the human addresses the
robot verbally or even articulates a greeting.
As a possible solution, Breazeal et al. (2005) find an efficient way to
rise the robustness of an interaction between human and robot in provid-
ing the robot with social functions. Such (mostly) nonverbal signals (cf.
Chap. 2.1.2) are intended to reveal the robot’s current state to a user so
that possible confusions are being minimized.
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According to Argyle (1969, Pg. 127), humans as well emit a variety of
social signals during interactions that can be used by the other to infer in-
formation about themselves, e.g. personality, emotions, and attitude. Social
behaviors in humans are on the one hand based on innate factors and on the
other hand “embodied in cultural rules and norms” (Argyle 1969, Pg. 26).
They are driven by factors such as dependency, affiliation, and achievement
motivation.
Although such social skills, for example empathy (cf. Tapus & Mataric
2009), can be emulated, robots as opposed to humans are not intrinsically
social. In order to build a social robot, Hegel et al. (2009) state that it is a
necessary prerequisite to incorporate physical cues that foster social inter-
action. The more a robot is equipped with human-like features, Krach et al.
(2008) find as neurological evidence, the more humans treat the robot as if
they had a mind. Riether et al. (2012) in addition are able to demonstrate
the effect of social facilitation (cf. Triplett 1898), i.e. an impact of robot
presence on task-solving performance.
Nevertheless, for an interactional purpose it is not sufficient to only com-
municate the capabilities and inner state of a robot but also to perceive
human behaviors and interpret them correctly (cf. Adams et al. 2000). On
the basis of this knowledge, the robot is then able to emit appropriate social
behavior itself. For example, Lee et al. (2010) present a receptionist robot
that is treated as a social being as opposed to an information kiosk.
In summary, it can be stated that an interaction between robot and human
can be enhanced in terms of robustness and usability if the robot is able to
correctly interpret and exhibit social behaviors. This requires a certain level
of mutual understanding in both agents. According to Sheridan (1997), one
of the early but still prevailing challenges in the creation of such a social
robot is therefore to provide humans and robots with appropriate models
about their counterpart.
Besides robustness and usability, further aspects of the interaction can be
influenced positively with the help of social features. For example, Lee et al.
(2006) demonstrate an impact on the level of perceived personality which
plays an increasingly important role if one considers the rising impact of
robots in society. Furthermore, Kanda et al. (2004) observe in a field study
that children lose interest in the robot after a longer interaction because the
robot lacks a technical as well as a social challenge for their partners. Addi-
tionally, Leite et al. (2013) elaborate on a variety of long-term studies with
3
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social robots that reveal benefits in interaction scenarios. Social intelligence
therefore enriches the user experiences and increases the long-term viability
of humanoid robots in different ways. As a consequence, many researchers
(cf. Fong et al. 2003a) create their robots in a socially intelligent manner.
If one now recalls the original dialog between the receptionist robot and
the visitor, the interaction could be enhanced in many different ways with
the help of social signals. The robot could for example expose its detection
of the person entering by raising its head. The human is then aware of
the fact that the robot is switched on could conclude that it is available
for an interaction. Pitsch et al. (2011), for example, demonstrate such an
approach in a museum guide robot which can pro-actively communicate its
availability by constantly looking for an interaction partner. Following a
similar strategy, Lu¨tkebohle et al. (2009a) use a dialog system that provides
a robot with the ability to formulate sentences on its own based on saliency
and dialog history to make the robot’s capabilities more transparent to the
user.
Nevertheless, these works only consider single aspects or stages of an inter-
action, like capturing attention beforehand or maintaining interest during
dialog. This thesis, in contrast, multi-modally covers social aspects in a
more complete course of action. It addresses a comprehensive encounter
between one human and a robot involving the person entering a room and
narrowing the robot, a common dialog that includes mutual greeting and
farewell statements, and a departure phase in the end.
Humans permanently communicate with the help of subtle (subconscious)
hints even when they are still far apart from each other. Already the po-
sitioning gives some indication of possible intentions (cf. Chap. 2.2). Such
spatial hints therefore qualify especially for researching during the period of
an entire scenario. As a consequence, this work specializes on spatial aware-
ness by developing strategies that enable a humanoid robot to on the one
hand interpret spatial communication of a human and on the other hand
exhibit such signals itself.
To thoroughly investigate social (including spatial) relationships between
humans and social robots, a common practice is to “create real [robot] sys-
tems and then evaluate these systems using experiments with human sub-
jects” (Goodrich & Schultz 2007, Chap. 6.1). The presented writing there-
fore describes the development, implementation, and evaluation of spatial
aspects of social competence.
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In the next chapter, necessary theoretical concepts for this thesis will be
outlined. Afterwards, Chapter 3 proposes an integrated concept of spatial
awareness as an approach for fostering mutual understanding between hu-
man and robot. The receptionist robot and its basic course of action is
described in Chapter 4 as a possible application in which the viability of
proposed spatial awareness can be evaluated. Chapter 5 consequently re-
lates the concept to the scenario. It thereby describes in greater detail which
strategies have been developed to achieve certain effects and how they are
incorporated into the existing setup. The effectiveness of introduced spatial
awareness is subsequently evaluated in Chapter 6. Eventually, the thesis is
concluded in Chapter 7 with a reflection of its contribution and impact as
well as a short summary.
5

2. Communication among Humans
and Robots
Research on human social behavior provides insights on several conscious
and unconscious communicative habits of humans. To enhance interactions
that involve robots by a social component, one has to find out whether such
(or similar) behaviors can also be observed towards them. Inferences have
to be drawn on how these insights can then be applied to a social robot in
order to be beneficial for the interaction. Based on such an approach, this
chapter introduces related concepts of communication between humans and
applies them into interactions between a human and its robotic interlocutor.
To precisely categorize the thesis’ intended topic, this chapter will give
an introduction to related research and put this work into context. It be-
gins with a broader view on the subject, explaining the underlying concepts
of communication. Afterwards, closer focus will be laid on individual phe-
nomena that are directly affecting the implemented strategies on the robot.
Therefore, more generic aspects of communication between humans and
robots will be introduced firstly in Section 2.1. Secondly, as this thesis ex-
amines the topic of spatial communication, sharper focus will be laid on the
social properties of shared spaces in Section 2.2. The chapter will be closed
with a short review of the discussed phenomena in Section 2.3.
2.1. Prerequisites for Human-Robot Interaction
To successfully implement a social robot into society, current robotics re-
search heavily relies on social sciences and the results from experiments
with only human participants. Such insights are commonly believed to be
beneficial for a robotic system with an interactional purpose (Restivo, 2001;
Breazeal et al., 2008). Thereby, one has to consider that communication
between robots and humans is asymmetrical due to the fact that robots
do not have the same cognitive capabilities as humans (cf. Nomikou et al.,
7
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2013; Fischer et al., 2014). Accordingly, Dautenhahn (2007) states that
concepts from interactions between humans cannot be transfered directly to
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). Wrede et al. (2010) therefore suggest that
especially the robot’s feedback signals have to be designed diligently with
regard to their social impact. Also, findings have to be validated and tested
extensively on the robot according to Kahn et al. (2010) in order to be fully
established as an efficient system.
Human spoken dialog is usually accompanied by gestures which essentially
cover similar kinds of information (cf. Kendon 1997). At the same time,
interactions in HRI are similarly composed of verbal and non-verbal com-
municative acts, as Mavridis (2014) recently describes in a comprehensive
overview. Expressive gestures in conjunction with a dialog system there-
fore are commonly believed to help a social robot to convey information
more precisely. Dialog systems of artificial agents can for example be en-
hanced with co-verbal gestural utterances as for example outlined by Kopp
& Wachsmuth (2004) and implemented by Salem et al. (2013a). As a com-
plementary approach, this work does neither directly address iconic or lexical
gestures during dialog nor dialog itself. Instead it lays its focus to supportive
strategies that are meant to accompany dialog and gesture.
In the next parts of this chapter, different underlying theories from social
sciences that are a prior to this thesis are being introduced. At first, it will
be investigated how mutual mental models between humans are discussed as
linguistic phenomena and point out how they can be applied to human and
robot interactions in Section 2.1.1. Afterwards, social signals are introduced
in Section 2.1.2 as a carrier of information to build up such models. Finally,
in Section 2.1.3 focus will be laid on the deviating expectations humans have
towards a robotic interaction partner as opposed to a human counterpart.
2.1.1. Mutual Understanding
In order to communicate successfully, humans have to establish a certain
degree of mutual understanding. According to Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986),
it is a crucial criterion for all dialog partners to believe that the receiver(s)
sufficiently understand the meaning of a contribution. They describe the
process of grounding as the mutual establishment of mental models that
contain such information via negotiation. The resulting so-called common
ground allows for shared knowledge, beliefs, and assumptions and thus is an
8
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essential prerequisite for effective communication.
Moreover, also in communication between humans and robots, mental
models are believed to help understand one another. For example, Sheri-
dan (1997) names the provision of humans with models of machines and
vice versa as one of the central challenges in social robotics. A major effort
therein consists in mapping the other’s inner state to an understandable
representation. Grounding as a principle therefore has been effectively in-
corporated in a number of artificial dialog systems for humanoid robots (eg.
Eimler et al. 2010). In addition, Peltason et al. (2013) argue that although
preconditions vary greatly in comparison to human-human interactions, sim-
ilar grounding effects can be observed in HRI as well.
In contrast, Pickering & Garrod (2004, Pg. 188) introduce interactive
alignment as a linguistic adaption “process [that] is automatic and only
depends on simple priming mechanisms”. The alignment model describes
a resource-efficient and implicit construction of common ground. By the
assumption that priming activates similar patterns in the partner, an ex-
plicit model of beliefs about the other’s understanding is only needed as
a fall-back mechanism. Due to the propagation of alignment through the
interconnected linguistic representations (Fig. 2.1), it allows for successful
communication solely with the help of priming. The authors claim align-
ment to occur on different levels of mental representations: Beginning from
phonetic and lexical representations, e.g. usage of the same linguistic con-
struct, over semantical alignment up to the interlocutors situation models
(cf. Zwaan & Radvansky 1998). The interactive alignment model also has
inspired further research, supporting its general ideas. For example, Pardo
(2006) finds evidence for phonetic alignment and Richardson et al. (2007)
discuss the interplay between eye-movement coupling and dialog. Menenti
et al. (2012) furthermore examine a neural basis for alignment.
Despite that, the universality of the alignment concept is also controver-
sially discussed. Already the open peer commentary regarding the article of
Pickering & Garrod (2004) contains arguments by Brown-Schmidt & Tanen-
haus; Schiller & de Ruiter against priming as the only mechanism behind
alignment. Krauss & Pardo consequently argue to allow for more conscious
decisions other than priming. In addition, not all aspects of dialog can
be explained by alignment phenomena. Carbary et al. (2010) for example
could not find any correlation between syntactic alignment and joint task
improvement, indicating that some form of planning has to play a role be-
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Figure 2.1.: The alignment model as described by Pickering & Garrod (2004,
Pg. 177). Interlocutors A and B align their mental representa-
tions in a dialog across different linguistic levels including the
situation model.
sides automatic alignment. Induced by discussions in the dialog and robotics
communities, a further exploration of alignment phenomena as the common
foundation for models in HRI has inspired many interdisciplinary projects in
the collaborative research cluster “Alignment in Communication” at Biele-
feld University in which this thesis is embedded in. Wachsmuth et al. (2013)
give an overview of selected topics within the cluster.
Braningan & Pearson (2006) state that alignment effects can be observed
between humans and robots and that they are often stronger than those be-
tween humans. Nonetheless, human-robot alignment is strongly modulated
by the individual’s concept of the robot as a communication partner. Thus,
the collaboration between linguistics and computer science, as propagated
in the cluster, constitutes a mutual benefit: On the one hand, social be-
haviors of robots can be outlined, implemented, and verified based on the
alignment principle. On the other hand, the linguistic notion of alignment
can be extended to artificial agents and modalities besides speech.
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Among computer scientists in the cluster, the idea of alignment is man-
ifested in many of the cluster’s robotic systems. Swadzba et al. (2009)
successfully implement a computational model of three-dimensional scene
representations to align their mobile robot’s representation to a human un-
derstanding of spatial structures in rooms. Damm et al. (2012) present a
computational model for an emotional alignment between an artificial agent
and a human. Both approaches follow the idea of expanding the alignment
phenomena from speech to spatial arrangements or emotions.
In the same way, spatial interaction strategies in this thesis (cf. Chap. 5)
are guided by the idea of alignment between human and robot. Due to a
hierarchical representation of knowledge in a technical system that is based
on a human-like structure, a solid basis for mutual understanding is estab-
lished. With such a design as a foundation for reasoning, the robot’s spatial
presence can be aligned to an interlocutor’s behavior. As a consequence, the
robot furthermore is able to provide an idea of its internal understanding
of the humans actions and representations. The alignment model therefore
provides a possibility to increase a social robot’s context awareness with
regard to spatial configurations and thereby its usefulness in general.
Figure 2.2 describes the manifestation of the alignment principle into a
technical system that can align spatially to an interlocutor. The graphic
is inspired by the original as depicted in Figure 2.1. Although the internal
representations in humans and robots are inherently different, alignment can
occur on different levels of representations by persistently communicating
the robot’s internal states to the human as well as interpreting the humans
verbal and non-verbal signals.
2.1.2. Conveying Information
Mental models as a basis for mutual understanding of independent agents
can not be established in isolation but only through the exchange of infor-
mation. Humans in parallel to speech employ nonverbal communication in
their daily interactions as presented by Knapp et al. (2013) in a compre-
hensive overview. According to Patterson (1982), the most basic function
of nonverbal behaviors thereby consists of providing each other with infor-
mation. As spatial communication as well (cf. Chap. 2.2) to a large degree
is of non-verbal nature, such signals play a crucial role in extending an in-
teraction to the spatial domain and enabling spatial awareness in humans.
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic depiction of an interactive technical system and a hu-
man partner. The system consists of exemplary modules that
are designed to align with structures that represent similar in-
formation in the human counterpart. The most abstract repre-
sentation in form of the situation model can be found on top, the
most specific and low-level representation at the bottom. Struc-
tures in general are not restricted to linguistic representations.
Structures in the human are depicted as fuzzy clouds in order to
indicate that their kind of representation as well as the bound-
aries between them remain unspecified. Information between
human and system can only be exchanged via signals in differ-
ent modalities and therefore have to be propagated through the
system from the bottom.
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Accordingly, nonverbal social signals in robots serve a very specific pur-
pose: They facilitate an interaction between human and robot by giving the
human subtle hints on how to interact with the robot and therefore support
mutual understanding by the creation of mental models. As an example,
Pitsch et al. (2013) find that gaze strategies can be used to pro-actively
shape the humans behavior during a tutoring situation.
Still, speech certainly is one of the most prominent and most intensively
researched means of communication in social robotics (cf. Fong et al. 2003b).
Nonetheless, Goodrich & Schultz (2007, Chap. 4.2) specify a considerable
proportion of non-verbal messaging between humans and robots. This sec-
tion therefore elaborates on the concept of a non-verbal signal and relates
it to HRI. After describing how social signals are affecting interactions with
robots, the concept of joint attention is briefly introduced as an important
opportunity for information exchange utilized in this thesis.
In the domain of humans (and animals), Maynard-Smith & Harper (2004)
have defined an exchange of information from one entity to another as a
signal. Signals carry information from the sender to the receiver, thereby
causing a certain cost to the sender, such as energy or time-involving costs.
In contrast to the categorization in Allwood (2002), this thesis refers to the
term signal in the passive (e.g. color, appearance) and the active (gesture,
speech) case as they all influence the receiver’s behavior.
After Hegel et al. (2011), the specific notion of signals and their properties
can be beneficial to guide developers in the design of skills for a social
robot and the analysis of existing behaviors. They claim the important
distinction between artificial signals such as LEDs or acoustic beeps and
human-like signals such as a facial expression. While the study of artificial
signals certainly is a research topic on its own, especially in human-computer
interaction, it is not a part of this thesis. Instead, it focuses on the question
whether human-like social signals can be beneficial for the user experience
when interacting with a robot.
Such signals have to be designed carefully because they involve a certain
degree of deception towards the human which lowers the signal’s reliability
(cf. Donath 2011, Pg. 4). Robots do not need to blink as humans or maintain
eye-contact. Nevertheless, many existing platforms (e.g. Yoshikawa et al.
2006; Yonezawa et al. 2007) implement this type of features in order to
appear as social characters. A consistent course of action is thereby crucial
in designing a believable character according to Simmons et al. (2011).
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At the same time, such signals only work because humans tend to anthro-
pomorphize certain properties of robots (Duffy 2003; Eyssel et al. 2010).
According to Epley et al. (2007), especially in humanoid robots this ten-
dency can be fostered by creating social bonds using human-like signals.
Humans then behave similar when interacting with a robot as if they are
interacting with another person. Users of robotic systems thus benefit be-
cause they do not have to learn specific ways to operate a robot but use
them intuitively. Developers of robotic systems also capitalize on the fact
that humans react to the behaviors of the robot in a more predictable way
as they have an extended knowledge of the robot’s capabilities.
A very prevalent way to transfer information to an interaction partner
is the mechanism of joint attention as summarized in Moore & Dunham
(1995). Humans older than one signal each other their current focus of
attention with the help of gaze patterns which reduces uncertainty in the
dialog. Mundy & Newell (2007) even argue that joint attention drives the
development of social cognition in humans. Joint attention also seems to
facilitate the creation of aligned mental models according to Brown-Schmidt
et al. (2005, Pg. 167).
Joint attention has also been adopted by various researchers on their social
robots. Wrede et al. (2009) for example, describe joint attention as a key
mechanism for learning in an interaction with a humanoid robot. Yu et al.
(2010) investigate joint attention in a learning scenario as well. They find
that humans better regard a robot if it shows patterns of joint attention
as well as unnatural behavior in other conditions. Furthermore, Caraian
& Kirchner (2013) argue that joint attention emitted by a robot can take
severe influence on object choices similar as in human-human interactions.
2.1.3. Expectations on Social Robots
In order to fulfill the intended purpose, a signal has to be efficient with regard
to the task which is currently being solved, i.e. the human has to be able to
interpret the signal appropriately (cf. Breazeal 2003). Lohse et al. (2007)
find that already the visual appearance alone has significant influence on
the purpose attributed to a robot. Riek et al. (2010), for example, discover
that the style of a robot’s social gesture has a significant influence on the
reaction time of the user. They claim that more abrupt gestures require less
mental processing and thus lead to a smoother interaction.
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Lohse (2011) states that effectiveness to a large degree depends on the
expectations a user has of the robot and also the situation. Accordingly,
robot signals have to be clear and match the current situation in order to
lead a human through the interaction. Paepcke & Takayama (2010) confirm
that a manipulation of users in terms of wrong expectations can lead to
disappointment about robot capabilities. Accordingly, Breazeal (2004) uses
expressive cues to consistently inform the human about the robot’s internal
state. This way, social signals provide a possibility have to reveal the robot’s
capabilities if they not raise the expectations too high or point into a wrong
direction. As a consequence, a human is able to maintain an updated mental
model of the robot, which makes the interaction more intuitive and benefits
both partners.
Likewise, Duffy & Joue (2004) state that user expectations play a crucial
role for the design of social signals in HRI and this is also the case for this
thesis. Robot signals in general should be conceptualized with focus on the
user so that a common concept of the current contextual information can be
developed. Furthermore, by regarding user expectations, a robot is capable
to incorporate anticipatory actions into its repertoire of behaviors as stated
by Hoffman & Breazeal (2007), which also contributes to a more efficient
collaboration.
As an example, spoken dialog is a skill that many humans expect a social
robot to be equipped with according to Cappelli et al. (2005). Additionally,
Fischer (2011) discover that a carefully designed dialog reduces uncertainty
and can guide users during the interaction if it meets the users expectations.
Utterances therefore should approximately match the speech recognition’s
abilities to not confuse the user about the robot’s skills. Specific movements
that support an utterance, as described by Jung et al. (2013), can also lead
to a more pleasurable user experience if they are adjusted to match different
phases of a dialog.
Consequently, user expectations play a fundamental role for a well coor-
dinated compilation of interrelated robot strategies presented in Chapter 5:
As a first assumption, the suggested behaviors are based on patterns of
interactions between humans. If these patterns work as intended for an in-
teraction between human and robot, an aligned state between them should
emerge. Chapter 6 verifies to what degree such assumptions are valid for
the proposed strategies and how they have to be adjusted.
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2.2. Spatial Communication with Robots
In this thesis, the influence of spatial awareness on the communication be-
tween humans and robots is discussed. The exact term spatial signal will
be used for acts or properties that fulfill the following criteria: a) It can be
considered a signal, i.e. have an influence on the mental model of an inter-
action partner b) The influence changes conceptions related to the spatial
configuration of the interaction partners. The signal could either be influ-
enced spatially because it relies on a spatial configuration as an information
source (input) or because it changes the spatial configuration itself (output).
For example, a spatial signal after this definition would be a repellent reac-
tion to someone who tries to embrace you because the reaction is distance
triggered.
In the next sections, research that investigates the presence and usage of
spatial signals in interactions will be introduced (cf. Ciolek 1983 for a list
of common notations). These concepts lay the theoretical foundations of
this thesis as the behaviors introduced in Chapter 5 are directly inspired
by them. At first in Section 2.2.1, phenomena that occur on a larger scale,
namely interpersonal distances and spatial configurations between persons
as a whole, will be discussed. Secondly, Section 2.2.2 introduces the way
humans engage in face-to-face situations and how such knowledge can be
used for social robots. The interpretation and usage of space during the
actual conversation is then subject to Section 2.2.3. Finally in Section 2.2.4,
the concept of spatial prompting that has recently come up in the social
robotics community will be explained.
2.2.1. Interpersonal Configurations
Interpersonal spaces play an often unconscious (cf. Hall 1966, Pg. 115) but
nonetheless important role in the daily communication between people. As
one of the first researchers, Hall (1966) deeply investigates the topic and
gives an extensive and cross-cultural analysis of human spatial behaviors.
Consequently, Hall et al. (1968, Pg. 83) established the term proxemics
as “the study of [hu]man’s perception and use of space”. While proxemics
research also covers large scales such as landscape or city designs, this thesis
is restricted to so-called dynamic or interpersonal spaces. Also, interaction
strategies are based on findings regarding American and European culture
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because, amongst others, Watson (1972) states that it remains relatively
unclear to what extent the cultural background influences spatial behavior.
By the investigation of correlations between occurrences of spatial signals
and those of distance patterns, proxemics correlates physical distance to so-
cial distance between individuals. For experience of spatial relations, i.e. ob-
servation and communication (signaling) of social closeness, Hall (1963) de-
fines eight so-called dimensions: postural-sex identifiers, sociofugal-sociopetal
orientation (SFP orientation), kinesthetic factors, touch code, retinal com-
binations, thermal code, olfaction code, and voice loudness. Some of them
are not applicable to robots (yet), and therefore only the dimensions that
are relevant for this thesis will be introduced briefly:
• SFP orientation describes the angular relation of two bodies towards
each other. Although in principle this dimension is of linear nature,
one can simplify it to eight areas by using categories of 45 degrees.
• Kinesthetic factors determine in which way two persons can reach
each other. The closest form would be direct body contact, followed
by touching with the elbow or the forearm. Fully extended arms and
leaning correspond to the farthest possible values. As there are two
persons involved, there are 64 possibilities in total of which 11 suffice
to describe everyday situations.
• Retinal combinations categorize where another person appears on ones
retina. Persons in focus are sensed in the fovea while someone in the
macular or peripheral area is gradually sensed less.
Dynamic space can be divided into four distance classes, dependent on
certain boundaries of the eight dimensions, e.g. kinesthetic features. Please
confer to Hall et al. (1968, Pg. 92-93) for a graphical depiction of the correla-
tions. Limits of the classes cannot be interpreted as fixed as they obviously
vary with body height and arm length. Also, cultural background, personal-
ity, gender, and age (Remland et al., 1995) play a role in defining their exact
boundaries. Hall (1966, Chap. X) relates the classes to typical occurrences
during human dialogs. In the following, the different classes are listed and a
short summary of their respective properties is given. Please refer to Figure
2.3 for a schematic depiction of the different classes.
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• Intimate distance directly surrounds a persons body and ranges up
to 45cm. Others can be detected with almost all senses including
haptics and olfaction. The close phase (closer than 15cm) is generally
only entered by sexual partners or in special cases like in competitive
sports. For most people it is even uncomfortable if strangers enter the
far phase. In situations where such close contact is unavoidable (e.g.
in elevators), according to Argyle & Dean (1965), people often try to
virtually extend the space by fixing their eyes on infinity and reducing
their movements to a minimum. In Figure 2.3, limits of the intimate
distance are depicted in violet.
• Personal distance spans up to 1.2m. Closer than approximately 75cm,
only one person has to extend her arm to reach the other, which
defines the close phase. Typically, only close relatives or otherwise
very familiar people enter the close personal distance. In the far phase,
it is still easily possible to touch each other if both extend their elbows.
It is commonly used among good friends and discussing topics with
personal involvement. A magenta colored circle surrounds the personal
distance in Figure 2.3.
• Social-consultive distance usually occurs in impersonal conversations
like business meetings. It reaches about 3.6m, the distance where
two people can barely reach each other while stretching their whole
body. Also, the mandatory recognition distance ends here. In the
closer phase (up to 2.1m), often a greater degree of involvement can
be noticed between the interactants. The far phase indicates a more
formal character of the dialog. It is limited by a cyan line in Figure
2.3.
• Public distance is only very rarely used in face-to-face interactions.
Dialog in the close phase (up to 7.6m) becomes very formal and dis-
tant. Everything above that is considered as the far phase and is only
used in situations where there is one speaker in front of an audience,
e. g. scientific speeches. Figure 2.3 marks the end of the close phase
with a dashed blue circle.
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Figure 2.3.: True-to-scale depiction of the distance classes surrounding a
person as defined by Hall et al. (1968) in proxemics theory.
Solid lines determine the individual borders: violet surrounds
the intimate distance (up to 0.46m), magenta marks the per-
sonal distance (ranging to 1.22m), and cyan limits the social dis-
tance (at 3.70m). Dashed lines indicate the difference between
outer and inner phase of the respective class. The dashed line
in blue depicts the inner phase of the public distance (7.60m)
which itself is unlimited.
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Features of proxemics research seem to be transferable into a compu-
tational model without a major effort. Previously, Sundstrom & Altman
(1976) have formulated a model of an individuals personal space as a func-
tion that maintains an optimal proxemic distance. Such characteristics make
it especially interesting for human-computer interaction (cf. Greenberg et al.
2014) as well as for HRI (eg. Torta et al. 2011) to implement on devies that
are intended to incorporate social functionalities.
Especially the proxemic properties of mobile service robots are of interest
in current social robotics science. Kirby et al. (2009), for example, incorpo-
rate social conventions directly at a planning level in the navigation mod-
ule of their robot. Pacchierotti et al. (2006) evaluate the application of a
passing-by model based on proxemics. They claim that a carefully designed
evasion behavior that respects personal spaces is the most comfortable for
na¨ıve users.
Also, Syrdal et al. (2008) investigated what influence the appearance of a
robot has on the individuals rating of social distances. In their experiment,
participants kept a greater distance towards a more human-like robot as to
a more mechanical one. They conclude that this outcome may have resulted
due to the participants’ expectations of the human-like robot to have some
understanding of proximity. Koay et al. (2007) however show that approach
distances adjust over time as they are influenced by a habituation effect that
occurs in repeated interactions with a robot in a longitudinal study.
Syrdal et al. (2007) as well as van Oosterhout & Visser (2008) and Takayama
& Pantofaru (2009) confirm that humans apply distinct spatial models to
robots depending on their own body features such as age, height, or gender.
According to them, comparable mechanisms as in human-human interac-
tions occur when approaching a robot. Nevertheless, the behavior varies to
a certain degree with the experience people have with humanoid robots.
While people certainly do not handle spatial configurations with robots
exactly as with humans, many parallels can be observed. Humans appar-
ently seem to attribute some kind of spatial competence to a robot. The
findings above suggest that this competence is based on expectations hu-
mans have and that their initial approach corresponds to their own experi-
ence of social spaces.
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(a) Vis-a-vis
|
(b) L-shaped
|
(c) Side-by-side
Figure 2.4.: Sketch of two interactants in exemplary F-formations from
above as introduced by Kendon (1990).
2.2.2. Engaging in Conversations
Schegloff (2002, Pg. 329) describes the opening of a conversation between
people not as a problem of “who talks first”, but rather the fine-grained
decision process of “how the initiation of a conversation is done”. Sev-
eral context variables such as the relationship between speakers play a role.
Kendon (1990, Chap. 6) also states that opening an interaction from afar is
a stepwise process which involves engagement and disengagement of mutual
gaze at different distances while one person is approaching the other.
At direct encounters however, Albas (1991) additionally finds that people
stick to their proxemic habits and even correct interpersonal distances if the
other rearranges. In contrast to unfocused interactions, the SFP orientation
changes with the context of the conversation, especially if there are tasks or
objects involved (cf. Ciolek & Kendon 1980). Thus, Kendon (1990, Chap. 7)
formalizes the notation of F-Formations that humans use to maintain the
shared space during an interaction. In order to allow all participants of
an interaction direct access to the subject, people for example orient in
vis-a-vis, L-shaped, or side-by-side configurations (cf. Fig. 2.4).
This notation is commonly used to structurally analyze interaction sit-
uations with regard to their communicative focus (e.g. in Marshall et al.
2011; Gan et al. 2013). For robotics, Yamaoka et al. (2010) present the
implementation of a proximity control model for mobile robots based on
F-Formations. Also, Kuzuoka et al. (2010) apply such a model to structure
their interaction and dynamically rearrange visitors in a museum to explain
different exhibits.
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While proxemics as well as the F-Formation system for itself are both sub-
ject to a lot of social robotics research, the actual opening of an interaction
including the approaching phase has been mostly disregarded. Lu¨tkebohle
et al. (2009a), for example, present a robot that is capable of self- or mixed
initiative dialog. Nonetheless, the interaction does not start until a person
stands directly in front of the table. Others (e.g. Shiomi et al. 2010) use
a remote control to initiate an interaction but also ignore the fine-grained
entry process and establishment of a common interaction space.
In contrast, Pitsch et al. (2009) open the interaction as soon as the robot
detects human activity. It maintains contingent eye contact during the
whole approaching phase. Also, Heenan et al. (2013) present a sophisticated
system for social interaction opening, but both of them use the relatively
small (58cm) NAO robot1 so it remains unclear how exactly the enormous
height difference effects the users behavior (cf. Sect. 2.2.1).
2.2.3. From Reaching Space to Interaction Space
Widely accepted research shows that humans are neurologically equipped
with a special representation of their ultimate surroundings, which is called
the peripersonal space (cf. Holmes & Spence 2004). Most authors agree that
the human brain represents it fundamentally different than anything that is
farther away. Peripersonal space is also known as reaching space because it
covers exactly the area within arm length of an individual.
While the peripersonal space itself describes a characteristic that is only
applicable to single individuals, Lloyd (2009) gives an extensive overview of
the research regarding the peripersonal space and relates it to interpersonal
communication. Not only it is to a certain degree possible for humans to
extend the body space by using tools that enhance their reaching capabilities
according to Holmes et al. (2004), but Teneggi et al. (2013) also describe a
social modulation, showing a link between sensimotor processing and social
cognition at neuronal level. Furthermore, Brozzoli et al. (2010) find action
specific remapping of the human peripersonal space investigating pointing
gestures in comparison to grasping. Scorolli et al. (2014) in addition ascribe
humans a sophisticated method to interpret the intentions of social postures
and gazes in another’s peripersonal space.
1http://aldebaran.com/en/humanoid-robot/nao-robot (visited: Wed 29th Apr, 2015)
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Figure 2.5.: Above view of two interacting individuals. Two dimensional
projections of their approximately spherical peripersonal spaces
are illustrated as transparent semicircles. The so-called inter-
action space is formed by the overlap of both individual spaces.
Models of the reaching space have also been developed for social robots.
Chinellato et al. (2011), e.g. learn a mapping between visual input and joint
configuration to generate a biologically inspired model of peripersonal space.
Nguyen & Wachsmuth (2008) similarly integrate tactile and visual stimuli of
a virtual agent to learn such a model by self-exploration. Also, peripersonal
space models can for example help to structure an active vision process
and thus facilitate object recognition tasks for robots as demonstrated by
Goerick et al. (2005).
Nguyen & Wachsmuth (2011) apply the idea of aligning representations
between humans and machines to the concept of peripersonal space. They
relatively accurately estimate the humans peripersonal space by projecting
an artificial agents own model to the interlocutor. Similar to the definition of
o-spaces by Kendon (1990), they call the overlap of both peripersonal spaces,
i.e. the area both agents can act in, interaction space. Most recently, Renner
et al. (2014) observe a roughly linear degradation of pointing gestures with
distance in a shared interaction space that suggests a tendency for humans to
respect the other’s territoriality in such a scenario. In this thesis, the notion
of interaction space accordingly refers to the three dimensional intersection
of two agents’ peripersonal spaces. Please refer to Figure 2.5 for a sketch of
the interaction space as an overlap of two individuals’ peripersonal spaces.
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2.2.4. Influencing Spatial Configurations in HRI
Hu¨ttenrauch et al. (2006) argue that only simple parametrized models of
proxemics and f-formations do not suffice to enable sophisticated social be-
havior on a robot. According to them, robots have to be equipped with
active strategies of altering spatial configurations. Green & Hu¨ttenrauch
(2006) therefore introduce spatial prompting as “active strategies of the
robot that are intended to influence users to position themselves in a way
that is advantageous for further communicative actions”. Peters (2011) also
describes small steps and body movements of humans as communicational
cues intended to reposition a mobile robot. More precisely, Peters (2012,
Pg. 172) defines motionings as “abrupt motions of one or two steps or sways,
bounded by short pauses and are repeated up to five times.”
During the course of this thesis the idea of spatial prompting is extended
and transfered to spatial prompting gestures in the interaction space. Espe-
cially in Chapter 5.5, the term spatial prompting will be utilized in the sense
that it refers to a robot’s active spatial signals, although the strategies very
much correspond to the character of small-scale motionings. In particular,
robot movements that solely aim at the repositioning of a humans hands
are considered as prompting gestures.
2.3. Summary
In conclusion, this chapter links related work from social sciences to the field
of HRI. It puts this work into context on the one hand by describing impor-
tant prior knowledge and how this is used in current social robotics research.
On the other hand, it also limits the scope of this work by explaining how
certain notions or concepts are interpreted and used throughout this work.
Section 2.1 demonstrates how general theories from social sciences are put
into the context of robotics research. With alignment, the concept of an au-
tomatic adaption process that also facilitates human-robot communication
is introduced. Social signals are subsequently presented as a basic concept
of information transfer. As a last point, the importance of expectations in
asymmetrical interactions as with robots is highlighted.
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These concepts lay the foundations and guidelines for the development
of interaction strategies in this thesis. Social signals sent by a robot are
designed to meet a user’s expectations so that they support an aligned
representation of the situation leading to an improved interaction.
Section 2.2 investigates in greater detail the communicative channels used
in this work to improve an interaction. As a prerequisite for raising a robot’s
social competence by providing it with mechanisms of spatial awareness, the
link between interpersonal distance and social meaning is discussed in the
form of proxemics and F-Formations. Also, with the concepts of periper-
sonal space and interaction space, representations of space on a smaller scale
are reviewed. Finally, Spatial prompting as a method to spatially influence
another is demonstrated.
With the characteristics of spatial behaviors in humans (and robots) this
chapter provides the necessary theoretical background for further investi-
gation of spatial awareness for a social robot. The next chapter specifies
research questions on top of these findings and explains how they are ap-
proached and operationalized in this thesis.
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3. An Integrated Concept of Spatial
Awareness
This chapter presents an integrated concept of spatial awareness for a social
robot. At first, Section 3.1 formulates the overarching concept of how spa-
tial awareness can foster a better understanding of the robot and therefore
lead to an enhanced interaction. Secondly, in order to analyze an entire
encounter between human and robot, it is decomposed into single phases in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 displays possible strategies for each of these phases
that contribute to the overarching idea of spatial awareness. Section 3.4
then explicitly addresses the joint interaction space with a newly developed
approach to structure it socially. At the end, Section 3.5 concludes the
chapter with a brief summary of the proposed concept.
3.1. Proposition of Impact
As suggested in Chapter 1, the robustness of a robotic system can be im-
proved if it is equipped with social features that conform to user expec-
tations. In order to reach this goal, the robot must be able to interpret
spatial configurations and signals. It is claimed in this thesis that reason-
ably coordinated strategies which are based on such knowledge can improve
the interaction by giving the user subtle hints that reveal the robots inner
state, for example its current intention and focus of attention. Thereby am-
biguities and insecurities towards the robot are reduced leading to a better
user experience. In other words, the primary hypothesis in this work can be
stated as follows:
Hypothesis H Well-matched spatial communicative strategies can guide a
na¨ıve person through an entire encounter with a social robot and thereby
foster mutual understanding which leads to an enhanced user experience.
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In order to effectively support mutual understanding, such strategies have
to be appropriate to the current situation and not interfere with other be-
haviors. Additionally, each signal affects subsequent parts of the interaction
which requires them to be adjusted to each other. In this work they are
therefore explicitly designed in order to help the robot to be perceived as
(more) socially intelligent (cf. Fong et al. 2003a; Chap. 1). More specifically,
the following criteria serve as a guideline:
• Signals should facilitate mutual understanding by creating an aligned
state between human and robot (cf. Chap. 2.1.1)
• Signals should be meaningful and efficient (cf. Chap. 2.1.2)
• Signals have to be obvious, co-ordinated, and meet the user’s expec-
tations (cf. Chap. 2.1.3)
As a consequence, strategies that are presented in Section 3.3 embody
minimal, subtle, and nonverbal spatial signals that aim to be human-like
and therefore naturally understood by an interaction partner. They try to
positively influence the quality of an interaction as well as the perceived
properties of the robot during a communication with a human interlocutor.
3.2. Modeling Encounters
In order to accompany the whole situation, a dialog between two agents is
considered as embedded in an entire encounter that already begins when
both partners are still apart from each other. This thesis therefore fills the
gap of far-away interaction to closer ones by persistent investigation and
manipulation of spatial constellations.
A typical interaction as depicted in Figure 3.1 is rooted in a situation
where two persons are yet unaware of each other. There is a certain distance
between them, and they are possibly not in the same room. During the
course of this thesis, such a configuration is referred to as the idle stage.
The approaching phase is induced when both notice each other and initiation
signals are sent. During the approaching phase, one or both partners shorten
the distance between them until a comfortable communication distance is
reached (cf. Hall et al. 1968).
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Idle Approaching
DialogDeparting
Opening
Initiation
Closing
Figure 3.1.: Sequence diagram of two persons engaging and disengaging in a
dialog. The different stages (depicted in bubbles) are triggered
by specific signals.
At this moment, the conversation is opened with the first words being
spoken. Usually, one of the interactants starts with a greeting phrase which
is answered by the other one. Such a categorization of mutual engagement
roughly resembles the suggestion of Kendon (1990, Pg. 202), who describes
greetings of arrivals at a garden party to generally include “a pre-phase of
sighting and announcement, a distance salutation, an approach phase and
a close salutation”.
Afterwards, the actual dialog phase begins. The conversation is eventu-
ally closed with farewell words by both partners. Finally, both partners
disengage and enter the departing phase where their distance increases as
either one of them or both are leaving. After a successful disengagement,
both arrive again in the idle phase without further signaling.
3.3. Outlining Spatial Strategies
This section considers a novel holistic way to accompany a whole human-
robot encounter with spatial signals. For this purpose, a portfolio of strate-
gies that enable a social robot to be spatially aware of its interaction partner
are presented. The upcoming six claims postulate strategies that enable the
robot to better reveal its own state as well as to respond to subtle hints by
the user with the help of spatial signals and thus contribute to Hypothe-
sis H. In consequence, the entire interaction benefits from a better mutual
understanding between human and robot.
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In the next part, specific behavioral strategies for a social robot are in-
troduced, in order to demonstrate their implication as well as to anticipate
their influence on the human interlocutor. Please also refer to Chapter 2.2
for detailed theoretical background on anticipated effects described here. In
chronological sequence of the human robot encounter (Fig. 3.1), the follow-
ing aspects of spatial awareness are proposed to guide a human through
each phase of the interaction.
3.3.1. Leading into Interaction
This thesis claims that entering a face-to-face dialog between human and
robot can be made more convenient by explicitly addressing the key signals
of initiation and opening as well as continuously monitoring the approaching
phase. In greater detail, the following three interaction strategies support
an integrated opening of a dialog from the first contact:
Claim I (Initiation) Signaling the robot’s availability from afar can lead
from idling into noticing each other and an approaching behavior.
According to Kendon (1990, Pg. 165), there is a multitude of ways to
initiate an interaction from afar but a common point of origin among them
is the identification of an individual as the person to get in touch with.
An initiation signal sent by the robot therefore particularly aims to draw
attention to it in order to lead into the approaching phase. It reduces
a humans uncertainty whether the robot is turned on or off, as well as
communicating the ability and willingness of the robot to interact.
Claim II (Approaching) Gradually attending a human leads into a seam-
less transition from distant to close-up interaction.
Both, the description of human greeting by Kendon (1990, Chap. 6) as
well as the formal notation of social distances by Hall et al. (1968) allow
for the conclusion that approaching each other consists of a gradual pro-
cess of mutual involvement. So distance dependent incrementation of robot
attention towards the human is believed to encourage further approaching
behaviors while leaving it open for the human to pass on. The human
is assured to be noticed by the robot and is also slowly familiarized with
movement patterns of the robot.
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Claim III (Opening) Pro-active robot greeting at a socially appropriate
distance effectively opens up a dialog.
Opening a dialog between humans underlies many factors such as inter-
action history, social status and according to Schegloff (2002) in general is
a complex process. Pro-active robot behaviors, as for example presented by
Lu¨tkebohle et al. 2009a, have been shown to guide a user through an inter-
action, so for opening it is assumed to have a similar effect. With regard
to proper proximity and orientation, a self-initiated greeting is believed to
expose the robot’s verbal capabilities and also acts as an obvious entry point
for the dialog phase.
3.3.2. Guiding through Conversation
Human dialog is already accompanied by iconic and lexical gestures (cf.
Kendon 1997) that contribute to the robustness of conveyed information.
Moreover, complementary motions, as for example proposed by Jung et al.
(2013), can provide additional benefits for an interaction between humans
and robots. With regard to spatial configuration, the following approach is
believed to accompany multi-modal dialog in order to support Hypothesis H:
Claim IV (Dialog) Distinct gestures and spatial prompting can help to
resolve ambiguities and conflicts in the interaction space.
It is claimed that gestures cannot be treated independently from social
arrangements in the interaction space. Spatial prompting strategies as in-
troduced by Green & Hu¨ttenrauch (2006) could therefore be applied to the
domain of gestures in order to enable a robot to react to physical presence
of the human. Chapter 3.4 accordingly investigates the social properties of
the interaction space between human and robot. Gained insights result in a
model that lays the foundation for spatial prompting and other supportive
gestures during a human-robot conversation.
3.3.3. Ending an Encounter
In order to conveniently lead through an interaction, the ending has to
be considered as well. Especially in robot systems that are acting slowly,
confusion could emerge whether there is more information being provided or
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the utterance is over (cf. Kra¨mer 2005). Explicitly closing the interaction
instead of waiting for the human to act as well as actively leading into
a departing phase therefore is considered to have the following beneficial
effects:
Claim V (Closing) Mixed-initiative farewell strategies effectively close a
dialog between human and robot.
Similar to the opening of a dialog, especially in human-robot interactions,
the exact moment when an interaction is coming to and end is not always
clear. Mixed-initiative strategies, as for example presented by Peltason et al.
2009, have been shown to require less clarification and therefore also qualify
as a method to close the dialog appropriately.
Claim VI (Departing) Signaling robot standby behavior leads to the hu-
man disengaging and departing the robot.
Actively signaling disengagement after the dialog has been closed further
clarifies the end of an interaction and leads to mutual disengagement. As
the robot does not show attention anymore, such behavior is believed to
finalize the current interaction (cf. Ghosh & Kuzuoka 2013).
3.3.4. Implications for a Social Robot
To sum up, the previous section elaborates on Hypothesis H in greater detail.
It proposes a social robot that is attentive to spatial configurations and
signals sent by the human. In consequence, it makes use of this information
to be able to emit non-verbal behaviors itself. Such behaviors then can act as
a guidance for the partner in order to consolidate the interaction in terms
of robustness. A claim for every step of a whole human-robot encounter
that contributes to the hypothesis has been proposed. Each of these claims
provides a method to enhance an interaction by providing a strategy for
the robot that further reveals the its inherent state, features, or possibilities
with the help of spatial signals.
At first, a convenient way to lead a human into close encounter with the
robot is suggested. Theoretical concepts from social science provide a rich
source of information for structuring the social meaning of spatial config-
urations during the early phases of the interaction. As comparable effects
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also occur in HRI, initial robot strategies can be derived from assumed ef-
fects in the human counterpart. Secondly, the concept of spatial prompting
is anticipated to be applicable in solving coordination problems during con-
versation. Section 3.4 therefore presents a novel approach for structuring
the interaction space. Lastly, ending an encounter is addressed with spatial
strategies incorporating active robot behaviors that are intended to function
complementary to the opening strategies.
3.4. A Social Structure of Interaction Space1
As described in Chapter 2.2, humans coordinate actions in their surround-
ings with the help of a well structured and social representation of space.
Albeit most of the related work concerning this topic regards spatial con-
figurations and signals on a whole-body scale, social effects also occur on
as smaller scale (cf. Lloyd 2009). Such effects however still have not been
explored extensively in interactions between humans and social robots. In
face-to-face encounters with social robots, this work proposes the presence
of the human in the common interaction space to have a social meaning for
the interaction. Like in larger scale interactions, it is assumed that humans
ascribe the robot some degree of spatial competence and therefore expect it
to consider this kind of information in its actions.
Thus, it is important for the robot to represent human presence and
activity in the interaction space. It is suggested to structure a robot’s rep-
resentation of space in a similar way to the humans peripersonal space. By
explicitly annotating this space, a robot is then supposedly able to recog-
nize activity from humans and (re-)act accordingly. A record of interaction
histories can help the robot in disambiguation tasks such as which object to
grasp next, or what to reference next during dialog.
In order to evaluate in detail how to represent human activity in such a
model as well as to infer possible behavioral patterns, this section investi-
gates the expectations of humans with regard to grasping preferences. With
regard to the concept of interactive alignment, it is assumed that humans
project their own spatial representations to the robot as a basis for under-
standing the robot (Chap. 2.1). To support this theory, three assumptions
have been addressed in an on-line video study:
1Parts of this chapter have been previously published in Holthaus & Wachsmuth (2012)
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Handedness: Humans attribute the robot handedness, i.e. assume the robot
to be right-handed like the majority of human population on
earth (cf. Perelle & Ehrman 1994).
Distance: Humans have distance-dependent expectations on the robot’s
behavior in peripersonal space, so that the robot prefers closer
items to those farther away.
Presence: Humans expect a robot to be influenced in terms of territorial-
ity and focus by the presence of human hands in the interaction
space.
The following sections at first describe the survey setup as well as the differ-
ent conditions and participants. Secondly, the results of the questionnaire
are presented and related to the above hypotheses. Finally, conclusions
are drawn for modeling social characteristics in the peripersonal space that
enable a humanoid robot to exhibit appropriate interactive behavior.
3.4.1. Probing Spatial Interaction Strategies
To investigate human expectations towards the social capabilities regarding
the interaction space of a humanoid robot, an on-line study (cf. Appx. A)
containing images and videos of an interaction situation between iCub (cf.
Metta et al. 2010) and a human has been conducted.
In the course of the questionnaire, personal data such as age and occu-
pation is asked at first. Then, the actual scene with two equal objects on
a table between a human and the robot is presented from the participants’
perspective (Scene I) as a still image. The introductory text states that
during the interaction, human and robot should grasp and inspect objects
on the table after each other. Participants are provided with the informa-
tion that currently it is the robot’s turn and below the picture they have to
choose which object the robot should pick and inspect in their opinion.
On the next page, a video of the same situation is presented, in which a hu-
man hand enters the scene and moves towards one of the objects (Scene II).
The hand holds a third object and that is turned around inspected by the
human. Again, users have to choose which object the robot should pick in
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Scene I
Close [C]
Scene II Scene III
Very close [V]
Scene II Scene III
(a) Snapshots from the middle [M] condition.
(b) Snapshots from the robot [R] condition.
(c) Snapshots from the human [H] condition.
Figure 3.2.: Object and hand positions presented in the video study grouped
by object placement. In (a), both objects have the same dis-
tance to the robot. In (b) and (c) the object where the manipu-
lation takes place is either closer to the robot or to the human.
From left to right, one can see the initial image without a hu-
man hand (Scene I), then the human hand present (Scene II)
as well as the corresponding mirrored scene (Scene III) in the
central columns. The rightmost images show alternate scenes II
and III, i.e. in the very close human hand condition in normal
and mirrored variant. Some images © 2012 IEEE.
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its next move. To avoid effects of handedness, exactly the same situation
has been presented a third time only flipped horizontally (Scene III). The
first three columns of images in Figure 3.2 give an impression on the order
of display. Mirrored scenes have been shown in random order, i.e. in ap-
proximately half of the cases scene one and two, i.e. picture and first video,
were mirrored and instead of only the second video.
In order to clarify which object users want the robot to pick depending
on the distance, the positioning of objects has been varied in the following
three conditions:
• Both objects lie in the middle of the table with the same distance to
the robot and the same distance to the human observer (Condition
[M], Fig. 3.2a).
• The object where the manipulation occurs lies closer to the robot than
the other one (Condition [R], Fig. 3.2b).
• The object at which the human hand appears is closer to the human
than the other one (Condition [H], Fig. 3.2c).
Depending on a second condition, the manipulation takes place either
in the close surroundings between the human and the object (Condition
[C], central columns of Figure 3.2), or in very close distance almost besides
the right object (Condition [V], rightmost columns of Figure 3.2). A third
condition constitutes the ending of the video: Either the hand leaves the
scene (Condition [L]) or it stays in the same spot after investigating the
object (Condition [S]). Different endings are omitted from the graphics.
On the later pages of the questionnaire, people also answered whether
they think that the robot is capable of grasping and recognizing the object,
and whether the object’s distance or the human gesture actually influence
the robot’s choice.
A total of 154 people have participated in the questionnaire, of which 14
have been excluded because they did not accept the privacy statement plus
another three who did not answer all questions. 51% are females and the
participants’ age ranges from 23 to 61 with a mean of 30.5 years. The ques-
tionnaire was available in German and English, with each person fluent in
at least one of the languages. The average self-assessed German knowledge
is 3.89 on a five-point scale (0-4), as introduced by Likert (1932).
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The participants’ occupation varies greatly although many of them are
either students (35%) or scientific staff (23%). Most participants have a
common technical understanding with an above average computer experi-
ence of 2.99 out of 4. The average experience with robots is lower (1.46), so
most of them are naive to the actual experiment.
3.4.2. Evaluation of Human Expectations
Answers to every decision question between the two objects as well as on
the influence of distance and gesture have been evaluated with the help a χ2
goodness of fit test (cf. Pearson 1900) against equal probability to distin-
guish preference for an answer from chance. Also, a χ2 test of independence
(cf. Pearson 1900) has been conducted between the conditions to clarify
whether the differences influence the participants’ choice.
Almost every participant (96.7%), thinks that the robot is capable of
grasping the objects on the table, whereas only 57.6% believe that it can
recognize the human gesture. Because the opinion whether one believes in
the functionality of the robot or dislikes it heavily influences answers to
other questions (cf. Riek et al. 2010; Takayama & Pantofaru 2009), people
with a negative vote on either of these questions have been excluded from
the rest of the analysis. In total, 79 participants who ascribe the robot
perceptual and moving capabilities remain to be evaluated.
Side and object choice Figure 3.3 shows an overview of which object
participants want the robot to grasp. In Figure 3.3a, results are grouped by
the position of the object summed over all conditions. Participants answers
significantly depend on the scene (χ2 = 6.8, df = 2, p < 0.034). Also, a
highly significant preference for the left object can be observed in the first
scene (χ2 = 9.2, df = 1, p < 0.003). Please notice that in this scene (Scene
I), there’s no hand visible at all, as it is a still image. In the later videos
(Scenes II, III), this bias cannot be reproduced anymore, each side is equally
chosen. Answers in the third scene significantly differ from those of the fist
one (p < 0.025).
Part 3.3b describes the results from a different perspective. Answers in
this plot are grouped by the place, in which the human hand is active,
independent from the object position. The hand could appear either on the
right side (default) or on the left side (mirrored setup). Again, in the first
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Figure 3.3.: Overview of the participants’ suggestion for the robot in the
three scenes. In (a), it is depicted whether the right or the left
object has been chosen. (b) contains choices grouped by the
object, i.e. whether a hand will be presented nearby the object
or not. Significance levels (∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01) of the
goodness of fit against equal probability are given below the
columns. Levels resulting from the independence test are given
as bars between the columns and at the title for the complete
dataset. © 2012 IEEE.
scene, no hand is visible. Nevertheless, one of the objects lies at the position
where the hand appears in the later videos. No significant differences are
observable in the first and second scene. A non-significant tendency in
the second, and a significant one in favor of the object with a hand in its
surroundings is visible in the third scene (χ2 = 5.6, df = 1, p < 0.018).
Positioning of the object The distance between the object and the robot
has significant influence on the object choice of the participants, as depicted
in Figure 3.4. For the first scene, a (highly) significant preference for the
object that lies closer to the robot can be observed in the robot [R] (Fig. 3.4b,
χ2 = 17.6, df = 1, p < 0.001) and human [H] (Fig. 3.4c, χ2 = 6.5, df = 1, p <
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Figure 3.4.: Participants’ object choice in the three scenes with regard to
appearance of a human hand grouped by object position. In
(a), (b), and (c) answers from the distance conditions (robot,
middle, and human) are plotted separately and the difference in
object choice is individually compared among the three scenes.
Significance levels (∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01) are given along
the columns, as bars between the columns, and at the title.
© 2012 IEEE.
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0.011) conditions. Consequently, if both objects are equally far away from
the robot ([M] condition, Fig. 3.4a), the answers cannot be distinguished
from chance in the still image.
Figure 3.5 describes answers to the same questions as Figure 3.4 but this
time grouped in a different way. A comparison of the particular conditions
displays the user preference in each scene separately. Figure 3.5a shows that
the answer for the still image in Scene I is highly dependent on the condition
(χ2 = 24.1, df = 2, p < 0.001) and that all conditions differ significantly
from each other except the middle condition from all results. The presence
of a hand influences the choice in Scene II and III as indicated by Figures
3.5b and 3.5c. Conditions cannot be distinguished from each other because
all results (except the human condition) show a significant favoring of the
object closer to the hand in both cases.
In the human [H] condition, a significant preference in the first scene
disappears in the videos with a hand. People choose an object more often if
there is a human activity in the surroundings than in the first observation.
The opposite holds for the robot [R] condition where people select the free
object more often, at least in the first scene with a hand. In the second
video, people again prefer the object close to the robot. In the middle
[M] condition, a hand nearby the object produces a significant difference
from chance in favor of the object to be chosen in scene two and three
(χ2 = 4.17, df = 1, p < 0.042).
Positioning and presence of the hand The results further show that par-
ticipants in scene three prefer an object significantly more if the hand stays
nearby the object than if it leaves the scene (Conditions [S, L], χ2 = 4.6, df =
1, p < 0.033), although there are also tendencies in the latter case. Trends
are visible in scene two as well, but no significances can be observed.
Similar results can be found when comparing the position of the hand in
relation to the object (Conditions [C,V]). If the hand is very close [V] to
the object, no significances can be found. On the contrary, if the hand is in
the close surroundings of but behind the object from the robot’s perspective
[C], people choose the object significantly more often in scene three (χ2 =
4.8, df = 1, p < 0.028). A tendency is observable in scene two.
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Figure 3.5.: Participants’ object choice in the different placements with re-
gard to appearance of a human hand grouped by scene. In (a),
(b), and (c) answers from the three scenes are plotted sepa-
rately and the difference in object choice is individually com-
pared among the placement conditions (robot, middle, and hu-
man). Significance levels (∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01) are
given along the columns, as bars between the columns, and at
the title. © 2012 IEEE.
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Figure 3.6.: Participants’ opinion about the influence of (a) the object dis-
tance and (b) the human gesture on the robot’s choice grouped
by object placement (robot, middle, human). Significance levels
(∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01) are given along the columns, as
bars between the columns, and at the title. © 2012 IEEE.
Decision questions on influences In the questions after all scenes, peo-
ple vote significantly for the distance to have an influence on the robot’s
choice equally among all conditions (χ2 = 17.3, df = 1, p < .001). One
exception from that is the middle condition, where both objects have the
same distance from the robot. Answers in this case differ significantly from
the other conditions and it could not be distinguished from chance whether
participants voted the distance to have an influence or not (cf. Figure 3.6a).
The gesture instead is not significantly believed to have a strong influence
on the robot’s choice in all conditions, see Figure 3.6b. While the overall
influence is approved by the sum of all votes (χ2 = 12.2, df = 1, p < 0.001)
and especially in the middle condition where distance cannot be the deciding
factor, answers from people in the human and robot condition showed a
trend but did not produce a significant result.
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3.4.3. Consequences for Spatial Modeling
The above results suggest that a robot’s representation of its surroundings
should on the one hand model objects in a distance dependent manner dur-
ing face-to-face interactions. On the other hand, also the presence and his-
tory of hands has to be remembered as participants expect human presence
to influence the robot’s attentional focus. In general, it could be shown that
humans tend to project their own spatial representation onto the robot. Re-
garding the assumptions stated in the beginning of Section 3.4, the following
consequences emerge for modeling a robot’s peripersonal space.
Handedness Participants expect the robot to be right handed. When peo-
ple only see an image with two equally distant objects on a table, they ex-
pected the robot to grasp the object on the left, which is the robot’s right
side. As almost all participants are right-handed, their intuitive response
seems to project their own preference for the right hand onto the robot. If
other factors such as human hands are involved, this first assumption might
still be valid, but apparently superseded by these factors.
Distance The object’s position has the greatest impact. If one of the
objects lies closer to the robot, people initially prefer this one, because it is
easier for the robot to reach than the one farther away. This choice again
indicates an assignment of a spatial model which is similar to the human.
Such distance dependent behavior can be modeled effectively in a spherical
representation of the peripersonal space, because decisions can be based on
only one single parameter.
Presence Human activity alters the object choice. Distance alone cannot
be used as a deciding factor for the robot in an interaction scenario. Answers
from the video study clearly showed that also the presence of the interaction
partner has to be considered. A human hand on the one hand can raise the
decision frequency if the object is at the outer limits of the peripersonal
space. On the other hand, it can inhibit a decision for an object that is
clearly in the robot’s personal zone. The results indicate that the human
can function as an attention getter in the first case but also occupy areas
for personal use in the latter case.
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Figure 3.7.: Planar cut at shoulder height through the depiction of the active
peripersonal space. A black circle delineates the extent of the
individual reaching space and exemplary dots mark the activa-
tion grid that stores information about the presence of others.
Different shades of teal display the amount of human activity
at the respective grid point.
Furthermore, a human does not necessarily have to touch, refer or point
to the object directly. In the experiment, the hand holds a third object the
whole time which makes a direct reference impossible. Instead, the object
is marked indirectly through the positioning of a hand. The decision for
the object does also not only depend on the distance between hand and
object but additionally on the direction from where the hand approaches
the object. If the hand happens to be very close besides the object, the
effect is weaker. Possibly, this again indicates a form of occupancy. The
ending of the scene also influences peoples choice of the object. Only if
the hand stays in the scene, a significant effect is observable. The hand
might have been visible for a too short amount of time to be useful as an
attention getter. Nonetheless a trend towards the object close to the hand
is noticeable in the data.
The above conclusions that are drawn from participants’ object prefer-
ences are supported by their answers to the decision questions as well. Peo-
ple consciously know and expect the distance as well as the presence of a
hand to have an influence on the robot’s choice. As stated in Chapter 2.1.3,
these expectations should be respected in the robot’s behavior, in order to
enhance the interaction between naive users and robots in terms of usability.
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In summary, all three assumptions have been approved by the survey,
as humans attribute the robot handedness, and an awareness of distance
as well as territoriality in its own peripersonal space. In order to align
a robot’s behavior to these expectations and increase the robots spatial
context awareness, a human-like representation of the robot’s reaching space
is therefore proposed.
The so-called active peripersonal space as depicted in Figure 3.7 could act
as the conceptual foundation for more profound reasoning on social activ-
ities of a human interaction partner. It is restricted to the reaching space
in front of the robot as indicated by a black semicircle. A configurable
spherical activation grid stores the amount and points in time with human
activity that has been registered by the robot. Due to an angular represen-
tation and therefore intrinsically higher resolution of the grid in closer robot
distance, it lays a solid basis for distance-dependent social decisions in the
robot. Consequently, such a representation is employed as a source of infor-
mation about human presence in Chapter 5.5 where Claim IV is addressed
in a multi-modal dialog that involves robot gestures and therefore bears the
potential for territorial conflicts.
3.5. Summary
To sum up, this chapter suggests a comprehensive concept of spatial aware-
ness for a social robot. Upon the related research introduced in Chapter 2,
it presents a novel way of social intelligence for a humanoid robot that relies
on spatial configurations and signals. Section 3.1 for that purpose estab-
lishes the overarching aspiration of this work in Hypothesis H. Thereby the
research question is given as a proposal how to foster human-robot under-
standing by supporting the construction of mutual mental models.
In Section 3.2, a holistic perspective of a human-robot encounter, begin-
ning with the first (far away) contact, moving over to interaction opening,
and concluding after a joint face-to-face situation, is introduced. For each
stage during such a situation, six behavioral strategies that are supposed to
support the main hypothesis are presented as claims in Section 3.3.
Special attention is given to the social structure of the peripersonal space
in Section 3.4. It presents an on-line video study that investigates spatial
expectations of humans towards social robots. The survey reveals that hu-
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mans expect a robot to be right-handed and that it respects distances as well
as human presence in the interaction space. As a consequence, the concept
of an active peripersonal space is proposed which is intended to function as
a computational basis for spatial interaction strategies at close distances.
In this chapter, already a considerable contribution to the field of social
robotics has been provided by investigation the social structure in the active
peripersonal space. Furthermore, Hypothesis H and the individual claims
for each phase, represent a statement which proposes spatial awareness to be
useful for HRI by extending communicative capabilities. In order to approve
the impact of each singular claim with respect to this statement, presented
concepts are in the following incorporated onto an actual interaction scenario
which is explained in the next chapter. With the specific scenario as a
constraint, each claim is then examined in greater detail in Chapter 5 and
finally evaluated in Chapter 6 to draw conclusions on the viability of the
hypothesis.
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The scenario of a robotic receptionist has been chosen in order to address the
research question stated in Hypothesis H. It appears to be well suited for the
considered phenomena as the way of proceeding covers an entire encounter
between an information provider and a questioner. Distant initiation of an
interaction as well as the approaching phase can be investigated from the
moment someone enters a building or room. Additionally, if the receptionist
for example has a ground plan at its proposal, interactions in a shared space
can be explored. Besides that, the specifics of human disengagement from
the robot are examinable as well.
Besides offering the opportunity to research spatial signaling, such a sce-
nario is particularly suitable for an investigation of HRI. In the first place,
a human in the role of the arriver does not need to have any special train-
ing in order to participate in the interaction. Apart from the fact that the
receptionist is a robot, the general way of proceeding is mostly intuitive as
humans are familiar with similar situations. Today, there are already artifi-
cial technical systems providing information almost anywhere, for example
ticketing machines. Robotic systems, e.g. outdoor guides (cf. Evers et al.
2014) are emerging, so that they become more common in human daily
life. Furthermore, Lohse et al. (2007) name the provision of different kinds
of information as a function that is being ascribed to certain human-like
robots.
Secondly, due to the conventionality of the a receptionist setting and thus
easy to comprehend course of action for na¨ıve users, focus of attention is
shifted from the scenario itself onto the robot. While offering the opportu-
nity to research spatial signals, the scenario itself does not alter the mean-
ing of such signals as they have a more general validity and are designed
independent from the robot’s features as a receptionist. As a consequence,
gained insights from a study on the communicative capabilities of a social
robot are presumably to some degree transferable to comparable interactive
scenarios.
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Mutual Greeting Ask for Information
Provide InformationFarewell
Figure 4.1.: Sequence of a typical interaction between a robot and a human
visitor which is shared among common receptionist systems.
Human turns are depicted in red, robot actions in yellow. White
boxes mark optional steps. In most systems, the dialog phase
which is opened by a mutual greeting consists of any number
of information requests answered by the robot. Afterwards, the
conversation is usually closed by farewell statements.
Furthermore, in a receptionist scenario, a robot can incorporate various
digital information sources in order to provide information. It is possible
to model a map of the surroundings beforehand as well as to include more
advanced knowledge such as office hours from on-line calendars. As an-
other benefit, robot behavior can be modeled straightforwardly due to the
relatively limited sequence of actions in such a scenario.
This chapter introduces the basic receptionist that has been realized in
the course of this work as an implementation that does not include spatial
awareness functions. Instead, it gives insight about the setup and essen-
tial functionalities of the receptionist which are needed in order to enable
a reasonable interaction. Therefore, it also investigates requirements and
constraints for the scenario that emerge from Hypothesis H as well as from
the background considered in Chapter 2. With the basic receptionist sys-
tem as a reference system, it is possible to identify differences in user ratings
compared to the advanced receptionist which incorporates spatially aware
strategies on top of the here presented functionality (cf. Chap. 5, 6).
At first, other existing humanoid receptionists are described in Section 4.1
on the one hand to approve the feasibility of such a scenario but on the
other hand to distinguish their purpose and research question from the ones
presented in this thesis. Section 4.2 then investigates requirements for the
physical setup. Details on the implementation as well as on the course
of action during the encounter is subsequently presented in Section 4.3.
Eventually, the chapter is concluded in Section 4.4 with a short summary.
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Name Reference Research Interest
ASKA Nisimura et al. (2002) Speech and Dialog
– Aleixo et al. (2007) People Recognition
– Holzapfel & Waibel (2007) Dialog Design
Burghart et al. (2007) Interaction Patterns
SAYA Hashimoto et al. (2007) Head Nods
Valerie Gockley et al. (2005) Interaction Design
Michalowski et al. (2006) Spatial Engagement
Lee et al. (2010) Social Properties
Salem et al. (2013b) Politeness and Context
Makatchev et al. (2013) Culture and Affiliation
iCub Holthaus & Wachsmuth (2014) Spatial Awareness
Table 4.1.: Selection of different receptionist robots: A comparison of func-
tionality and research question.
4.1. Other Receptionists in Social Robotics
The receptionist as an application for robots has been established by a
number of research groups investigating different phenomena (cf. Table 4.1).
In this section, exemplary robot systems that are implementing the basic
logic of a receptionist are introduced. Figure 4.1 displays this common
functionality which consists of the human asking for an information, for
example the way to an office, followed by an answer of the robot. While
all of the presented approaches share the core functionality, each of them
lays focus on a unique research question. If the robot is capable of arm
movements, the answer is often accompanied by pointing gestures leading
the direction. Most setups are also equipped with a dialog that is opened
by mutual greetings and ends with farewell statements.
Nisimura et al. (2002) have deployed the humanoid robot ASKA at a
university campus, one of the earlier receptionists that is able to produce
gestures and is equipped with a verbal interface. They especially address the
implementation of a convenient dialog system and investigate the robustness
of their speech recognition system for usage in an applied scenario in the
real world.
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Holzapfel & Waibel (2007) accordingly investigate possibilities to model
such a dialog structure for receptionists by reinforcement learning. In con-
trast, the system presented by Aleixo et al. (2007), albeit also having a
speech interface available, it is mainly utilized to improve upon the detec-
tion and tracking routines of humans as well as to integrate them into the
running system. Both of these approaches to a large degree address the
technical aspects of a receptionist system and therefore contribute to the
realization of an interaction as depicted in Figure 4.1.
Instead of focusing on the capabilities of the receptionist itself, the work
of Burghart et al. (2007) uses the same setup as Holzapfel & Waibel to in-
vestigate social phenomena between human and robot. They describe an
experimental setting where a social robot guides people to a place they are
supposed to deliver parcels to. From such interactions, they infer behav-
ioral patterns of people engaging the robot. They are furthermore able to
deduce a transcription method applicable to more general instances of HRI.
Hashimoto et al. (2007) investigate in a receptionist setup, how head nod-
ding gestures can positively influence aspects of the interaction. They find
that as human-likeness, understanding, smoothness and familiarity are in-
creased if the robot expresses nodding at certain predetermined times during
the interaction in comparison to randomly timed nods or no head movement
at all.
Gockley et al. (2005) introduce Valerie (aka. the roboceptionist), as a per-
manent setup aiming to research the design of social interaction strategies.
They are primarily concerned with long-term effects between the system
and untrained users but also are able conduct additional studies with the
installation. In this scenario, Michalowski et al. (2006) investigate a model
of spatial relationships. Based upon regions around the booth in which the
robot is placed, the engagement of visitors is estimated. In their study, they
are are experiencing three behavioral patterns of people which they classify
as definite interactants, passersby, or still undecided. Lee et al. (2010) addi-
tionally confirm that the roboceptionist, although only being equipped with
a monitor instead of a head, is being treated as social entity by people.
Salem et al. (2013b) utilize the same receptionist to research effects of
robot politeness and context on the perception of the robot. While they can-
not find any differences comparing two politeness strategies, the change from
a goal-directed to a free-form interaction results in an increased perceived
warmth of the robot. More recently, cross-cultural effects in human-robot
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interactions are being researched by Makatchev et al. (2013), as the robot is
capable to express ethnically salient behaviors in a bi-lingual fashion. They
are able to show affiliation effects with the robot but cannot finally prove
an ethnic homophily.
The setup which is pointed out in the next two sections shares the ideas
behind the latter setups. It has been specifically developed in order to
investigate the research social phenomena between a robot and a human
interlocutor. More precisely, it does not insist to represent the best possible
way to implement a receptionist robot. Instead, it consists of an interactive
robot system that serves as a starting point to research the effects of an
integrated concept of spatial awareness for a social robot. Firstly, the phys-
ical capabilities of the scenario are outlined in Section 4.2. Afterwards, the
basic interactive functionality is displayed in Section 4.3. Strategies that
contribute to the research questions are introduced in Chapter 5 immedi-
ately after the scenario has been framed.
4.2. Capabilities of a Receptionist Robot
In this section, the technical requirements as well as the physical realization
of the basic receptionist is being described. At first, Section 4.2.1 presents
the reasoning behind the selection of robot hardware for the scenario. It
gives insight which factors are needed as a prerequisite and why the specific
arrangement has been chosen. Then, in Section 4.2.2 the concrete realization
and final arrangement is being explained.
4.2.1. Requirements and Constraints
In order to setup a convenient environment for the investigation of social
interactions with spatial signals between a robot and a na¨ıve user, several
requirements have to be considered. In terms of robot appearance and
functionality, it is a prerequisite to provide a humanoid look that inherits
and exhibits the purpose of social interaction capabilities (cf. Chapter 2.1).
Furthermore, the body has to be of an appropriate height, in order to draw
meaningful conclusions when spatially relating the robot to a human coun-
terpart (cf. Chapter 2.2). As a final technical requirement, the body has to
be equipped with certain movable parts. At first, upper limbs (i.e. arms,
hands, fingers) are a necessity for displaying pointing gestures as well as
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spatial prompting. Besides that, it needs a flexible hip, head, as well as
eyes in order to engage in social configurations and display visual attention.
With no further requirements on special robot hardware, it is possible to
apply the scenario and the spatial awareness concept to a variety humanoid
robots with similar capabilities in a convenient way.
As a self-imposed constraint, in contrast to a mobile robot that is moving
around freely, a stationary setup has been chosen. Such a decision com-
prises that the robot is unable to reposition itself because it is fixed at a
certain location, namely behind a receptionist desk. While the spatial com-
municative capabilities of the robot are limited in terms of positioning, at
the same time effects that are out of focus for this thesis can be excluded in
advance. To be exact, this thesis does neither claim nor attend to address
the (certainly important) question of how to communicate navigation goals
to a human. With an immobile robot, such processes are immediately ruled
out by the scenario composition.
At the same time, a stationary receptionist setup provides the possibility
to elaborate on all the claims given in Chapter 3.3. During the approaching
of a human, Claim I, II, and III can be examined. Given that proxemics and
F-Formations play an important role during these phases, the scenario is
well suited for investigating how to properly use communicative signals such
as display of visual attention in order to positively influence the interaction.
With the integration of a floor plan into the scenario a shared interaction
space is created, so that Claim IV can as well be subject to research. For
example, if human body parts hinder the robot in pointing towards build-
ings on the map, and spatial prompting strategies might be considered as a
socially proper alternative in resolving such a conflict. Similar to opening
the interaction, the influence of spatial signals can be investigated in ad-
dressing Claim V and VI. Explicit disengagement could be considered as an
adequate method to lead a human out of the interaction and towards the
place she is searching for.
To sum up, a receptionist scenario with a properly designed stationary
robot offers the opportunity to effectively research the space in-between
human and robot. In such a setup, not the robot’s positioning but the
interpretation and production of pose and gestures can be investigated if it
has the appropriate expressive capabilities at disposal.
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(a) Front view: Standby pose
(b) Side view: Standby pose
(c) Side view: Pointing
Figure 4.2.: Setup of the iCub in the receptionist scenario. The robot is fixed
on a pole behind a desk with a floor plan on it. (a), displays a
front view of the setup, in which facial features of the robot are
visible. In (b) and (c) side views of the same scene are given.
(b) displays the standby pose as well as an augmented circle,
delineating the border of the robot’s reaching space. (c) gives
an exemplary pointing gesture towards another room.
4.2.2. Installation and Physical Setup
The iCub robot, unveiled by Metta et al. (2010), is incorporated into the
scenario in the role of the receptionist (cf. Fig. 4.2). Power supply and
Ethernet are wired at the robot’s back, so that all computing except motor
control can be done on regular PCs that do not have to stand close by. An
external 3D camera (not shown) for perception is placed slightly behind the
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robot above its shoulder so that it can observe attending persons as well
as the desk with the floor plan on top. A pair of standard PC speakers
resides hidden at the robot’s feet. Voice recording is done via a wearable
microphone in order to increase recognition accuracy. Optionally, e.g. for
demonstration purposes, a directional microphone can be used, which re-
stricts verbal conversation to certain areas directly in front of the robot.
As described by Tsagarakis et al. (2007), the iCub has been developed
especially for cognitive interaction research and therefore a lot of effort has
been put into a sociable interface as recognizable in Figure 4.2a. The robot’s
body resembles a full human shape, having a total of 53 degrees of freedom
available. With a height of 948mm and 365mm reaching length including
arm, hand, and fingers, it is smaller than most adults. When mounted
on a pole, its height grows up to 1340mm as it floats above the ground.
Because the body is able to bend forwards, despite being fixed on the pole,
its reaching limit is extended to approximately 480mm at just above table
and thus floor plan height.
The iCub is placed behind a small receptionist desk with a height of
730mm above the ground. A floor plan which measures 380mm x 380mm
and is placed 240mm away from the robot on top of the desk (cf. Appx. D),
which is almost completely covered by the plan. Figure 4.2b relates the
robot’s reaching limits to the map by displaying an augmented semi-circle
on top of the map surrounding accessible areas. The robot is depicted in
the standby pose, ready to welcome visitors. On the contrary, Figure 4.2c
shows an exemplary pointing gesture indicating towards another room in
the building.
Despite the relatively small size of the robot compared to a normal adult,
Walters et al. (2009) report that size differences of about 20cm do not signifi-
cantly influence approaching preferences of humans towards robots. Human
approaching behavior in terms of proxemics can therefore be studied delib-
erately with the iCub, taking into account that results might differ slightly
from interactions at exactly the same height. With regard to interaction
space, the physical capabilities of the robot intentionally divide the map
into two approximately evenly sized areas (cf. Fig. 4.2b). There is shared
space, where both have direct access as well as areas outside of the robot’s
scope, leaving the opportunity to investigate different behaviors in those
zones.
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4.3. Interactive Functionality
The receptionist system is not only realized as a monolithic software. In-
stead, it connects a number of independent modules, of which many are
implemented as standalone processes, e.g. existing software for hardware
communication or speech recognition. As an overview, Figure 4.3 depicts
how the modules are arranged to create the basic receptionist. Section 4.3.1
at first describes how external modules (orange in Fig. 4.3) are connected to
the main component in order to enable perception and action in the recep-
tionist. Afterwards, Section 4.3.2 gives details on the implementation of the
indicated functionality inside the executional layer (on a gray background in
Fig. 4.3) that relates basic information from the sensors to semantic repre-
sentations. On this basis the dialog system decides on which action to take
and which outputs to produce. Finally, the procedure of engaging and in-
teracting with the basic receptionist is explained using an exemplary course
of action in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1. Communicative Channels
In order to implement interactive functionality, the system has to access in-
put channels like cameras as well as output channels such as robot actuators.
Thereby, perception and actuation modules have to be realized separately,
as a lot of different hardware is being employed. Thus, inter-process commu-
nication in the receptionist is needed, which is enabled on basis of the XTT
protocol by Lu¨tkebohle et al. (2011) supported by a memory-like commu-
nication framework (cf. Wrede et al. 2004a,b). This allows for an accurate
representation of a tasks life-cycle, i.e. monitoring the beginning, duration
and ending of behavioral functions. As a consequence, utterances, gestures,
and gazes can be executed in a controlled and synchronized fashion. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to monitor and react to errors that occur during the
execution of a task.
Visual perception is implemented using the iceWing software developed
by Lo¨mker et al. (2006), which captures video data from an external 3d-
camera. With the help of a boosting cascade (cf. Viola & Jones 2001), the
face of an interlocutor is found in the scene. Hands on the other hand are
detected and classified as such using a modified articulated scene model as
described by Swadzba et al. (2010), so that it is also applicable in smaller
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XCF XCF XTT
Yarp YarpYarp
XTT XTT XTTXTT
iKiniceWing Esmeralda
Faces Hands Utterances
PaMiniOpenCV
Postures
SaySrv
Utterances
MARYiKinGaze
GazesGestures
Pointing Salutations QuestionsPartner SalutationsAttentionDirections
Dialog System
Figure 4.3.: Abstract depiction of the basic receptionist system. In the first
three rows (on a gray background), internal representations of
concepts important for the interaction are listed. The fixed-
decision dialog system (purple) acts as a connection between in-
put and output. Semantic knowledge in the next row is painted
in blue. Green bubbles represent the respective units of basic
information. Orange bubbles connect each of these units to an
input or output channel for communication. Please note how
the coloring corresponds to the layers of a technical alignment
system presented in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2.1.1. Arrows mark
the overall flow of information in the system.
scale conditions. Given a proper calibration of camera systems prior to an
interaction, 3-dimensional information about the location of faces as well as
human hands are then related to real-world locations in robot coordinates
using functions of the OpenCV library (cf. Bradski 2000).
Speech can be perceived via a directed microphone or alternatively a head-
set that participants have to wear. Also keyboard-based input is possible for
testing purposes. Recognition is achieved with the HMM-based Esmeralda
software introduced by Fink (1999), which is supported by a fixed grammar
(cf. Appx. B). Recognized sentences are used as an input for PaMini, a
dialog module which is capable of mixed-initiative (cf. Peltason & Wrede
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2010), i.e. triggering of routines by both human and robot. On this ba-
sis, system tasks are being executed, that are for example connected to the
internal routines for explanation or salutation or helping behaviors.
Movements as an output are solely executed on the iCub robot. For that
purpose, it offers several software interfaces for actuating the hardware, such
as an inverse kinematics (iKin) module developed by Pattacini et al. (2010)
which is utilized in the receptionist to realize pointing gestures. Similarly,
gazes can be controlled in a human-like way using coordinated head and
eye movements as described by Pattacini (2011). Both modules are being
accessed via the YARP middleware introduced by Fitzpatrick et al. (2008).
In order to maintain the benefits of the XTT-based task description, an
adapter module acts as intermediary between motor actuation and the rest
of the software.
As a secondary output channel, speech is being incorporated. It is realized
with the text-to-speech synthesizer Mary by Schro¨der & Trouvain (2003).
Utterances are produced independently from the robot and made audible us-
ing standard desktop loudspeakers which are placed close to the receptionist
desk. A comprehensive list of robot utterance is given in Appendix C.
4.3.2. Internal Representation
The receptionist’s main component, which is shaded in gray in Figure 4.3
acts as the executional layer. For that purpose, it is connected via inter-
process communication to the input and output module described in the
last section. Its functionality consists of the continuous interpretation of
perceptual primitives as semantic information and the inference of possible
needs for action that finally results in actuator commands.
Due to the need for highly parallel processing, that results from the incor-
poration of various input and output modules, the software is composed of
independent graphs running at the same time. The actual implementation
is based on a filter and transform approach as described by Lu¨tkebohle et al.
(2009b) and event-triggered by the input sources.
There are two graphs occupied with visual inputs. One transforms the
percept of faces into partner locations and continuously updates the internal
knowledge about that position. From that information, targets for atten-
tion towards the person are inferred that are decomposed into postures and
gazes. Similarly, the second graph refreshes the possible pointing locations
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by taking the information of human hands into account. As a result, the
system has the possibility to integrate such knowledge into the dialog at any
point in time during the interaction.
Another three graphs realize the verbal interaction and thereby control
the flow of actions in the system. One of them addresses the perception
and production of salutations, which activates all of the interactive func-
tionality (including attentive behaviors) after mutual greeting and shuts it
down after farewell. The second reacts to reset statements and is capable of
restoring the starting situation in the robot. The third graph is concerned
with the actual functionality of the robot in terms of providing informa-
tion. It recognizes location questions and produces robot behavior. From
the knowledge about the pointing or verbal description of the location, it
generates directions for postures, gestures, and gazes. Furthermore, it cal-
culates the correct utterances. As a final step, movement primitives and
verbal statements are redirected towards the output modules.
Furthermore, there are some additional graphs that are not directly in-
volved in the interaction. One is realized for displaying debug information
on screen and another one for is used for the calibration of the floor plan
location to the camera and robot coordinate systems prior to the user en-
gagement.
4.3.3. Course of Action
In the scenario, the receptionist is in idle state and waiting for potential
interlocutors. Visitors can approach the robot and ask it in which direction
to find certain places. As described in the last section, speech as well as
deictic gestures to locations on the map between them can be used as a
reference for the inquiry. The robot in all cases uses both speech and gesture
in its answer to indicate the correct direction to the visitor. For referencing
the target, iCub is capable of referring to the map and locations in the real
world.
An interaction with the receptionist robot presented in this thesis follows
the same principal procedure as the systems presented in Section 4.1. After
a mutual greeting, the main dialog begins. The conversation in essence con-
sists of the human asking for a way and the robot answering by providing
the wanted information. Afterwards, the dialog is closed by mutual farewell
statements (cf. Fig 4.1). In resemblance to this categorization, Figure 4.4
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Closing
Opening
   Dialog
Greet Ask for Information
Provide InformationFarewell
Greet
Farewell
Figure 4.4.: Sequence of an interaction between a receptionist robot and a
human visitor in the basic setup. Human utterances are de-
picted in red, robot utterances in yellow. The dialog phase
which is opened by a mutual greeting consists of any number
of information requests answered by the robot. Afterwards, the
conversation is closed by farewell statements.
relates the dialog turns to the interaction phases presented in Chapter 3.2.
Furthermore, it displays the order in which greeting and farewell statements
occur in the basic receptionist. Please also refer to Appx. B for a detailed
grammar of what the receptionist is able to recognize. Appx. C gives a com-
prehensive list of utterances that the robot produces, where functionality of
the advanced receptionist that is discussed later is marked as (adv).
During the idle and approaching phases, the receptionist resides in a
standby pose, slightly leaning backwards and awaiting possible interaction
partners. Its gaze is turning in fixed intervals of approximately seven seconds
towards randomly chosen targets a few meters away and 500mm around the
current focus. By restricting gazes in that way, it can be ensured that no
overly confusing or artificial turns occur, e.g. straight towards floor or ceil-
ing. The actual dialog is opened by a human greeting (e.g. “Hello”, “Hello
iCub”) followed by the robot answering with the sentences “Hello, my name
is iCub. How can I help?”. Simultaneously, the robot leans forward and
looks towards the interaction partner, displaying visual attention using its
torso, head and eyes.
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Continue
Target 
reached?Success
Discontinuation
Obstacle?
Start
yes
noyes
no
Start Gesture
Carry out Gesture
Figure 4.5.: Flowchart of the pointing gesture in the basic receptionist. As
soon as a pointing gesture starts, it is checked continuously for
obstacles. Immediately upon encountering one, the gesture is
discontinued. Otherwise, it is carried on until the target has
successfully been reached.
While interacting at the table, visual attention towards the human as
well as the randomly occurring gazes are kept consistently. The robot is
awaiting questions about locations by the visitor, which it can answer with
the help of a pre-modeled map of the surroundings (cf. Appx D). Due to the
annotation of the robot on the map, it can relate itself towards other places
in real world coordinates. Therefore, not only gestures towards locations
on the floor plan can be exhibited but also gestures pointing towards their
actual position.
There are two ways a human can retrieve directional information from the
receptionist. The first method consists of asking a question after a place,
phrased like “Where/What is the [place]?”. The second possibility would
be to point towards a part of the map and then ask “Where/What is this?”.
Due to the 3d-vision, which is able to detect the physical map on the desk,
the robot can relate a pointing gesture to one of the pre-modeled locations,
if it is directed towards one of them.
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Answers to questions from the visitor are two-part and involve verbal ut-
terances, gestures, and shifts of attention including gaze and body posture.
The first part explains the location in question on the floor plan. For that
reason, attention is shifted from the person towards the location by fixat-
ing the robot’s hip in the direction of the map. In order to prime the user
towards the correct location, a gaze in the direction of the location exhib-
ited in the very beginning of the multi-modal gesture (cf. Renner et al.
2014). This gaze is kept during an immediately following pointing gesture
towards the same location in order to disambiguate the referential domain
(cf. Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus 2008, Pg. 676) as well as to increase the
accuracy of the pointing gesture as described by Williams et al. (2013). Si-
multaneously, the receptionist utters “This is the [place].”. Thereby, it still
points and gazes towards the place’s location on the map. During pointing,
information about the user’s hands is regarded in order to avoid collisions
with the human. Figure 4.5 describes in detail how a gesture is carried out
and under which circumstances it is possibly aborted.
As a second part of the explanation, the robot says “You can find it in
this direction.” and at the same time gazes, turns, and points towards the
location in real world coordinates using the hand which is closest to the
target. After the explanation is finished, the robot again returns to its
home position and shifts attention back towards the human. After asking
“Can I tell you something else?”, it is eventually able to answer additional
questions.
Besides explaining the way, the robot also has the capability to offer help
on its functionality. Either, the human specifically asks for it by saying
“Help” or “What can you do?”, or the robot detects a period of more than
ten seconds of silence. In both cases, the robot explains its functionality by
saying “I am capable of telling you where you can find certain rooms in this
building.”.
The interaction is closed on behalf of the human. Any of the utterances
“Bye”, “Good bye”, and “Good bye, iCub” terminate the interaction imme-
diately. The robot replies with “Good Bye”, or “See you soon.” and leaning
backwards until reaching the idle pose. Visual attention towards the human
is being discontinued, only random gazes are still enabled.
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4.4. Summary
In this chapter, the receptionist scenario has been introduced. At first,
the feasibility of such a setup has been discussed. Section 4.1 introduces
other research that has been conducted in similar scenarios and relates their
setup as well as research questions to the ones discussed in this thesis. The
amount of similar setups as well as the profound research being conducted
with them supports the idea of researching spatial relations in the context of
a receptionist. Furthermore, all comparable setups approach a very distinct
research questions from the one raised in this thesis.
In Section 4.2, the basic functionality as well as hardware setup is being
explained. After investigating the reasoning behind the specific setup of a
stationary social robot, the layout of the scene and the physical capabilities
of the robot are depicted.
Section 4.3 consists of explaining the interactive features of the scenario.
It credits incorporated softwares and algorithms from other developers and
explains implementation details. Lastly, the course of action in the recep-
tionist encounter is explained and related to the relevant parts of an holistic
encounter given in Chapter 3.2.
In summary, this chapter argues why the scenario is well suited to answer
the research question. It is well explored, tailored to the topic and is fixed
to some degree but sufficiently adaptable to allow for investigation. The
chapter also gives the basic functionality that is needed as a comparison
condition in order to explore advanced spatial strategies, that are introduced
in the next chapter. Afterwards, Chapter 6 compares both in order to
evaluate the benefits of human-like spatial awareness in a social robot.
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This chapter describes possible advanced interaction strategies for a recep-
tionist robot aimed at enhancing the communication with a human partner.
New concepts for spatial awareness on top of the basic receptionist system
introduced in Chapter 4 are presented. In the resulting advanced system,
every phase of a dyadic encounter between a visitor and the robot is ad-
dressed in an integrated fashion based on the propositions in Chapter 3. In
the following, they are discussed in order of occurrence during the complete
situation.
The first three sections present more abstract concepts prior to the dialog
phase. They outline possible strategies regarding the claims introduced in
Chapter 3.3.1 with the receptionist scenario as a constraint. Afterwards, the
concept as a whole is applied to the overall system and course of action as
described in Chapter 4.3. In greater detail, Section 5.1 suggests a straight-
forward method to signal robot availability from afar and thereby provides
an initiation signal for the approaching and later dialog (cf. Claim I). Spe-
cial focus is then laid on the approaching phase (Claim II) in Section 5.2
which deeply investigates the first steps into the dialog as it evaluates a pro-
totype study on how to signal availability from afar, maintain contact dur-
ing approaching and eventually enter the conversation. A mixed-initiative
approach as the opening signal for the dialog phase (Claim III) is then
addressed in Section 5.3. The overall concept for leading into the dialog
covering the first three claims is eventually summarized and related to the
basic receptionist system in Section 5.4.
The next two sections each combine the proposition of spatial strategies
with the application to the actual receptionist system. For that purpose,
Section 5.5 investigates how the social structure of an interaction space
(cf. Chap. 3.4) can be incorporated in order to infer appropriate robot
behaviors for the dialog phase. The dialog between the human and the
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receptionist is thereby enhanced with regard to territorial uncertainty in
order to address the issues raised in Chapter 3.3.2 as Claim IV. It thus
proposes methods to arrange a robot’s arms and body in order to structure
the shared interaction space. Additionally, it is described at which points
these concepts are incorporated into the existing dialog and gesture system.
Afterwards, in Section 5.6 an approach for effectively closing the dialog by
again embracing on the mixed-initiative concepts of interaction opening is
introduced. Furthermore, a concept for accompanying the departing phase
that relies on actively signaling a lack of interest in conversation as well as
a step-wise reduction of involvement is presented. This section therefore
provides means to address Claims V and VI and how to apply them onto
the basic receptionist.
Finally, Section 5.7 gives a brief summary of the suggested strategies and
their expected impact on the receptionist scenario and Hypothesis H. It
furthermore gives a precise overview how the strategies are embedded in
the software architecture and the course of action of the basic receptionist
system.
5.1. Initial Sighting
In order to initiate contact between a robot and a human and lead into an
approaching phase of the human towards the robot, this section presents
the possibility for an active initiation signal for a receptionist robot. Such a
strategy aims at fulfilling Claim I and is employed prior to the beginning of
an interaction. How exactly this strategy can be incorporated onto the ac-
tual system is described in conjunction with the integrated opening concept
in Chapter 5.4.
One possible method of interaction opening consists of a distant salu-
tation, which then leads into an approaching behavior and is for example
discussed in Kendon (1990, Chap. 6). Distant salutation is primarily em-
ployed between somewhat familiar people and possibly incorporates hand
waving or speech from afar. Contrarily to such an approach, it is claimed
that in human-robot encounters and especially in a receptionist scenario, a
step-wise opening leads to a better user experience. Non-verbal signals are
instead employed as means to already reveal functionalities of the robot (cf.
Patterson 1982) before the focused interaction itself begins.
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As a prerequisite for an approaching phase to begin, Mondada (2009)
names the identification of a possible interaction partner as one of the first
steps. This identification then leads into an organization of convergence, a
constitution of common space and eventually into a new spatial configura-
tion at a closer distance. Because the robot’s location is fixed behind the
receptionist desk, its greatest opportunity for an initiation signal therefore
lies in signaling availability at the very first moment of the encounter. An
organization of convergence is thereby triggered by the robot but the ex-
ecution is left to the human. As a result, the human then possesses the
possibility and responsibility to turn and approach towards the robot if an
interaction is desired.
Compared to a human partner, the importance of such an initiation sig-
nal is even higher with a robot as a receptionist due to the wide range of
expectations in conjunction with the inherent uncertainty humans have on
the robot and the interaction (cf. Chap. 2.1). A robotic initiative eliminates
the burden of a first step for the na¨ıve user and at the same time signals an
availability as an interaction partner.
According to Kendon (1990) as well as Mondada (2009), a key signal prior
to approaching is the establishment of mutual eye-contact. Subsequently,
a short precise gaze towards the human is being proposed as the initiation
signal. According to Kampe et al. (2001), it represents a subtle but effective
way to signal availability while at the same time being appealing to the
human counterpart. Besides clearly signaling that the robot is switched
on, a short gaze also reveals the basic attention mechanism of the robot,
namely head and eye movements, as well as the capability to recognize a
human interlocutor. In consequence, it proposes the robot as a qualified
interaction partner but does not force the user into a reaction as opposed
to e.g. a more aggressive hand waving.
5.2. Incremental Instigation of an Interaction1
This section explores spatial strategies that are applied to the receptionist
prior to the dialog phase. The driving idea consists of leading a human
smoothly into the interaction after the first contact has been made. Consid-
ering that, a first prototype implementing a coherent concept that displays
1Parts of this chapter have been previously published in Holthaus et al. (2011)
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availability as well as a gradually increasing amount of attention is presented
in Section 5.2.1. The specifics of this concept are subsequently evaluated
with the help of a video pre-study in Section 5.2.2. With the insight of this
evaluation as a background, Section 5.2.3 presents slightly adapted strate-
gies for an incremental interaction opening in consequence. The instigation
section is eventually wrapped up with the proposal of a spatial awareness
concept in Section 5.2.4. After introducing dialog opening in Section 5.3,
details on the consolidated implementation in the advanced receptionist as
an integrated entry into the dialog phase are given in Chapter 5.4.
5.2.1. Outline of a Viable Approaching Response
This section focuses on the transition between distant and close communica-
tion for an interaction opening given that the human has already recognized
the robot as a possible interaction partner. For that purpose, it introduces a
first outline of a proximity-based attention system for interaction opening,
which has been realized as one of the spadeworks for this thesis. Spatial
models of proxemics and F-Formations are applied to a humanoid robot
and connected to behavioral patterns displaying visual attention towards
the approaching human. The resultant proximity-based attention system
which serves as one of the core mechanisms in the holistic robot encounter
is introduced in the following.
In order to explore the range of viable behaviors for attending the ap-
proaching human, an autonomous system has been implemented. It has
been realized in an earlier version of the receptionist which is constituted
of an alternative robotic setup. For the torso, it consists of the humanoid
robot platform BARTHOC as described by Hackel et al. (2005). Its head
has been replaced by the more recent development Flobi (cf. Lu¨tkebohle
et al. 2010), which has been explicitly designed by Hegel et al. (2010) to
produce social behaviors and human-like feedback as well as to integrate
sensor functionality.
Of the 45 degrees of freedom (DOF), only the hip, head, and eyes are
being used in this setting (6 DOF). For a visual input, the head is equipped
with two fire-wire cameras in the eyes. Since the cameras are attached to
the eye-balls, their image always reflects the current view direction of the
robot. In the following, the recognition of person locations as well as their
respective associations to the attention system are explained in detail.
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In contrast to the receptionist that has been introduced in Chapter 4, a
much simpler approach has been implemented. Due to the conduction of a
video-based study which is restricted to the engaging stages, many features
of the receptionist can be omitted. As a major consequence, there is no
need to explicitly model the dialog between human and robot. Instead, all
functionality is based solely on a non-verbal sensor-actor loop that detects
the face of a human using the two-dimensional camera in the left eye of
the robotic head. An interaction partner for the robot is detected with
a standard face detection algorithm (cf. Viola & Jones 2001) providing a
rectangle at image coordinates from the camera image. Persons with their
face turned away from the robot are disregarded. Thereby, it can be assured
that only those are attended to which show signals of attention themselves.
For a combination of proximity-based input and attentive behavior, first
of all the distance between human and robot has to be estimated. For
the purpose of the system, it is sufficient to perform a triangulation of the
detected facial area with inherent camera parameters, i.e. the opening angle
and image size. As to prompt attendance, the robot gazes in the direction
of the human, which is accomplished when the person’s face is detected
in the center of the camera image. The deviation of the current viewing
direction of the robot from the target can therefore be incorporated as an
parameterizable output. It can be obtained by comparing the facial location
with the center of the in-eye camera image.
Figure 5.1 gives an idea on how the robot’s attention is further modulated
by the distance to a visitor with the help of two independent principles. As
a first measure, compensation angles Φpan and Φtilt are introduced that are
heavily dependent on proximity parameters. The robot constantly turns by
these angles in order to keep the person’s face in the image center. Their
values are determined by the width and height normed vertical (dy) or hor-
izontal (dx) deviation of the face from the image center multiplied with a
basic angle φ. Regarding the individual proxemics zones, the following basic
angles are incorporated: Intimate distance employs a basic angle of φ = 2°,
φ = 1.5° is used for personal, φ = 1° for social, and φ = 0.5° for public
distance. If the angle is below a threshold  no movement is performed:
Φpan =

−φ dx > 
φ dx < −
0 otherwise
Φtilt =

−φ dy > 
φ dy < −
0 otherwise
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Figure 5.1.: Distance dependent modification of robot movements in a single
joint as implemented for the video study. Values of the basic
angle φ used for compensation and inertia settings with regard
to distance class are depicted. Dark blue marks the values used
in personal distance, values in the social distance are highlighted
with a lighter blue, and values with the lightest blue are used
in public distance.
The resulting turn angle Φpan is distributed among the hip, head, and
eye joints. The head and eye joints combine to the overall pitch angle Φtilt.
Because the resulting compensations for the 2d deviation in the image is
already distance specific, this method leads to a engagement of the robot
which becomes stronger while the person comes closer.
As a second method incorporating social distance into the attention mech-
anism, the relative compensation angles are decomposed into robot postures
based on social distance. With a distribution of the angle on different joints
depending on the distance class, the usage of certain joints can be restricted
or emphasized (cf. Fig. 5.1). The robot for example appears more stiff,
if the head movements are restricted or more vivid if it contributes to the
overall gaze direction. Furthermore, a vis-a-vis formation can only be es-
tablished reliably if the hip is not held back. For this purpose, a so-called
inertia value (in the sense of stiffness) determines to what extend the com-
plete range of a joint is being exhausted. A virtual boundary limits the
theoretically possible angle that a joint can be maximally moved.
With a high inertia value the individual joints are limited least, i.e. they
can be moved to 50% of their real maximum. Because of that, most of
the movement is accomplished using the eyes only. The head is used for
changes in gaze directions that cannot be reached by the eyes alone. The
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hip remains practically unused. When the inertia is set to medium, the
joints are virtually limited to use only 40% of their range. In this setup, the
head is used much more frequently for changing the posture. A low inertia
value limits the joints to 30%. Therefore, also the hip joint contributes very
often to the actual turn value. The limitation above does not introduce a
hard boundary, but a soft one instead. If the angle cannot be distributed
the aforementioned way, then the remaining part will be added to joints
that have not already reached their real maximum.
Since according to Kendon (1967) humans do not stare consistently at
each other during a conversation, the implementation of distracting random
gazes is suggested as a reasonable addition to the attention mechanism.
These shift the robot’s focus from a human to another location for a short
time of approximately one second. The robot’s attention seemingly gets
caught by some other entity in the room. During the video study, the
current view angle is shifted relatively from the current gaze location and
is decomposed exactly the same as in the case of a detected face. The only
difference is in the usage of joints. The inertia value is even higher than if a
human is detected. Thus, the joints are only limited to 70% of their range.
This way, one can assure that the robot does not turn its body away from
a human in a face-to-face situation.
5.2.2. Evaluation of Attentive Strategies
The feasibility of the spatial attention strategies during approaching has
been evaluated with the help of an on-line questionnaire (cf. Appx. E).
Participants had to answer questions referring to videos that show a human
approaching the receptionist. Further they had to mark the time of the
robot’s first interaction attempt in the videos. Two main questions have
been addressed in this survey:
1. To what extent does the dynamic modification of the attention behav-
ior alter people’s perception of the robot?
2. Which influence does the addition of random gazes have on the per-
ception of the robot?
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For the questionnaire the beginning of an interaction between human
and robot has been videotaped for each condition. This way, it can be
ensured that each participant group rates exactly the same robot behaviors.
Furthermore, the experimental results can not be influenced by the various
ways people would try to interact with the robot. Comparability within and
between participant groups can only be guaranteed because the interacting
person’s behavior, especially his path towards the robot, stays the same in
all videos.
The following common procedure has been presented in each video: A
human enters a room, walks through it, and eventually stands in front of
a desk with the robotic setup. When the human arrives and enters the
robot’s personal distance, it says: “Hello, my name is Flobi. How may I
serve you?”. The human answers: “Tell me the way to Patrick’s office”.
To evaluate the distance-adapted attention model, dynamic movement
styles are compared to two static behaviors. If the robot behaves dynam-
ically, inertia value i as well as compensation angles Φpan and Φtilt are
adapted to the actual distance of a person as introduced in Section 5.2.1.
Contrarily, static behavior in close and far interaction styles implies that
while the human is approaching, these parameters are fixed. The robot
behaves as if an interlocutor would be located in either a personal (close)
or public (far) distance to the robot. Furthermore, to also investigate the
influence of in-between random gazes, it is differentiated among normal
movement styles to normal plus additional random movement. As a con-
sequence, eight videos of the same situation but with different interaction
styles have been recorded:
Z The robot does not move at all, resulting in [Z]ero movement.
R The robot’s gaze is shifted only [R]andomly.
CN The robot tries to focus its counterpart but acts as if he were
permanently in a [C]lose distance, [N]o random movements added.
DN The human is focused. This time, the movement is [D]ynamically
adjusted to the distance.
FN The gaze is shifted as if the person were in [F]ar distance.
CR Same as CN, but [R]andom movements are added in between.
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Figure 5.2.: Video screen-shots from the approaching study. The left camera
image follows the person as he comes closer to the robot. In the
right image a close-up of the robot is shown to let people identify
the robot’s motions reliably.
DR Distance dependent as DN, but with random movements.
FR Like FN, with additional random attention shifts.
The interaction has been recorded from two perspectives. One camera has
been following the human all the time and another one shot a close-up of
the robot. Both of the videos have been combined to a single one that shows
the perspectives side by side. In Fig. 5.2, three screen shots of the resulting
video that has been shown to the participants are presented. All of the
videos have been synchronized to the frame one could spot the robot in the
left video for the first time. They fade to black while the human answers
the robot to suggest an ongoing interaction between the two agents.
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Participants had to fill out a questionnaire where they have been shown
three different videos. The first video always showed the Z condition, in the
second and third video, the participants could see two videos from different
conditions. To prevent side effects of sequence, these videos have been shown
in random order. Altogether, participants have been put in one of the
following five experimental conditions:
NR Videos differ in containing [R]andom movements or [N]ot. (DN and
DR, or FN and FR, or CN and CR)
FD The robot acts as if the human is either [F]ar away or dynamically
adjusts its movement to the [D]istance. (FN and DN, or FR and DR)
CD The robot treats the human either as [C]lose to the robot or dynami-
cally adjusts to the [D]istance. (CN and DN, or CR and DR)
CF The robot acts as if the human is either [C]lose or [F]ar away. (CN
and FN, or CR and FR)
RR The robot only shows [R]andom movements in both videos. (Control
group)
For each of the videos, participants had to determine the Timestamps
when they thought the robot had realized that the human wanted to interact
with it. They had to do so by stopping the video at exactly this time. The
video could not be watched any further beyond that point. After identifying
the timestamps in all three conditions, the videos have been presented a
second time. Here, participants had the possibility to watch the video as
a whole and as many times as they wanted. Beneath the video, they have
been asked to rate certain aspects of the robot’s behavior on a five-point
scale (0-4) (cf. Likert 1932):
• The robot’s Interest in the human
• The Appropriateness of the robot’s behaviors
• The movement’s Human-Likeness
• The Naturalness of the robot’s movements
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• How much Attention the robot payed to the human.
• The robot’s Autonomy
• How much of its Intention the robot revealed.
Altogether 111 users have participated in the study, of which 39.6% are
female and 60.4% are male. Their age varied between 16 and 70 years with
an average of 30.5. Almost half of them are affiliated with the university at
participation time, either as students (31.8%) or as scientific staff (18.2%).
The vast majority of 88.3% consists of native German speakers. The rest
states a high understanding of English or the German language. The ques-
tionnaire is available in English and German languages, so the questions
could be well understood and answered by every participant.
The robot experience highly varied between subjects. A very large part
(84.7%) rates their robot experience lower than average on a five-point scale
(0-4). The mean value for the participant’s robot experience lies at around
1.04. In contrast, most of the participants rate their own computer ex-
perience either 3 or 4 (67.9%). With an average of 2.94, the computer
knowledge seems to be fairly high among the participants. In general, one
can say that although the majority of participants are na¨ıve to the subject,
they apparently have a common technical understanding.
Pausing time of the video and answers to the questionnaire have been
evaluated for significant deviations of their mean value. As a method for the
comparison, a paired-samples Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a significance
level α = 5% is used.
Goal Directed Movements Almost all of the posed questions result in
significantly different ratings between the Z video (zero movement) and ev-
ery other video that has been shown. Participants rate all of the robot’s
attributes higher for videos that showed a moving than for a still robot
(p < .037). Also, participants assume the robot realizes its human interac-
tion partner faster if it was moving. Response times in the stopping task are
significantly shorter compared to the no-movement condition (p < .009).
The [RR] group with 12 participants is an exception to the others: Fig.
5.3 shows in detail that videos containing pure random movements only pro-
duces significant changes in the participants’ ratings for the robot’s Human-
Likeness and Attention. Instead, Interest, Appropriateness, Naturalness,
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Figure 5.3.: Box-plot of ratings in the [RR] group. The zero movement con-
dition [Z] is compared to two different random only movement
types [R]. Median values are marked with a bold line, the box
contains central 50% of given answers. The rounded (3 dig.)
two-tailed significance p of the statistical test is depicted if the
differences of means are either significant (∗) or highly signifi-
cant (∗∗).
Autonomy, and Intention can not be distinguished from videos without any
robot movement. Only the first of both random videos has been stopped
significantly earlier than the video without movement (p < .024). Pausing
times of the second random video are higher again and hence no significant
differences can be detected. In Fig. 5.4 the probability density functions
calculated from the video timestamps for the RR group are shown. There
is an obvious difference between the densities for the video without robot
movement [Z] in comparison to both random videos [R]. While the former
consists of a single peak at the end of the video, densities in the latter are
more distributed in time and compound of two flatter maximum points.
Additionally, a minor shift to the right for the second random video is no-
ticeable.
Distance Dependent Modification of Behaviors Only one of the FD, CD,
and FC groups show significant deviations in the ratings of the robot’s be-
haviors. Groups CD (21 users) and FC (24) do not show any differences
between the two videos that have been presented to the participants. Re-
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Figure 5.4.: Box-plot and density of the video response time in seconds from
the random-only [RR] group. The zero movement condition [Z]
is compared to two different random only movement types [R].
Median values are marked with a bold line, the box contains
central 50% of given answers. The rounded (3 dig.) two-tailed
significance p of the statistical test is depicted if the differences
of means are either significant (∗) or highly significant (∗∗).
Densities for [Z] as well as for both [R] videos are exemplary
given to the right.
sponses in the FD condition (26 participants, FR vs. DR or FN vs. DN)
instead can be distinguished. The result of this comparison is shown in
Fig. 5.5. The robot’s initiative is spotted earlier and participants rate the
robot’s Interest, Attention, and its Intention higher in the video showing
the distance dependent behavior than in the far away condition.
The Influence of Random Movements The participants’ answers of the
NR group (27) differ significantly in five categories. Please refer to Fig. 5.6
for detailed results. The robot’s Interest, Human-Likeness, Attention, and
Intention is rated better in videos with random movements (CR, DR, FR)
than in videos without random movements (CN, DN, FN). Also, the robot’s
intention to communicate has been perceived earlier if in-between random
movements occur. Other attributes do not show significant differences in
the users’ ratings.
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Figure 5.5.: Box-plot of video stop time in seconds (cont.) and ratings (disc.)
by video type of the [FD] group. [Z] marks zero movement
videos, [F] consists of videos from the far away condition, and
[D] contains videos with dynamic movement adaption. Median
values are marked with a bold line, the box contains central 50%
of given answers. The rounded (3 dig.) two-tailed significance p
of the statistical test is depicted if the differences in the ratings
are either significant (∗) or highly significant (∗∗).
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Figure 5.6.: Box-plot of video stop time in seconds (cont.) and ratings (disc.)
by video type of the [NR] group. [Z] marks zero movement
videos, [N] consists of videos with straight person-directed gaze,
and [R] contains videos with additional random gazes. Median
values are marked with a bold line, the box contains 50% of
given answers. The rounded (3 dig.) two-tailed significance p
of the statistical test is depicted if the differences in the ratings
are either significant (∗) or highly significant (∗∗).
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5.2.3. Implications for the Approaching Phase
The above results demonstrate that the presented strategies can serve as
an encouragement and entry method for face-to-face interactions between
human and robot. Each of the presented movement types is more appealing
to a human user than no movement at all. They however also indicate that
an embedding into a larger repertoire of behaviors in an applied scenario
might be necessary to strengthen the approach.
Even totally random movements (RR group) suggest a certain human-
likeness of the robot. The significance in the ratings of the attention in the
random-only case might be caused by the fact that the robot accidentally
looked straight into the human eye as it began to speak. If this had not
been the case, the attention ratings of the random behavior would possibly
also not be distinguishable from the no-movement case. Another possibil-
ity would be that participants attribute the robot some kind of attention
because it can shift its gaze to places somewhere in the room.
On the one hand, participants identified an initiative by the robot earlier
in the first random video compared to no movement. On the other hand,
in the second random video, the timestamps could instead not be distin-
guished from the zero condition. Participants apparently mis-interpreted
the random movements as a sign of interaction in the first place, but re-
alized the movements are intention-less while watching the second video.
Random-only gaze-shifts therefore are not sufficient for leading into an in-
teraction but nonetheless can be employed as an idle behavior signaling a
general readiness of the robot.
In contrast, random gazes in conjunction with person-directed gaze can
lead to a better user experience than person-directed gaze alone (NR group).
Participants believe that the robot has more interest in the human, is more
human-like, pays more attention to the human, and expresses its intentions
to a greater degree when the robot additionally exhibits random gazes. Also,
they noticed a robot-triggered interaction earlier in this case.
At a first glance it might be confusing that especially the attention is rated
higher when the robot looks away from time to time. An explanation could
be that these distracting gazes actually help to communicate an attention
mechanism to the human because the robot re-focuses on the human every
time it had looked away. Therefore, the robot shows that its attention is
caught again and again by the human. As a result, the robot communicates
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that it is interactive in an effective way that can easily and almost imme-
diately be detected by a human interaction partner. Additionally, Kendon
(1990, Chap. 6) describes a mutual approaching between humans that in-
volves disengaging by looking away from the other followed by re-focusing,
which explains the increased human-likeness of the behavior. While obvi-
ously random gazes help to assign a certain personality to the robot, they
at the same time do not have a negative influence on the appropriateness
and naturalness of the behaviors or the autonomy of the robot. As a con-
sequence, the robot apparently does not lose any of its functionality by the
addition of distracting gazes.
No significant differences can be found in the ratings and timestamps
between the groups that contain the two distance independent behaviors
of the robot (FC group). The actually different behavior styles in these
conditions apparently do not lead to a higher valuation in one of them.
While all cases in this group differ significantly from the zero movement
video, participants do not prefer one solution over the other.
Also, the distance-dependent condition is not distinguishable from the
condition in which the robot acts as if the person stands directly in front
of it (CD group). It is believed that this could be caused by the similarity
of the videos for these cases. Participants are not able to tell the difference
between the two conditions. That might be a problem of the video itself
but could also be a consequence of the experimental setup. Since people are
not in the same room with the robot but only rate a video instead, their
comfortable feeling could not be violated by a robot that doesn’t respect
personal distances. Therefore, the ratings for the robot are almost identical
in the case of direct response as in the dynamic case.
Between the far-away and the distance-dependent condition (FD group),
significant differences can be spotted in the user’s ratings of the robot’s in-
terest, attention, intention, and video timestamps. Apparently, the robot is
experienced as more responsive and expressive in general, if it uses more of
its capabilities and turns its body earlier and more frequently to the inter-
action partner. As these movements are perceived sooner and rated higher,
the distance-dependent behaviors should be preferred over the artificially
restricted ones.
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5.2.4. Conclusion
The video study demonstrates that a spatially aware attention mechanism
can serve as an entry point for a face-to-face interaction in a receptionist
scenario and should be preferred over other strategies such as a non-moving
or only randomly turning robot. As a consequence, a step-by-step signaling
of attention is proposed in order to transition from distant HRI to a close
interaction in the approaching phase.
While random movements alone are not suitable as an entry for the in-
teraction, the overall behavior can benefit from the addition of random
directions to the person-directed gaze in terms of user experienced robot
intention, attention, interest and human-likeness. Involvement of the robot
should be shown in a distance dependent manner to increase the perceived
intention, attention and interest. Restricting the robot’s hip movement in
face-to-face situations leads to a lower overall rating of the robot’s respon-
siveness. The opposite case of immediate response remains to be evaluated
in greater detail (cf. Chap. 6), since it has not been possible to produce
any significant differences in the video study. It nevertheless remains ex-
pected that an immediate turning response would not be appropriate under
real-world conditions given the related literature.
5.3. Mixed-Initiative Opening
A pro-active robot greeting is proposed as an appropriate strategy for the
receptionist to open up the dialog phase. It is supposed that humans can
be led into the dialog by the robot’s incentive if they reach a convenient
interaction distance as well as configuration in terms of proper formation
and adequate attention towards the robot. Furthermore, it is believed that
as a direct consequence of steadily increasing robot attention that has been
discussed in the previous section humans to some degree expect a verbal
robot utterance.
Kendon (1990, Pg.192) observes that a close salutation between two peo-
ple usually involves a brief halting, with their bodies directed towards each
other. It is therefore suggested for the robot to face an approaching inter-
action partner during dialog opening with the whole body including eyes,
head, and torso. In contrast to humans, the receptionist is fixed at hip
level so that it cannot alter the orientation of its feet. This a fact however,
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can only be regarded as a minor limitation, as the feet are not visible for
the human in close interactions with the robot. The upper body still is
able to turn towards the human counterpart leading to an F-Formation in
a vis-a-vis orientation.
It is proposed to perform a robot initiated greeting only if the immi-
nent interlocutor faces the robot and thereby enters the closer phase of
a social-consultive interaction distance between adults according to Hall
(1966, Chap. X). Within such circumstances, one can proceed on the as-
sumption that the human is willing to communicate with the robot face-
to-face as she is actively approaching the robot while expressing attention
towards it. The specific distance is suggested on the fact that the social-
consultive distance corresponds to the farthest communication distance used
among humans and therefore qualifies for an interaction opening. Nonethe-
less, as the robot is somewhat smaller than the human plus the situation
remains new and unexplored to the person, the close phase is chosen as
the required minimum distance for a receptionist robot to actively open an
interaction by itself.
Besides the robot-initiated opening, a possibility for the human to engage
in the dialog oneself at any time during approaching is suggested. Thus, also
human efforts are taken into account as means to open the dialog. Other-
wise, in the case of simply disregarding such signals, obviously the person’s
confidence in her actions during the interaction is severely lowered, which
most likely leads to a worse user experience (cf. Chap. 2.1.3). Because of
that, a mixed-initiative dialog system for the receptionist is needed allowing
for openings triggered by the human as well as for those triggered by the
robot caused by the current spatial configuration.
5.4. An Integrated Concept Leading into Dialog
This section presents the integrated concept for leading into a dialog be-
tween human and robot as a consequence emerging from the aforementioned
strategies. It covers the proposed phases and signals until the mutual dia-
log has been successfully established (cf. Chap. 3.2) and therefore addresses
Claims I, II, and III. The complete concept is incorporated into the spatially
aware receptionist and meant as an alternative opening leading to the basic
interaction that has been introduced in Chapter 4.3.
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Figure 5.7.: Schematic depiction of the integrated spatial concept leading
into the dialog phase in the advanced receptionist. At the top
row, the distance class [D] between robot and human is given,
namely far public [FP] or farther, close public [CP], far social
[FS], close social [CS] and personal distance [P]. The second
row describes the current phase or signal [P] of the encounter.
The bottom rows describe robot behavior, i.e. rising attention
towards the human in red interrupted by random gazes (gray)
in [A]. Verbal utterances [V] below describe a robot initiated
greeting followed by a human answer and a shared dialog.
Figure 5.7 schematically depicts the here suggested behavioral enhance-
ments. During the idle phase, the robot regularly changes the direction of its
gaze towards a randomly selected target in order to signal availability even
if no possible interaction partner has yet been detected. Such random gazes
are depicted as gray segments in the robot’s attention [A] of Figure 5.7.
Exactly the same way as in the basic receptionist, they are continuously
applied during approaching until the interaction is opened. During dialog,
arguably gaze does not need to be artificially distracted as attention has to
be divided anyways between human, floor plan, and the location in question.
On recognizing a person, the robot sends out an initiation signal as dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.1 with the intention to lead into an approaching behav-
ior. Such a signal is sent instantly, i.e. at a far public distance according to
Hall (1966, Chap. X) if the facilities the robot is residing are of appropriate
dimensions. The signal consists of a short gaze towards the human that
immediately turns back into the previous direction and only employs head
and eye movement. As such a gaze implies a form of attention towards the
human, it is colored in red in part [A] of Figure 5.7.
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A distance dependent attention system is incorporated into the advanced
receptionist robot during approaching as a consequence of the user study
presented in Chapter 5.2. It has been slightly adapted based on the findings
of the user study in order to better suit the current robot as a platform
and also to better integrate into the overall concept. As a part of that,
the attention system has been altered in contrast to the one evaluated in
the study. The artificial restriction of joints has been removed in favor of a
more realistic gaze control mechanism by Pattacini (2011) which implements
human-like head-eye coordination according to Guitton & Volle (1987).
As a consequence, no further actions besides random gaze shifts are per-
formed by the robot until the person decides to enter the social distance.
Upon arriving in the social distance the robot begins to focus its possible
interaction partner with head and eyes similar to the initiation signal. At-
tention directed towards the human is colored in shades of red in Figure 5.7.
Only at the close phase of the social distance, also the hip is being in-
tegrated to turn the torso slightly (50%) towards the person creating a
new spatial configuration for opening up the interaction. As examined in
Chapter 5.3, the robot uses a verbal utterance to lead over into the dialog
phase. More specifically, the statement is “Hello, my name is iCub. How
can I help?”. Figure 5.7 [V] gives an idea of how this secondary opening
is employed as an additional method besides the traditional user-initiated
opening as depicted in Figure 4.4. Instead of a need for the human to act
first, the interaction is opened by the robot based on the distance between
the two, followed by a human answer that finalizes the transition into the
dialog phase.
Because the floor plan of the receptionist is involved in the dialog, the
human usually enters the far phase of the personal distance during opening
or shortly after the dialog begins. Such a distance is motivated due to
a more comfortable handling of the map as well as the establishment of
an vis-a-vis F-Formation resulting in a common interaction space with the
robot. In order to maintain such a formation robot-wise, the robot uses
its full potential of hip, head, and eyes for displaying attention towards
the human in personal distance. In Figure 5.7 [A], darker shades of red
accordingly imply an increased amount of torso-movement that contributes
to the emitted robot attention. As a further corollary of distance awareness,
the receptionist requests its interlocutor to recede, if detected inside the
intimate surroundings.
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Such an integrated opening greatly supports Hypothesis H. Already at
far distances, the robot is able to signal availability to a possible interaction
partner with a short gaze (Claim I). An attention mechanism based on spa-
tial configurations allows the robot to gradually indicate interest in helping
the human interlocutor (Claim II). It is therefore proposed that the robot is
able to lead into a dialog and offer services by itself on detecting a human in
its social interaction area. Distance and attention initiated greetings enable
the robot lead into the dialog pro-actively which opens up an alternative
method that reduces uncertainty (Claim III). Concepts presented here will
be evaluated alongside the upcoming strategies in Chapter 6.
5.5. Social Gesturing during Dialog
In this section, enhancement strategies for the dialog phase between human
and robot are presented that aim at supporting Claim IV. It presents addi-
tional means of communication that are supported by a spatial model and
applied supplementary to the standard dialog as presented in Chapter 4.3.
For spatial awareness in face-to-face interaction, it is proposed for the
robot to maintain a model of human activity in its close surroundings called
the active peripersonal space as introduced in Chapter 3.4. With the help
of such a model, the receptionist can make assumptions on where to point
at (map or real world), which hand to use, and whether there is the need to
use spatial prompting (cf. Chap. 2.2.4) for reaching a target. Additionally,
its spatial awareness enables the robot to modify the duration of the gesture
and whether to use gaze or not.
In order to reflect the attributed right-handedness of the robot, its right
hand is employed as a default when conducting a gesture towards the map
or towards a real world location. Only in two cases, the left hand is used as a
fall-back device. Either due to obstructions by the human that are inferred
from the active peripersonal space given that the left arm provides a more
unimpeded access. A second reason for choosing the fall-back emerges if the
target is difficult or impossible to reach for the right hand as opposed to the
left one. In practice, such a strategy leads to the left-most rooms on the
floor plan to be pointed at with the left hand, while all others are addressed
with the right hand if there is no human activity.
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Figure 5.8.: Flowchart of the pointing gesture in the advanced receptionist.
In contrast to the basic receptionist (cf. Fig. 4.5) depicted in
yellow and blue shades, the advanced procedure (orange and
purple shades) involves the changing of hands and a prompting
mechanism to reach the pointing target. The gesture is only
aborted if a defined exit condition is fulfilled.
As to enable a distance dependent awareness of human presence during
the dialog, the active peripersonal space is employed to resolve possible
obstructions during pointing gestures by the robot. Such an awareness is
considered to have several advantages over traditional methods that as of
now mostly consist of error handling, i.e. cancellation of the gesture. It is
assumed that spatial prompting can be used as an appropriate method to
induce a human to retreat their hands from areas of interest for the robot.
It seems to constitute an acceptable comprise between discontinuation or
immediate abandonment of the gesture on the one hand and carrying on
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regardless on the other hand. Spatial prompting is therefore expected to
solve territorial conflicts between human and robot without the need to
cancel a task, while leading to a better understanding of robot capabilities
and demands in the human. The dialog with the receptionist should as a
result profit in terms of usability and security.
Figure 5.8 proposes under what circumstances a spatial prompting mech-
anism can be embedded in a gesturing system. It furthermore describes
how spatial prompting is realized during the dialog phase to enhance the
standard gesture in the receptionist robot. As long as a pointing gesture is
carried out, the basic receptionist system monitors the active peripersonal
space for obstacles that are caused by human presence. If an obstacle blocks
the way towards the desired target or the target itself, in contrast to the
basic receptionist (cf. Chap. 4.3) the gesture is not simply discontinued
with an error message as depicted in Figure 4.5. The advanced receptionist
instead, explores more sophisticated strategies that still aim to reach the
target in a socially aware manner.
At first, the system checks whether the target might be reachable through
an alternate route, using the other hand. If that is the case, the current
gesture is stopped and then restarted on the second arm. Otherwise, a
prompting strategy is employed in order to signal a pointing intent towards
the location and therefore motivate the human to recede from the area of
interest. The approach in this thesis constitutes of repeated spatial prompts
towards the target in conjunction with short utterances as long as the target
is being occupied by the human. Thereby, the extend of the gesture is
steadily increased with the aim of simultaneously enhancing the distinctness
and eventually the humans awareness of the robot’s intent.
A prompt is implemented as a multi-modal spatial signal in the advanced
receptionist. It consists of a short utterance of one or two words in con-
junction with a reaching gesture and a short gaze towards the target area.
Thereby, the robot’s hand is opened with the fingers adjacently directed
towards the target and the palm oriented towards the floor. The movement
stops at a predetermined percentage of the distance, leaving the human
time to recognize the robot’s intention and react accordingly. At halting,
visual attention is again shifted towards the human in order to signal an
expected retreat. The robot then carries on with the obstacle detection
routine and redirects attention to the location in question. If the pathway
is still blocked, the prompting mechanism is repeated with altered param-
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eters. The prompting utterance varies in the order “This...”, “This is...”,
“Sorry...”, whereas the hand at first moves ten percent of the distance to-
wards the target location. Subsequently, the gesture’s extent is increased
by another ten percent each trial. If the prompting does not result in a free
access after three attempts or times out otherwise, the gesture is eventually
discontinued. In that case, the robot states “Sorry, you’re in my way.” as a
notification of cancellation (cf. Appx. C).
As a further consequence resulting from the social properties of the periper-
sonal space, territoriality is regarded in a distance dependent manner. To
begin with, the explicitness of prompting already is modulated by the tar-
get’s distance from the robot as it is designed as a function of distance (ten
percent). As a second measure, prompting behavior is prohibited in order to
better respect occupancy effects (cf. Chap. 3.4.3) if the obstruction is within
the close proximity of the robot. The robot then acknowledges the human
presence as an extraordinary effort (cf. Chap. 2.2.3) and discontinues the
pointing gesture.
As a summary, this section introduces spatial prompting as a strategy
to reduce uncertainty during the dialog phase between a human and the
receptionist robot. It furthermore explains at which occurrences during the
dialog such a behavior can be incorporated into the existing system. It
therefore delivers an applied concept in order to address Claim IV. The
behaviors integrate well into the earlier presented strategies as they can be
operated in parallel to attention mechanisms and can be easily integrated
into the overall scenario.
5.6. Closing an Interaction and Departing
In this section, a sophisticated method for closing an interaction between hu-
man and robot that smoothly leads into disengagement according to Chap-
ter 3.3 is proposed. On the one hand, presented methods in this chapter are
therefore aimed to fit into the overall approach of spatial awareness and on
the other hand they are conceptualized with regard to individual concepts
that have already been introduced. After refining their immediate purpose
in context of the system, it is described at which point each strategy is
applied to the basic receptionist described in Chapter 4.3. All of them,
however, are situated at the end of the dialog and afterwards.
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A first concern at the end of the dialog emerges from previous interactions
with the receptionist. For a great portion of na¨ıve users it does not seem to
be clear at which time an interaction is over, although clearly stated in the
instructions. From observations, it appears as if they are either not aware
that they are allowed to end the dialog themselves by stating farewell words,
or still expect the robot to execute some action. Both explanations however
have in common that users have an inherent uncertainty about the situation.
Such circumstances not only badly influence the general user experience but
also imply unforeseeable effects on user ratings regarding the interaction in
general. To overcome such a side-effects and therefore address Claim V,
it is proposed to incorporate an alternative dialog closing that is initiated
by the robot. Similar as in opening strategies (cf. Chap. 5.3), pro-active
closing seems to qualify as an appropriate and flexible method if employed
as a secondary option besides user-triggered closing.
In the advanced receptionist, such behavior is incorporated into the de-
fault dialog between human and robot at the table as described in Chap-
ter 4.3. Robot-initiated closing is thereby employed as a complementary
method besides the traditional user-initiated dialog closing as depicted in
Figure 4.4. It is emitted only under the following circumstances: Firstly, as
the robot always asks if the user needs additional help, it closes the dialog
if this question is negated. Secondly, if there are no further questions after
a certain time has exceeded, the dialog is closed as well by the receptionist.
Furthermore, as reported by Ghosh & Kuzuoka (2014), changes in body
posture, more particularly leaning backwards, can act as an accelerator if a
robot tries to signal the ending of an interaction. Coherently to Claim VI,
it is therefore considered beneficial for the robot to also emit such a sup-
plemental signal at dialog closing in order to induce departing behaviors.
Besides that, it is proposed to apply the same spatial attention mechanism
during departing that has been described for approaching in Chapter 5.2.
As an direct consequence, the robot is able to continuously signal availabil-
ity in a descending manner and thereby enable a seamless continuation in
the case the human plans to resume the dialog.
Therefore, the advanced receptionist supports a disengagement by leaning
backwards during the farewell utterance and thereby lowering its head so
that no further attention is signaled towards the human. After a short
timeout of seven seconds, the attention mechanism is re-enabled and the
robot turns towards the human if she is attending the robot.
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In summary, a number of spatial signals are proposed as well as incor-
porated into the advanced receptionist in order to support Hypothesis H
during dialog closing and departing. At first, robot-initiated dialog closing
is employed as an alternative to the usual user-triggered course of action.
Such a strategy is accompanied by a disengagement signal in order to lead
into departing and thereby address Claim V. During departing Claim VI is
approached. Attention towards the human is shown in a shrinking amount
that depends on distance to the robot so that the interaction is smoothly
fading out leaving open the possibility for resumption. These spatial strate-
gies are evaluated alongside every other measure applied to the advanced
receptionist in Chapter 6.
5.7. Summary
The proposed strategies in this chapter are an example on how to enhance
a robot with social interaction strategies in the domain of spatial awareness
for a better user experience during HRI. The chapter furthermore provides
a precise overview how the strategies are embedded in the basic system’s
course of action as given in Chapter 4.
As an illustration how the basic system has been altered in order to en-
able the advanced receptionist, Figure 5.9 consists of a renewed version of
Figure 4.3 displaying the software components of the system. Especially
the situation model is a lot more elaborate, taking social parameters such
as proximity and spatial configurations as well as presence and activity in
the peripersonal space into account. Still, the dialog component plays a
major role in the software by deciding when to conduct an action. However,
it is adapted and modulated by a spatial awareness concept that is able
to exhibit socially adapted behaviors. Thereby, the output possibilities, es-
pecially the display of attention and salutation routines can act in a more
sophisticated fashion.
At first, this chapter has introduced the idea of a short gaze towards
the human in order to initiate an interaction in Section 5.1. The following
approaching phase has been investigated with the help a prototype imple-
mentation displaying attention in a distance dependent fashion. Based on
results of a conducted pre-study, this behavior has been proposed as feasible
during approaching in Section 5.2. Next, in Section 5.3, a mixed-initiative
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Figure 5.9.: Spatially aware way of proceeding in the advanced reception-
ist. An addition or adaption in contrast to the basic system (cf.
Fig. 4.3) is marked in green or yellow. The topmost layer ad-
ditionally includes models about social configurations, namely
proximity and presence that both have an influence on the di-
alog. As a consequence, the complexity of robot behaviors is
altered in order to cover a higher number of modalities.
dialog concept has been proposed for opening an interaction based on social
distance and configuration. An integrated concept for initiation, approach-
ing, and opening is then introduced and related on the implementation of
the basic receptionist in Section 5.4.
Afterwards, in Section 5.5 social presence and activity are incorporated
into the receptionist as sources for enhancing gestures during the dialog
phase. As a result, the section proposes spatial prompting strategies to be
added to the standard gesture in order to increase the probability that the
robot is able to perform its gesture while not irritating the user. Contrary,
prompting is aimed at making the interaction more stable. The chapter
furthermore gives details on how prompting is implemented in the basic
receptionist.
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Figure 5.10.: Sequence of a dialog between the receptionist and a human
visitor in the advanced receptionist. In contrast to the basic
dialog as depicted in Figure 4.4, it is embedded into a complete
situation. During each phase, the receptionist reflects one of
the claims in its behaviors to address Hypothesis H.
Section 5.6 is finally concerned with appropriate means to end the dialog
in a spatially aware way. It again proposes self-initiative as an alternative
for dialog closing and employs the active lean-back signal in order to induce
departing behavior. Additionally, it proposes the spatial attention mech-
anism to be also incorporated during the departing phase as to enable a
seamless resumption of dialog.
As a result, the spatial awareness concept presented in Chapter 3 is man-
ifested in the advanced receptionist. In contrast to Figure 5.9, where mod-
ifications are described with regard to the system, Figure 5.10 depicts the
relevance of the spatial awareness from a dialog point of view. The complete
course of action as described in Chapter 3.2 is covered by the concept, which
extends the robot’s expressiveness during the whole encounter. With each
behavior addressing one of the claims (cf. Chapter 3.3) in order to increase
mutual understanding, Hypothesis H can be tested in comparison to the
basic receptionist as a baseline scenario in the next chapter.
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6. Impacts on a Robotic Encounter
In this chapter, the effectiveness of aforementioned spatial awareness strate-
gies is examined. For this purpose, a user study is presented that evaluates
the advanced strategies as introduced in Chapter 5 in contrast to the func-
tionality of the basic receptionist as presented in Chapter 4. Such a compar-
ison aspires to understand if modeling spatial properties based on humans
has an advantage for the interaction and if the proposed implementation is
feasible and thereby directly addresses Hypothesis H.
The next section subsequently presents the setup of the study including
the physical arrangement of the robot, experimental conditions, question-
naire design, and an outline of participants. Afterwards, Section 6.2 statisti-
cally identifies differences in user ratings dependent on the specific behaviors
the robot emits. Eventually in Section 6.3, observed effects are interpreted
and related to the main hypothesis as well as individual claims established
in Chapter 3.1 and 3.3.
6.1. Experimental Design
The immediate goal of the described experiment is to investigate aforemen-
tioned spatial strategies which not only consist of abstract guidelines but
also recommendations for specific actions during an interaction. As a con-
sequence, such behaviors have to be tested on a autonomously running live
system and with na¨ıve human partners. To inspect a complete encounter in
a greater spatial domain, the interaction study has to be located in a room
of appropriate size. As a second requirement, the questionnaire has to cover
the complete encounter from the moment a participant enters the room on.
As a direct consequence, participants must not come into contact with the
robot prior to the study in order to prevent side effects of early appreciation
or even familiarity.
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Figure 6.1.: Schematic depiction of the physical setup during the user study
from above. The experiment room to the left contains the re-
ceptionist setup, two cameras, as well as the hidden investigator
desk. In the second room, there is a workplace for participants
of the study. Social distance classes (cf. Chap. 2.2.1) are given
as bubbles surrounding the robot.
6.1.1. Physical Arrangement
As an appropriate solution, the location for conducting the user study is
set up as depicted in Figure 6.1. The experiment room to the left can be
entered through an always open interconnecting door so that participant
briefing can take place in the room to the right. Inside the room there is a
large empty space in the center as well as the receptionist opposite to the
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designated entry point. Participants therefore have to approach the robot
from afar and different strategies during pre-dialog phases can be explored.
The social distance between robot and human at the entrance spans up until
the beginnings of the far public class, so that all relevant segments have to
be passed in order to engage in a face-to-face interaction. The robot is not
yet oriented towards the door, so that it is forced to turn in order to redirect
its attention towards a possible interaction partner. The receptionist is set
up as pointed out in Chapter 4.2.2 with the floor plan directly in front of
the robot on a small desk.
Behind a visual cover, there is a workspace for the investigator in close
proximity to the robot where it is possible to observe the robot and shut
it down immediately in emergency cases. One 3d-camera is employed at
175cm height behind the robot with the purpose to recognize humans while
approaching as well as to register activities on the desk. Due to the limited
range and resolution of the first camera, a secondary camera is used with
regard to the initiation signal. It lies hidden on a desk between other hard-
ware and acts as a detector for participants that enter the experiment room
through the interconnecting door. Additionally, the experimenter takes
notes on which types of gestures the robot carries out during the inter-
action in order to later comprehend the exact course of action and verify
recorded log files.
6.1.2. Course of the Experiment
Participants are introduced to the scenario and their task at a computer
inside the room to the right where they are yet unable to perceive the
robot. During briefing they are instructed how to interact with the live robot
system in terms of robot capabilities regarding speech and gesture. They
are furthermore charged with a three-fold task they have to solve during the
interaction. Namely, they have to ask for three different locations on the
floor plan (cf. Appx. D) using different modalities in the following order:
1. Auditorium
2. Central inner courtyard
3. Inner courtyard at the edge
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For retrieving the auditorium location, they should only use a verbal
phrase, while users are requested to also incorporate pointing gestures to-
wards the floor plan for both of the inner courtyards as to possibly generate
obstructions during the interaction. One of the courtyards thereby is lo-
cated at a much closer distance to the robot than the other, which lies at
the outer limit of robot reach. For an enhanced reliability of speech recog-
nition and a minimized participant distraction from their task, verbal input
is not recorded via the wearable microphone but, with the help of utterance
templates, typed in by the experimenter instead. After the interaction com-
pletes, they are asked to return to the briefing computer in order to fill out
a questionnaire about the interaction. After clarifying the instructions, the
investigator enters the experiment room in order to hide behind the visual
cover, prepare the scenario and type in verbal utterances of the participants.
Shortly afterwards, a signal is given to the participant who then follows into
the room, approaches the robot, and solves the imposed tasks.
The questionnaire is available in German and English (cf. Appx. F) and
starts with a self-assessment of robot and computer experience aimed to
assure a simple entry into the questionnaire paired with a motivation to fill
it out. Afterwards, questions regarding the opening of the interaction are
asked, e.g. the robot’s amount of willingness to interact during approaching
and the moment when the participant thinks she has been first noticed
by the robot the first time. On the next page, participants rate the robot
behavior at dialog phase. Besides questions about the informative content of
the different behavioral aspects, it is asked how much both agent’s gestures
interfere with each other and if the interaction changes between the second
and third task, i.e. the two courtyards where the participant has to use
gestures. At the end, personal information and feedback is retrieved in order
estimate participant composition and attitude towards the experiment.
6.1.3. Participant Overview and Categorization
In total, 105 people have taken part in the study and received five Euros as
a compensation for their efforts. 15 of them are completely excluded from
the evaluation because they either have not followed the instructions or have
experienced a faulty setup because of erroneous configurations or control by
the operator. Of the remaining 90 participants 46 are female and 44 male.
Participants’ age ranges from 19 to 50 with a mean value of 26.1 years with
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an average self-assessed German knowledge of 3.99 on a (0-4) Likert scale
and only a single rating below maximum. As the recruiting to a great part
has taken place on campus, most participants are either students (78%) or
scientific employees at the university (7%). Of the students, approximately
27% are enrolled in a subject related to natural or technical sciences. On a
(0-4) scale, the participants’ computer knowledge is solid with an average of
2.71, while in general they are relatively unfamiliar with robots other than
those from movies as they rate their knowledge with 1.38 on average.
Two independent variables are setup as experimental conditions regarding
interaction opening. At first, participants either experience a very distinct
and therefore [S]trong initiation signals with the robot gaze directed straight
towards their face when they enter the experiment room or a [W]eaker
one, where the robot only turns 50% of the way before moving back to
idling behavior. In both cases, however, only head and eye movements are
employed. With the help of this modulation, it is aimed to draw conclusions
about the style and impact of the initiation signal. As a second independent
variable, participants during the study experience either, the approaching
phase and opening signal are parametrized. One group therefore experiences
only [R]andom movement during approaching as in the basic receptionist
(Chapter 4.3). The integrated opening concept as described in Chapter 5.4
is exhibited in the [F]ull condition. In order to evaluate the importance of
pro-active opening strategies, the same concept but with a [D]elayed robot
greeting seven seconds after the participant enters the close social distance
is demonstrated in a third group.
During dialog itself, another independent variable is employed in order to
research the effect of spatial prompting strategies for conflict solving. In one
group, the robot does not emit a pointing gesture at all towards the floor
plan during explanation ([N]one group). Instead, it solely explains the way
using real-world coordinates. All other groups experience robot gestures,
while their obstruction strategies vary. In the [S]imple group, possible in-
terferences cause an immediate cancellation of the gesture which reflects
the basic receptionist. Spatial signals are only incorporated if the floor-plan
is obstructed in interactions of the [P]rompting group. In parallel to this
arrangement, participants are classified by interaction logs and annotations
by the actual occurrence of a gesture being disturbed, resulting in groups
describing if prompting is emitted, the gesture is discontinued, carried out
regularly, or not even started by the robot.
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Figure 6.2.: Participants’ opinion about the interaction with the robot. In
part (a) mean values of answers to the robot’s properties are
given. Part (b) gives the same numbers on the willingness as
well as the amount of perceived interference by the counterpart.
6.2. Illustration of Results
This section illustrates the results obtained from the interaction study with
the receptionist robot. At first, it provides a general overview of the ob-
tained data from the questionnaire and impressions from individual trials.
Then, more specific results are displayed and compared by experimental
groups. Results regarding the integrated opening is presented first followed
by a description of outcomes for the dialog phase. Interaction closing and
departing is characterized with the help of experimenter observations and
system logs in the end of this section.
In order to determine significant deviations between answers in the differ-
ent conditions, a Kruskal-Wallis test (cf. Kruskal & Wallis 1952) is employed
for ordinal data obtained from rating questions that have been answered on
a (0-4) Likert scale. A χ2 test of independence (cf. Pearson 1900) is utilized
in case of nominal data (e.g. yes-no questions). Furthermore, a χ2 goodness
of fit test against equal probability is used to distinguish preference from
chance for each decision inside each condition.
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As an overview, Figure 6.2 gives an impression of ratings by evaluated
participants (90) of the study. Every question regarding robot properties
is rated above its arithmetic mean value by the participants as depicted in
Figure 6.2a. The robot’s interest in and its amount of attention towards the
participant as well as the appropriateness of its behavior are rated best with
a value of greater than three. The robot’s autonomy is rated lowest with a
mean value of 2.04. Part 6.2b displays the overall perceived willingness of
the robot and oneself to engage in the interaction. With the own willingness
rated higher, both values are above arithmetic mean with an average value
2.93 and 2.53. Interference instead is rated below one on average, while
participants rate their own presence as more interfering (0.87) than the
one of the robot (0.44). The comprehensive list of graphs containing study
results as a whole and split by every independent variable can be found
in Appendix G. In the following, only statistically significant differences
between experiment conditions are pointed out. Excluded is a significant
deviation in of age between the give up and prompting groups with averages
of 27 and 24.94 years as it arguably does not imply any further consequences.
Also, a difference in robot as well as computer experience between the groups
[R] with averages of 1.54/2.86 and [F] with 0.9/2.35 and is left out. Such a
difference may lead to an alteration but as the control group [R] rates itself
as more experienced, at the most a decrease of effect size is expected.
6.2.1. Initiation Signal
The only significant difference between the weak and strong opening style
can be found in answers to the question whether the robot greets the par-
ticipant or not. Figure 6.3 accordingly displays participant answers to that
question by initiation signal. While both groups do not significantly dif-
fer from overall answers to the question, participants experiencing a strong
initiation signal negate the question more often as the other group. Fur-
thermore, the decision for such an answer is reliably distinguishable from
chance. This effect is supported by interaction logs that reveal a human-
initiated greeting occurs in 93% of people in the [S] group as opposed to only
54% of people in the [W] group. In contrast to trial setups of the system,
not a single participant shows behaviors of disorientation or searching the
receptionist. Instead, everyone immediately turns towards the receptionist
and approaches the desk.
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Figure 6.3.: Perceived robot greeting grouped by initiation signal (weak,
strong). It is displayed if participants notice a greeting from
the robot prior to their own utterance as answers to a yes/no
question. Significance levels (∗ := p < .05) are given along the
columns, as bars between the columns.
6.2.2. Integrated Interaction Opening
In this section, effects are described that occur between the different opening
conditions (random, delayed, full). In none of the general questions regard-
ing robot properties, any statistically relevant differences occur, so they are
not displayed here. Instead, differences in the rated willingness to interact
as well as the perceived means of opening appear, which are explained in the
following. The first 26 participants of the study are left out from the results
as they experienced a slightly different opening including the necessity to
wear a microphone during approaching (also cf. Section 6.2.4).
At first, Figure 6.4 gives insights about participant ratings regarding their
own willingness to take part in the interaction (Fig. 6.4a) as well the same
perceived willingness of the robot (Fig. 6.4b). With an average of above
three, participants rate their own as well as the robot’s disposition highest
in the full dynamic condition. Random only movements during approach-
ing result in distinctly lower self-assessment of willingness compared to the
dynamic condition. In the group experiencing dynamic attentive behavior
with a delayed robot greeting, the willingness of both, robot and human is
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Figure 6.4.: Box-plots containing ratings of willingness to take part in the in-
teraction grouped by opening strategy (random, delayed, full).
In part (a) opinions regarding the own willingness is displayed
while part (b) gives the ratings of the perceived robot willing-
ness. Significance levels (∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01) resulting
from the independence test between the experimental conditions
are given as bars between the boxes.
rated significantly lower as in the group receiving an immediate salutation
upon entering the close social distance.
Regarding the perceived opening, the full dynamic group also differs from
the others as depicted in Figure 6.5. At first, in this group, participants
significantly earlier realize that the robot identifies them as a possible in-
teraction partner compared to the random group. Group [D] and [R] on
the other hand are not distinguishable from each other and the overall re-
sults (cf. Fig. 6.5a). Furthermore, a robot initiated greeting is noticed in
the full dynamic group as opposed to all other groups. Instead, in delayed
as well as in random-only conditions, a salutation by the robot is reliably
not experienced as illustrated in Fig. 6.5b. This observation is reiterated in
the interaction logs. Everyone in group [R] as well as 86% of group [D] in
contrast to 28% in [F] take the initiative and greet the receptionist robot
themselves.
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Figure 6.5.: Perceived robot awareness during approaching and dialog open-
ing grouped by emitted behavior (random, delayed, full). In (a)
it is displayed at which time during the encounter people think
that the robot notices them. (b) reveals if participants notice a
greeting initiated by the robot. Significance levels (∗ := p < .05,
∗∗ := p < .01, ∗∗∗ := p < .001) are given along the columns, as
bars between the columns, and at the title.
6.2.3. Face-to-Face Interaction
During the interaction with the robot at the table, in 56 trials, no interfer-
ences can be observed half of which no pointing gesture towards the map
is carried out and the other half no hindrances occur. In total, 34 cases of
disturbances of the robot’s gesture in the shared interaction space occur.
Four times the first gesture has been blocked, four participants cause alter-
natives to be triggered in both gestures, and 25 of them interfere the second
pointing gesture. In 16 trials, the robot incorporates prompting strategies,
while in the other 18, the gesture is aborted directly.
In the prompting case, which often involves multiple attempts, five times
it is exhibited prior to the pointing gesture, while also five times, pointing
has to be interrupted in order to allow for prompting. In two cases, the
hand is switched for prompting and in two cases, the final pointing gesture
is carried out with the left hand. Eight times, the gesture is aborted because
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Figure 6.6.: Box-plot displaying participant ratings regarding the helpful-
ness of the receptionist explanations as a whole and grouped by
information-bearing feature (gesture, gaze, map). Significance
levels (∗∗∗ := p < .001) resulting from the independence test
between the features are given as bars in between the boxes.
the hindrance occurs at a close distance to the robot and one time, the
gesture is aborted after prompting four times in a row.
Altogether, participants rate the helpfulness of information delivered by
the receptionist with an average of 3.09 of 4. Figure 6.6 reveals that the
robot gesture as well as the map with the floor plan on it strongly contribute
to the informative content of the explanation. A significantly lower impact
compared to the other components as well as in contrast to the overall
content is given with the robot’s gaze, with an average of 2.43.
Further answers to questions regarding the interaction at the table in-
corporating the map are in general displayed in two ways. One plot groups
obtained results by the occurrence of obstruction, namely whether the robot
gesture has been blocked, not been blocked, or otherwise no gesture has been
carried out at all. A second plot emphasizes the incorporated robot strategy
by further specifying the incorporated robot strategy. Besides the formerly
employed categories of no block and no gesture, results are further split up
whether the robot incorporates prompting as a strategy or simply gives up
and discontinues the gesture.
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There are as well significant variations between the groups not only for
the perceived interference caused by actions of the robot but also for the one
participants emitted their own which is pointed out graphically in Figure 6.7.
In the left part, i.e. 6.7a and 6.7b, a significant difference in robot as well
as human interference can be observed between the conditions, in which
the robot incorporates gestures towards the floor plan into its portfolio of
actions whether they are blocked or not as opposed to directly gesturing
towards the real world location (Nopoint). Additionally, only interference
cause by the participant is significantly higher if the robot’s gesture has been
interrupted, while robot interference is not distinguishable in those cases.
In greater detail, Figure 6.7c and 6.7d reveal that as other than giving
up and regular pointing, gestures involving spatial prompts increase the
perceived interference produced by the robot to some degree but does not
result in a significant change compared to no gesture. Participants on the
other hand rate their own interference on robot gestures higher if the robot
gestures on top of the floor plan with no observable difference between robot
prompting and discontinuation.
Besides the perceived interference, Figure 6.8 demonstrates that partic-
ipants also actively notice a change in the robot’s way to carry out the
pointing gesture towards the floor plan. In the case of no hindrances and
no gesture, there is reliably claimed to be no change in the robot’s behav-
ior as pointed out in Figure 6.8a. In case of blocked gestures, participant
answers differ significantly from the others as they detect a change more of-
ten. While spatial prompting as well as simple discontinuation can both be
distinguished from the group with no gesture, the give-up strategy cannot
reliably be separated from regular pointing in contrast to answers in the
prompting group (cf. Fig. 6.8b).
6.2.4. Ending the Encounter
During the interaction study, no direct measurements have been recorded
regarding a closing signal or the departing phase. There are however ob-
servations of participant behavior that have a direct impact on the way of
proceeding during the study. In the first 26 trials, the robot has not incorpo-
rated any active closing strategies. As a possible consequence, participants
do not immediately return to the questionnaire after solving their assigned
task. Instead, questions directed towards the experimenter whether the in-
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Figure 6.7.: Box-plots containing ratings of perceived interference during
the interaction. In part (a) and (b) interferences caused by
the robot are displayed by the occurrence of obstructions on
the left and experimental condition (regular, give up, prompt)
on the right. (c) and (d) are grouped in the same way and
give ratings of perceived interference that participants cause
themselves. Significance levels (∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01,
∗∗∗ := p < .001) resulting from the independence test between
the experimental conditions are given as bars between the boxes.
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Figure 6.8.: Detected differences in the two consecutive explanations that
employ a human pointing gesture. In (a) yes/no answers are
grouped by the occurrence of an obstruction, while in (b)
the same results are displayed depending on the experimen-
tal condition (regular, give up, prompt). Significance levels
(∗ := p < .05, ∗∗ := p < .01, ∗∗∗ := p < .001) are given
along the columns, as bars between the columns, and at the
title.
teraction is over amass at the end of the dialog. In cases where no such
question arises, people stay in front of the robot after successful interaction
until interrupted by the experimenter. As one possible solution, active clos-
ing as described in Chapter 5.6 has been added to the repertoire of robot
capabilities leading to a successful disengagement behavior. As a further
consequence, the first 26 people have been excluded in ratings regarding the
robot’s opening strategies.
6.3. Interpretation and Consequences
From the interactive study with the receptionist implications on Hypothe-
sis H can be drawn as declared in Chapter 3.1. As a general feedback from
the users, the system as a whole is rated excellently in terms of interest
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and attention. The amount of intention that the robot reveals as well as
the overall appropriateness of its behaviors are also rated positive but to a
slightly lesser extent. The system is apparently perceived as acting more
or less human-like and natural, while the rating for autonomy only reaches
mediocre levels. On the one hand, the latter might be influenced by the in-
evitable circumstance of knowing an operator in the experiment room albeit
hidden behind a covering wall. On the other hand, users might not expect
such a comprehensive set of behaviors from a receptionist robot. Only six
participants however rate the robot behaviors as not autonomous at all.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that ratings regarding robot properties do
not differ significantly across all experimental conditions hinting at a self-
explanatory and appropriate design of the interaction in addition to clear
instructions during the study. Especially the way in which attention is ex-
pressed seems to work as intended. On the downside, possibly related to
the overall high level of ratings or the relatively large number of intermixed
experimental conditions, no clear distinction between behavioral categories
can be drawn. Nevertheless, interesting differences emerge in questions es-
pecially addressing interaction instigation or conversation. In the following,
these effects are interpreted and related to claims established in Chapter 3.3.
Initialization The experiment clearly shows that a short gaze as an initi-
ation signal in still distant configurations works as intended and can lead
to an immediate approaching behavior of a human towards the robot. The
strength of such a gaze however has to be adjusted to the specific purpose
of the individual setup. A stronger signal in the form of a direct gaze to-
wards the head and eyes already causes human salutation utterances from
a distance, whereas such an effect cannot be observed if the same gaze
is exhibited in a less distinct fashion. If the robot is intended to demon-
strate its potential during approaching including self initiated greetings, it
is therefore inadvisable to use a very strong signal. In summary, Claim I
can be approved based on the experiment with the advanced receptionist
implemented as described in Chapter 5.1. An initiation gaze is recognized
as an intentional communicative signal. Besides inducing an approaching
behavior, it also often leads to salutation utterances from na¨ıve users.
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Approaching Furthermore, proximity and orientation dependent atten-
tional behaviors are well suited as a robot strategy during the approach-
ing phase. Results from the interaction experiment confirm the conclusions
drawn from an earlier video study presented in Chapter 5.2. Although no
differences in general ratings of robot properties can be determined, possi-
bly caused by the large number of experimental conditions, opening specific
questions allow for inference on the selected strategies. At first, participants
are willing to take part in the interaction to a higher degree and also attest
the robot the same. Secondly, participants are well aware that the robot
notices them while they are approaching. As a result, Claim II can also be
confirmed because the main purpose of leading the human into the inter-
action is fulfilled. Participants want to interact with the robot and notice
that the robot is attentive and ready to be used.
Opening Answers to the questionnaire also indicate a tight coupling be-
tween attentive approaching and pro-active robot greeting as described in
Chapter 5.3. Participants probably expect the robot to also open up the in-
teraction if it raises its attention while they are coming closer. If that is not
the case [D], no difference in the robot’s and participant’s willingness to in-
teract in comparison to random-only movements [R] is identifiable. Above
that, people only credit the robot the identification of themselves as an
interaction partner during approaching if it does open up the interaction
verbally. Possibly, participants interpret attentive behavior which besides
in group [F] also is exhibited in [D] falsely as non-interactive because of
an expected greeting which does not occur. Claim III therefore can be ap-
proved as it is not only appropriate to incorporate robot initiated opening
but also required for a beneficial integration of attentive strategies prior to
the dialog.
Dialog Pointing gesture and utterance both are major contributors to the
amount of information delivered by the receptionist which hints at a well
balanced interplay of gesture and speech. Gaze instead is meant as a sup-
portive cue and is expected to have a lesser influence to that regard. The
amount of overall obstructions that occur in the interaction space justifies
the incorporation of behaviors on the robot targeted at circumventing or
solving them conveniently. The integration of spatial prompting as described
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in Chapter 5.5 thereby qualifies as an appropriate strategy. Apparently,
it does not effect ratings of robot properties in the conducted user study.
Other than a great majority of blocks occurring in farther distance from the
robot, no further influence of distance can be determined. Nonetheless, user
experience in regard to perceived interference is altered. While movement
alone results in some degree of interference, with prompting a relatively low
amount of disturbances on the human, compared other robot movements
seems to be caused. On the other hand, the participant is aware to cause
collisions if the robot’s gesture is aborted or if prompting is utilized, which
confirms the effectiveness of prompting in terms of notifying of a desired
pointing attempt and resolve ambiguities. Besides the an altered impres-
sion of interference, participants also are aware of the gesture being carried
out differently if spatial prompting happens in contrast to cases where the
robot simply gives up. As an authentic interpretation, prompting reveals
aspects of the robot’s inner state without causing major disturbances to the
interaction and therefore successfully addresses Claim IV.
Closing and Departing As an implication from observations, an appropri-
ate closing strategy seems to be an essential part of the interaction. An
active strategy as outlined in Chapter 5.6 effectively closes the dialog. It
seems to be equally expected as a proper greeting utterance causing the hu-
man to not really know how to proceed if not employed. As a result, Claim V
can only be accepted provisorily due to the lack of questionnaire integration.
In conjunction with proper non-verbal signals, disengagement behaviors of
the human can be induced and accompanied. During the study, there has
been no attempt of reengaging with the receptionist which makes it difficult
to interpret the feasibility of decreasing attentiveness. However, it also hints
to the correctness of Claim VI that nonverbal signals contribute largely to
a human receding. The interconnection between verbal dialog opening and
closing, as well as nonverbal signals furthermore supports the demand for
an integrated and coordinated technique of emitting spatial signals with a
social robot.
Conclusion In total, interesting conclusions can be drawn from the inter-
action study between na¨ıve users and the receptionist. While overall differ-
ences between the experimental conditions have been expected to be more
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distinct, especially in property ratings, all claims can still be approved.
A distance dependent attention strategy enables the robot to display its
readiness plus its willingness to interact prior to a verbal conversation. By
considering changes in spatial configurations it can be incorporated to effec-
tively lead a visitor into and out of a conversation. Furthermore, a mutual
dependency between the single behaviors has been demonstrated. During
the dialog itself, spatial prompting supports the robot in actively expressing
territorial needs without disturbing the human excessively.
As a conclusion, Hypothesis H can successfully be approved which implies
that the incorporation of an integrated spatial awareness strategy on the re-
ceptionist leads to an enhancement in user experience. The study reveals
that singals sent by the robot are in fact interpreted by participants as com-
municative acts that reveal information. As a consequence, the presented
way of spatial awareness assists the human in developing more appropriate
expectations about the situation by the emission of spatial signals in addition
to its normal repertoire of actions. In conjunction with the construction of
an own representation about shared spatial configurations, likewise with the
analysis of signals, a contribution towards mutual understanding between
human and robot is achieved.
6.4. Summary
In this chapter, the impact of spatial attentiveness on user experience has
been evaluated. It describes a user study that installs the receptionist robot
(cf. Chapter 4) in different experimental conditions in order to research
the effect of social signals as described in Chapter 5 on the user. With
the evaluation of this study reflecting on claims made in Chapter 3 which
originate from research presented in Chapter 2, the main hypothesis can be
confirmed in order to substantiate the approach that is taken in this work.
This chapter hence integrates the previous chapters and thereby frames the
overall contribution of this thesis.
For this purpose, Section 6.1 describes in detail how the study is config-
ured and how the receptionist is set up in an appropriate location. Fur-
thermore, it gives insights into the participant instructions and question-
naire that both are designed to enfold a two-part interaction consisting of
approaching and departing as well as a face-to-face interaction at the re-
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ceptionist desk. Section 6.2 afterwards elaborates on observations during
the study and especially on significant effects that emerge from partici-
pants completing the questionnaire. The data is afterwards discussed in
Section 6.3 resulting in conclusions that remain under the estimation but
nonetheless allow for a positive assessment of stated claims and eventually
the main hypothesis. As a result, implemented strategies provide methods
for an unconscious extension of mutual mental models leading to a better
understanding between human and robot.
With the evaluation of spatial awareness strategies accomplished, the
overall contribution of thesis is reflected in the next chapter. Based on
the presented work, a conclusion is drawn and opportunities for further
enhancement of proposed behaviors and methods are presented.
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This chapter concludes the thesis with a reflection of the conducted work
and its impact. Thereby, in Section 7.1 a brief recapitulation of the previous
chapters is given with regard to their respective contributions. Afterwards,
further insights that have been gained as a result of the chosen approach
are presented in Section 7.2. Suggestions for follow-up research based on
this thesis are pointed out in Section 7.3. Eventually, the thesis is closed in
Section 7.4 with a short summary of the entire chapter.
7.1. Recapitulation of Contribution
As introduced in Chapter 1, robots are becoming more relevant as assistants
in the daily life of humans. Consequently, humanoid robots in particular are
more frequently equipped with social features to increase their usefulness
in interactions with untrained users. A social robot thereby extends the
communicative bandwidth with its human partner which commonly leads
to an improved robustness of an interaction.
This thesis contributes to the field of social robotics with a novel approach
towards human-like spatial awareness of a social robot. Contrary to exist-
ing attempts that typically focus on singular aspects, an entire encounter
between one human and a robot is considered in order to guide a person
through the complete interaction. Furthermore, the presented work is com-
posed of a study-driven approach, in which theoretical concepts are at each
stage of development related and adapted to HRI, implemented on an eli-
gible system, and then verified with the help of user studies. In its general
approach this thesis thus represents a desirable and at the same time viable
methodology for developing a socially interactive robot.
The introduced concept is inspired and guided by the idea to facilitate a
better understanding of the other by enriching each others representations
(cf. Chap. 2). An extended exchange of nonverbal spatial signals thereby
results in a more extensive alignment of the current situation between both
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agents. On the one hand, the interpretation of nonverbal signals allows
the robot to raise its awareness of human intentions and thereby extends
its repertoire of actions. On the other hand, raising the robot’s nonverbal
expressiveness due to the production of spatial signals allows humans to
more efficiently assess the robot’s capabilities and thereby automatically
adapt their beliefs and expectations.
In order to cover the complete situation in an organized manner, key
phases and signals are identified and addressed with a distinct strategy
for the robot in Chapter 3. Furthermore, an integrated concept of spa-
tial intelligence for a receptionist robot covering a holistic encounter with
a na¨ıve human interaction partner is presented. Although embedded in a
specific scenario, such a concept is targeted at enhancing the general user
experience with interactive robots. It is thus explicitly designed to foster
mutual understanding with the help of communicative aspects of interper-
sonal configurations on different scales. Accordingly, each phase in such a
human-robot encounter is investigated in a distinctive but at the same time
interdependent way.
Aiming to investigate the effect of each strategy as well as the overall
user experience, Chapter 4 presents a multi-modally interactive receptionist
scenario bearing the possibility for enabling spatially aware functionality.
Such a setup qualifies for researching spatial signals as it is sufficiently re-
stricted but also adaptable enough to allow for experimental modifications
in a controllable manner. After applying spatial awareness strategies to the
receptionist robot and scenario in Chapter 5, a user study is conducted in
order to identify differences in their ratings of the robot as well as their
behavior in relation to a more basic interaction.
An interpretation of the evaluation in Chapter 6 indicates that the devel-
oped strategies have the potential to enhance an interaction with the robot
especially by raising the user’s willingness to participate in the scenario as
well as outlining the perceived robot’s awareness of the current situation.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that behavioral aspects are interconnected
and cause expectations on the remaining parts of the encounter. As a re-
sult, the integrated concept of spatial awareness can be approved to fulfill its
purpose and contribute to an enhanced mutual understanding. Apparently,
social robots especially in real world applications can benefit substantially
from utilizing the extended communicative capabilities that are enabled with
the concept of spatial awareness.
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7.2. Further Impact on Social Robotics
In addition to the contribution of a viable concept of spatial awareness for
a social robot, further insights may be gained from this work. As a direct
consequence of the proceeding, implications on the method of developing
social robots emerge. At first, the need to extend behavioral modeling to
cover the approaching and departing of an interaction partner is emphasized.
A conversation itself is embedded in a more comprehensive encounter that
has to be addressed and reflected when investigating the social capabilities of
a robot. Not only in an appropriate communication range but also at further
distances, robot signals, intended or not, shape the upcoming interaction.
Secondly, the study imposingly confirms an interdependency of behavioral
aspects. Researchers have to estimate and evaluate possible effects of every
robotic signal and their impact on subsequent parts of the interaction. With
a study-driven approach, as presented in this work, changes of a robot’s
social capabilities can be investigated with respect to the current situation
and later phases of the interaction. Video studies thereby allow for a more
profound examination of singular aspects while at the same time detaching
the user from the interaction, making real interactions equally important.
Thirdly, the presented concept greatly illustrates the opportunities of in-
terpreting and emitting spatially relevant signals. Not only with mobile
robots, such behaviors are highly viable for enhancing user experience on
the one hand and interaction shaping possibilities for the researcher on the
other hand. As each robot comprises of a spatial presence, explicitly concep-
tualizing an awareness considerably extends the robot’s social capabilities.
Besides equipping existing robots with such a concept, new robots should
be constructed with regard to their spatial impression as well.
7.3. Subsequent Research on Spatial Awareness
Besides the implications for related research, the conducted research it-
self offers the potential for improvement and continuation. Although the
study confirms positive effects of the integrated spatial awareness concept,
it merely constitutes a starting point for more deeply examining each sin-
gle phase of an encounter. Several possibilities for follow-up investigations
are imaginable in order to verify and extend the conducted investigations.
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For that purpose, it is suggested to refine the study with several smaller
experiments focusing on particular aspects. For example, one could deter-
mine in detail, in which spatial configurations prompting behaviors should
be enabled during a face-to-face interaction with a robot. In such an experi-
ment that integrates results from Renner et al. (2014), the first independent
variable could consist of the location on the map, i.e. close by the robot as
opposed to close by the human and equally distant.
In addition, the robot’s conflict resolving strategy with regard to its ges-
ture can be investigated in greater detail. The only experimental distinc-
tion could consist of whether it incorporates a gesture or not and if it uses
prompting in case of obstructions or not. This way, sharper focus can be
laid on the dialog phase without having influences of any previously dif-
ferent interaction styles. Furthermore, a more structured investigation of
active closing behaviors should be conducted in order to examine the exact
timings which are most comfortable for the user. Following a similar mind-
set, more extensive insights could be gained on the conditions that influence
dialog opening and proxemics. A study in the same scenario perhaps in-
cluding robots of different sizes, cultural appearances, or personalities has
the capability to gain additional knowledge in this regard.
7.4. Summary
To summarize, this chapter completes the thesis with a review that consol-
idates the theoretical background, derives concepts thereof, applies strate-
gies onto an interactive scenario, and their evaluation and interpretation.
It values the efforts of this thesis as a success and attributes it as a useful
contribution to social robotics as it introduces a valid concept of spatial
awareness enhancing human-robot interaction.
As insights for related research, it reasserts the importance of embed-
ding human-robot interactions in a more comprehensive situation that range
from an initial contact to the discontinuation of mutual awareness. It also
confirms an interdependency of social signals and their generation of expec-
tations from the human. Most importantly, it acknowledges the viability of
spatial awareness in the field of social robotics. Finally, based on the synop-
tic approach of the study, possibilities for further research that focus even
more on the details of specific phases which are delineated as a perspective.
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as
O
bj
ek
tl
in
ks
T
he
ob
je
ct
on
th
e
le
ft
D
as
O
bj
ek
tr
ec
ht
s
T
he
ob
je
ct
on
th
e
ri
gh
t
18
.W
ar
um
so
llt
e
de
rR
ob
ot
er
di
es
es
O
bj
ek
tw
äh
le
n?
W
hy
sh
ou
ld
th
e
ro
bo
tc
ho
os
e
th
is
ob
je
ct
?
72
%
Sz
en
e
III
Au
fd
ie
se
rS
ei
te
se
he
n
S
ie
eb
en
fa
lls
ei
ne
n
Vi
de
o-
Au
ss
ch
ni
tt
au
s
ei
ne
rI
nt
er
ak
tio
n
zw
is
ch
en
M
en
sc
h
un
d
R
ob
ot
er
au
s
de
rP
er
sp
ek
tiv
e
de
s
M
en
sc
he
n.
B
ei
de
ha
be
n
w
ie
de
rd
ie
M
ög
lic
hk
ei
t,
ei
n
O
bj
ek
ti
n
di
e
H
an
d
zu
ne
hm
en
un
d
an
zu
se
he
n.
W
ie
in
de
rl
et
zt
en
S
ze
ne
si
eh
ts
ic
h
zu
er
st
de
rM
en
sc
h
ei
n
O
bj
ek
ta
n,
w
or
au
fh
in
w
ie
de
r
de
rR
ob
ot
er
an
de
rR
ei
he
is
t.
S
ie
ha
b
en
di
e
M
ög
lic
hk
ei
td
as
V
id
eo
je
de
rz
ei
tu
nd
so
hä
uf
ig
S
ie
m
öc
ht
en
zu
st
ar
te
n
od
er
zu
pa
us
ie
re
n.
Sc
en
e
III
O
n
th
is
pa
ge
,y
ou
ca
n
ag
ai
n
se
e
a
vi
de
o
sc
en
e
of
an
in
te
ra
ct
io
n
be
tw
ee
n
a
hu
m
an
an
d
a
ro
bo
tf
ro
m
th
e
hu
m
an
's
pe
rs
pe
ct
iv
e.
O
nc
e
m
or
e,
bo
th
ha
ve
th
e
po
ss
ib
ilit
y
to
pi
ck
an
ob
je
ct
an
d
in
sp
ec
ti
t.
A
s
in
th
e
la
st
sc
en
e,
th
e
hu
m
an
in
sp
ec
ts
an
ob
je
ct
fir
st
,t
he
n
it
is
ag
ai
n
th
e
ro
bo
t's
tu
rn
to
ch
oo
se
an
ob
je
ct
.
Yo
u
ca
n
pl
ay
,p
au
se
or
re
st
ar
tt
he
vi
de
o
be
lo
w
at
an
y
tim
e
an
d
as
of
te
n
as
yo
u
wa
nt
.
B
itt
e
se
he
n
S
ie
si
ch
da
s
ge
sa
m
te
Vi
de
o
m
in
de
st
en
s
ei
nm
al
an
,b
ev
or
S
ie
m
it
de
rB
ea
nt
w
or
tu
ng
de
rF
ra
ge
n
be
gi
nn
en
.
P
le
as
e
w
at
ch
th
e
w
ho
le
vi
de
o
at
le
as
to
nc
e
be
fo
re
an
sw
er
in
g
an
y
of
th
e
qu
es
tio
ns
.
0:
02
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
19
.W
el
ch
es
O
bj
ek
ts
ol
ld
er
Ro
bo
te
rI
hr
er
M
ei
nu
ng
na
ch
al
s
nä
ch
st
es
gr
ei
fe
n?
W
hi
ch
ob
je
ct
sh
ou
ld
th
e
ro
bo
tg
ra
sp
ne
xt
in
yo
ur
op
in
io
n?
D
as
O
bj
ek
tl
in
ks
T
he
ob
je
ct
on
th
e
le
ft
D
as
O
bj
ek
tr
ec
ht
s
T
he
ob
je
ct
on
th
e
ri
gh
t
20
.W
ar
um
so
llt
e
de
rR
ob
ot
er
di
es
es
O
bj
ek
tw
äh
le
n?
W
hy
sh
ou
ld
th
e
ro
bo
tc
ho
os
e
th
is
ob
je
ct
?
80
%
Ü
be
rd
en
R
ob
ot
er
Au
fd
ie
se
rS
ei
te
fin
de
n
S
ie
ei
ni
ge
Fr
ag
en
zu
rB
ew
er
tu
ng
de
s
au
fd
en
vo
rh
er
ig
en
S
ei
te
n
ge
ze
ig
te
n
R
ob
ot
er
s.
A
bo
ut
th
e
R
ob
ot
O
n
th
is
pa
ge
,y
ou
ca
n
fin
d
so
m
e
qu
es
tio
ns
re
ga
rd
in
g
th
e
ev
al
ua
tio
n
of
th
e
ro
bo
tf
ro
m
th
e
la
st
pa
ge
s.
21
.G
la
ub
en
Si
e,
da
ss
de
rR
ob
ot
er
di
e
Ge
st
e
de
s
M
en
sc
he
n
w
ah
rn
im
m
t?
Do
yo
u
th
in
k
th
e
ro
bo
tr
ec
og
ni
ze
s
th
e
hu
m
an
's
ge
st
ur
e?
Ja Ye
s
N
ei
n
N
o
22
.G
la
ub
en
Si
e,
da
ss
de
rR
ob
ot
er
te
ch
ni
sc
h
in
de
rL
ag
e
is
t,
ei
ne
s
de
rO
bj
ek
te
zu
gr
ei
fe
n?
Do
yo
u
th
in
k
th
e
ro
bo
ti
s
ph
ys
ic
al
ly
ca
pa
bl
e
of
gr
as
pi
ng
on
e
of
th
e
ob
je
ct
s?
Ja Ye
s
N
ei
n
N
o
23
.G
la
ub
en
Si
e,
da
ss
di
e
Ge
st
e
de
s
M
en
sc
he
n
di
e
Au
sw
ah
ld
es
Ro
bo
te
rs
be
ei
nf
lu
ss
t?
Do
yo
u
th
in
k
th
e
hu
m
an
's
ge
st
ur
e
in
flu
en
ce
s
th
e
ro
bo
t's
ch
oi
ce
?
Ja Ye
s
N
ei
n
N
o
24
.G
la
ub
en
Si
e,
da
ss
de
rA
bs
ta
nd
de
rO
bj
ek
te
zu
m
Ro
bo
te
rd
ie
Au
sw
ah
ld
es
Ro
bo
te
rs
be
ei
nf
lu
ss
t?
Do
yo
u
th
in
k
th
e
di
st
an
ce
be
tw
ee
n
ob
je
ct
an
d
ro
bo
ti
nf
lu
en
ce
s
th
e
ro
bo
t's
ch
oi
ce
?
Ja Ye
s
N
ei
n
N
o
Zu
rü
ck
A
bs
ch
ic
ke
n
96
%
En
de
Fa
lls
S
ie
no
ch
An
m
er
ku
ng
en
,K
om
m
en
ta
re
od
er
K
rit
ik
zu
di
es
er
S
tu
di
e
ha
be
n,
dü
rfe
n
S
ie
di
es
e
je
tz
ti
n
de
m
un
te
n
st
eh
en
de
n
Fe
ld
an
br
in
ge
n.
Th
e
En
d
If
yo
u
ha
ve
an
y
co
m
m
en
ts
or
cr
iti
ci
sm
ab
ou
tt
hi
s
st
ud
y,
th
en
pl
ea
se
te
ll
us
us
in
g
th
e
fie
ld
be
lo
w
.
25
.K
om
m
en
ta
re
:
C
om
m
en
ts
:
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$$
S:
 
 
$g
re
et
 
 
 
| 
$r
es
et
 
 
 
| 
$e
nd
 
 
 
| 
$h
el
p
 
 
 
| 
$m
ap
 ;
$r
ob
ot
: 
 
ic
ub
 |
 r
ob
by
 |
 r
ob
ot
 ;
$g
re
et
: 
 
he
ll
o
 
 
 
| 
he
ll
o 
ag
ai
n
 
 
 
| 
$r
ob
ot
 h
el
lo
 
 
 
| 
he
ll
o 
$r
ob
ot
 ;
$r
es
et
: 
 
$r
es
ta
rt
 
 
 
| 
$r
es
ta
rt
 $
ro
bo
t
 
 
 
| 
$r
ob
ot
 $
re
st
ar
t 
;
$r
es
ta
rt
: 
re
se
t
 
 
 
| 
st
ar
t 
ov
er
 ;
$e
nd
: 
 
go
od
 b
ye
 
 
 
| 
by
e 
by
e
 
 
 
| 
by
e 
;
$h
el
p:
 
 
$r
ob
ot
 h
el
p 
me
 
 
 
| 
he
lp
 m
e 
$r
ob
ot
 
 
 
| 
he
lp
 m
e
 
 
 
| 
wh
at
 c
an
 y
ou
 d
o
 
 
 
| 
$r
ob
ot
 w
ha
t 
ca
n 
yo
u 
do
 
 
 
| 
wh
at
 c
an
 y
ou
 d
o 
$r
ob
ot
 ;
$r
oo
mn
am
e:
 
di
sa
bl
ed
's
 r
es
tr
oo
m
 
 
 
| 
wo
me
n'
s 
re
st
ro
om
 
 
 
| 
me
n'
s 
re
st
ro
om
 
 
 
| 
re
st
ro
om
 
 
 
| 
fi
rs
t 
co
ur
ty
ar
d
 
 
 
| 
se
co
nd
 c
ou
rt
ya
rd
 
 
 
| 
st
ai
rs
 
 
 
| 
el
ev
at
or
 
 
 
| 
se
co
nd
ar
y 
el
ev
at
or
 
 
 
| 
b 
m 
z
 
 
 
| 
en
tr
an
ce
 
 
 
| 
ex
it
 ;
$r
oo
md
es
cr
ip
ti
on
: 
ki
tc
he
n
 
 
 
| 
se
cr
et
ar
y
 
 
 
| 
ce
nt
ra
l 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
bi
ma
nu
al
 i
nt
er
ac
ti
on
 l
ab
 
 
 
| 
el
ec
tr
o 
st
ud
io
 
 
 
| 
me
ch
an
ic
s 
st
ud
io
 
 
 
| 
am
bi
en
t 
in
te
ll
ig
en
ce
 l
ab
 
 
 
| 
au
gm
en
te
d 
re
al
it
y 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
in
te
ra
ct
iv
e 
me
di
a 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
ci
s 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
in
du
st
ry
 t
ra
ns
fe
r 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
hu
ma
no
id
s 
la
b
 
 
 
| 
co
gn
it
ro
ni
cs
 t
el
ew
or
kb
en
ch
 
 
 
| 
bi
om
ec
ha
ni
cs
 l
ab
 
 
 
| 
au
di
to
ri
um
 
 
 
| 
fi
re
 a
la
rm
 c
on
tr
ol
 
 
 
| 
nu
rs
er
y
 
 
 
| 
sm
al
le
r 
co
ur
ty
ar
d
 
 
 
| 
bi
gg
er
 c
ou
rt
ya
rd
 ;
$r
oo
mp
er
so
n:
 
sv
en
 w
ac
hs
mu
th
 
 
 
| 
an
it
a 
ad
am
cz
yk
;
$n
um
be
r:
 
oh
 |
 z
er
o 
| 
on
e 
| 
tw
o 
| 
th
re
e 
| 
fo
ur
 |
 f
iv
e 
| 
si
x 
| 
se
ve
n 
| 
ei
gh
t 
| 
ni
ne
 |
 t
en
 ;
$p
le
as
e:
 
pl
ea
se
 ;
$w
ha
t:
  
 
wh
at
's
 |
 w
ha
t 
is
 ;
$w
he
re
: 
 
wh
er
e'
s 
| 
wh
er
e 
is
 ;
$t
hi
s:
 
 
th
is
 ;
$r
oo
m:
 
 
ro
om
 
 
 
| 
ro
om
 n
um
be
r
 
 
 
| 
th
e 
ro
om
 
 
 
| 
th
e 
ro
om
 n
um
be
r 
;
$r
oo
mn
um
be
r:
 
$n
um
be
r 
$n
um
be
r 
$n
um
be
r 
;
$w
he
re
pl
: 
wh
er
e 
ar
e 
;
$p
lu
ra
l:
 
yo
u
 
 
 
| 
we
 
 
 
| 
th
e 
re
st
ro
om
s
 
 
 
| 
th
e 
st
ai
rs
 ;
$m
ap
: 
 
$w
ha
t 
$t
hi
s
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
pl
 $
pl
ur
al
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 $
th
is
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 $
ro
bo
t
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 t
he
 $
ro
bo
t
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 $
ro
om
nu
mb
er
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 $
ro
om
 $
ro
om
nu
mb
er
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 t
he
 $
ro
om
na
me
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 t
he
 $
ro
om
de
sc
ri
pt
io
n
 
 
 
| 
$w
he
re
 t
he
 o
ff
ic
e 
of
 $
ro
om
pe
rs
on
;
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==
==
= 
Gr
ee
ti
ng
He
ll
o.
 W
ha
t 
ca
n 
I 
do
 f
or
 y
ou
?
He
ll
o,
 n
ic
e 
to
 s
ee
 y
ou
.
He
ll
o,
 I
 a
m 
I 
Cu
b.
 H
ow
 c
an
 I
 h
el
p?
==
==
= 
Fa
re
we
ll
Se
e 
yo
u 
so
on
.
Se
e 
yo
u.
==
==
= 
He
lp
Hu
ma
n-
tr
ig
ge
re
d:
I 
ca
n 
ex
pl
ai
n 
yo
u 
ho
w 
to
 f
in
d 
yo
ur
 w
ay
 w
it
h 
th
e 
he
lp
 o
f 
<m
ap
>.
Ro
bo
t-
tr
ig
ge
re
d 
(a
dv
.)
:
I 
am
 I
 c
ub
, 
a 
re
ce
pt
io
ni
st
 r
ob
ot
. 
I 
ca
n 
ex
pl
ai
n 
yo
u 
ho
w 
to
 f
in
d 
yo
ur
wa
y 
wi
th
 t
he
 h
el
p 
of
 <
ma
p>
. 
Wh
at
 w
ou
ld
 y
ou
 l
ik
e 
to
 k
no
w?
==
==
= 
Er
ro
r 
ha
nd
li
ng
In
te
rn
al
 E
rr
or
 (
jo
in
ts
 d
is
ab
le
d)
:
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
an
no
t 
sh
ow
 <
ro
om
> 
to
 y
ou
.
It
em
 n
ot
 f
ou
nd
:
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
an
no
t 
fi
nd
 <
ro
om
>.
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
an
no
t 
fi
nd
 <
de
sc
ri
pt
io
n>
.
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
an
no
t 
se
e 
wh
at
 y
ou
 a
re
 p
oi
nt
in
g 
at
.
In
te
rn
al
 E
rr
or
:
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
ou
ld
 n
ot
 p
oi
nt
 t
ow
ar
ds
 t
he
 m
ap
.
==
==
= 
Av
oi
da
nc
e 
(a
dv
.)
Pl
ea
se
 d
on
't
 c
om
e 
to
o 
cl
os
e.
==
==
= 
Re
se
t
Ok
ay
, 
le
t'
s 
st
ar
t 
ov
er
.
Al
ri
gh
t,
 I
'm
 r
es
et
ti
ng
 m
ys
el
f.
Ok
ay
, 
th
e 
sy
st
em
 w
il
l 
be
 r
es
et
.
Sy
st
em
 r
es
et
.
Re
lo
ad
in
g 
co
nf
ig
ur
at
io
n.
==
==
= 
Po
in
ti
ng
 T
ow
ar
ds
 M
ap
St
an
da
rd
:
Th
is
 i
s/
th
es
e 
ar
e 
<r
oo
m>
, 
<a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
.
Wi
th
ou
t 
an
no
ta
ti
on
:
Th
is
 i
s/
th
es
e 
ar
e 
<r
oo
m>
.
Cu
rr
en
t 
lo
ca
ti
on
:
Th
is
 i
s 
<r
oo
m>
. 
We
 a
re
 c
ur
re
nt
ly
 h
er
e.
Ro
bo
t:
Th
is
 i
s 
wh
er
e 
I 
am
.
Bl
oc
ke
d 
by
 h
um
an
 i
n 
si
mp
le
 s
tr
at
eg
y 
(a
dv
.)
:
So
rr
y,
 y
ou
'r
e 
in
 m
y 
wa
y.
Jo
in
ts
 D
is
ab
le
d/
di
sc
on
ne
ct
ed
:
So
rr
y,
 I
 a
m 
no
t 
al
lo
we
d 
to
 u
se
 m
y 
ar
ms
.
Ti
me
ou
t 
re
ac
hi
ng
 s
af
et
y 
po
si
ti
on
:
So
rr
y,
 c
ou
ld
 n
ot
 a
ct
 s
af
el
y,
 a
bo
rt
in
g.
==
==
= 
Pr
om
pt
in
g 
(a
dv
.)
At
te
mp
t 
#1
:
Th
is
/T
he
se
..
.
At
te
mp
t 
#2
:
Th
is
 i
s/
Th
es
e 
ar
e.
..
At
te
mp
t 
#3
:
So
rr
y.
..
Bl
oc
ke
d 
by
 h
um
an
 a
nd
 m
ax
im
um
 p
ro
mp
ts
/t
im
e 
re
ac
he
d:
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
ou
ld
 n
ot
 p
oi
nt
 t
ow
ar
ds
 t
he
 m
ap
.
==
==
= 
Po
in
ti
ng
 T
ow
ar
ds
 R
ea
l 
Lo
ca
ti
on
St
an
da
rd
:
Yo
u 
ca
n 
fi
nd
 i
t/
th
em
 i
n 
th
is
 d
ir
ec
ti
on
 (
be
hi
nd
 m
e)
.
Po
in
ti
ng
 t
ow
ar
ds
 m
ap
 u
ns
uc
ce
ss
fu
l:
Yo
u 
ca
n 
fi
nd
 <
ro
om
>,
 <
an
no
ta
ti
on
> 
in
 t
hi
s 
di
re
ct
io
n 
(b
eh
in
d 
me
).
Di
sa
bl
ed
:
So
rr
y,
 I
 c
an
no
t 
sh
ow
 <
ro
om
> 
to
 y
ou
.
==
==
= 
Po
st
 E
xp
la
in
at
io
n
Ca
n 
I 
te
ll
 y
ou
 s
om
et
hi
ng
 e
ls
e?
Ma
y 
I 
sh
ow
 y
ou
 a
no
th
er
 l
oc
at
io
n?
Do
 y
ou
 w
an
t 
to
 k
no
w 
an
ot
he
r 
lo
ca
ti
on
?
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<!
--
  
hu
ma
no
id
s/
ma
p.
xm
l 
 -
->
<m
ap
>
<d
ef
au
lt
s 
re
f=
"m
ap
" 
ty
pe
="
xy
z"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
/>
<m
ap
de
ta
il
s>
..
.<
/m
ap
de
ta
il
s>
<m
ap
co
nt
en
t>
<o
bj
ec
ts
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
iC
ub
" 
ty
pe
="
ro
bo
t"
>
<a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
me
 o
n 
th
e 
ma
p<
/a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
re
al
" 
un
it
="
m"
 d
1=
"-
.1
" 
d2
="
0"
 d
3=
"-
.1
"
r1
="
.2
" 
r2
="
1"
 r
3=
".
2"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
ro
om
-e
nt
ry
" 
ty
pe
="
fi
xe
d"
>
<a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
th
e 
do
or
</
an
no
ta
ti
on
>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
re
al
" 
un
it
="
m"
 d
1=
"3
" 
d2
="
1.
2"
 d
3=
"5
.7
"
r1
="
.2
" 
r2
="
.2
" 
r3
="
.2
"/
>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
0.
10
7"
 t
yp
e=
"b
ui
ld
in
g"
>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"0
" 
d3
="
0"
 d
2=
"0
" 
r1
="
12
"
r3
="
13
" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
0.
10
6"
 t
yp
e=
"b
ui
ld
in
g"
>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"1
2"
 d
3=
"0
" 
d2
="
0"
r1
="
12
" 
r3
="
13
" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
th
e 
st
ai
rs
 n
or
th
 e
as
t"
 t
yp
e=
"f
ix
ed
">
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"2
4"
 d
3=
"0
" 
d2
="
-3
"
r1
="
24
" 
r3
="
13
" 
r2
="
9"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
0.
11
6"
 t
yp
e=
"b
ui
ld
in
g"
>
<a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
th
e 
ci
s 
la
b<
/a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"4
8"
 d
3=
"0
" 
d2
="
0"
 r
1=
"7
"
r3
="
13
" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
0.
11
7"
 t
yp
e=
"b
ui
ld
in
g"
>
<a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
th
e 
in
te
ra
ct
iv
e 
me
di
a 
la
b<
/a
nn
ot
at
io
n>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"5
5"
 d
3=
"0
" 
d2
="
0"
r1
="
39
" 
r3
="
13
" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
0.
41
1"
 t
yp
e=
"b
ui
ld
in
g"
>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
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" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
<o
bj
ec
t 
na
me
="
th
e 
ex
it
" 
ty
pe
="
fi
xe
d"
>
<c
oo
rd
in
at
es
 r
ef
="
ma
p"
 u
ni
t=
"m
m"
 d
1=
"1
05
" 
d3
="
14
9"
 d
2=
"0
"
r1
="
10
" 
r3
="
20
" 
r2
="
3"
/>
</
ob
je
ct
>
</
ob
je
ct
s>
</
ma
pc
on
te
nt
>
</
ma
p>

E. Questionnaire Opening Sequence
157
St
ar
t
0% W
ill
ko
m
m
en
 z
ur
 R
ob
ot
er
 V
id
eo
 S
tu
di
e!
A
uf
 d
en
 fo
lg
en
de
n 
S
ei
te
n 
ha
be
n 
S
ie
 d
ie
 M
ög
lic
hk
ei
t b
ei
 e
in
er
 S
tu
di
e 
zu
r M
en
sc
h 
R
ob
ot
er
 In
te
ra
kt
io
n 
te
ilz
un
eh
m
en
. D
ab
ei
 w
er
de
n 
S
ie
 g
eb
et
en
 e
in
ig
e 
Fr
ag
en
 z
u
be
an
tw
or
te
n,
 m
it 
de
ne
n 
S
ie
 d
as
 V
er
ha
lte
n 
ei
ne
s 
R
ob
ot
er
s 
be
w
er
te
n.
 D
ie
se
Fr
ag
en
 b
ez
ie
he
n 
si
ch
 a
uf
 V
id
eo
s,
 d
ie
 w
äh
re
nd
 d
er
 B
ef
ra
gu
ng
 a
ng
ez
ei
gt
 w
er
de
n.
D
ie
 D
au
er
 d
er
 S
tu
di
e 
be
trä
gt
 e
tw
a 
15
 2
0 
M
in
ut
en
, w
ob
ei
 S
ie
 Ih
re
n 
Fo
rts
ch
rit
t
je
de
rz
ei
t o
be
n 
au
f d
er
 S
ei
te
 v
er
fo
lg
en
 k
ön
ne
n.
S
ob
al
d 
S
ie
 a
lle
 F
ra
ge
n 
au
f e
in
er
 S
ei
te
 b
ea
nt
w
or
te
t h
ab
en
, k
lic
ke
n 
S
ie
 b
itt
e 
au
f "
O
K
"
am
 u
nt
er
en
 re
ch
te
n 
R
an
d 
de
r S
ei
te
. S
o 
ge
la
ng
en
 S
ie
 a
uf
di
e 
nä
ch
st
e 
S
ei
te
. F
al
ls
S
ie
 im
 n
ac
hh
in
ei
n 
no
ch
 A
nt
w
or
te
n 
au
f e
in
er
 v
or
he
rig
en
 S
ei
te
 v
er
än
de
rn
 m
öc
ht
en
,
is
t d
ie
s 
m
ög
lic
h 
in
de
m
 S
ie
 a
uf
 "Z
ur
üc
k"
 k
lic
ke
n.
 E
s 
w
ird
 Ih
ne
n 
di
e 
le
tz
te
 S
ei
te
 n
oc
h
ei
nm
al
 a
ng
ez
ei
gt
.
A
ch
tu
ng
: D
ie
 U
m
fra
ge
 is
t n
ur
 m
it 
ak
tu
el
le
n 
V
er
si
on
en
 d
er
 fo
lg
en
de
n 
W
eb
 B
ro
w
se
rn
be
nu
tz
ba
r: 
Fi
re
fo
x,
 G
oo
gl
e 
C
hr
om
e,
 O
pe
ra
W
el
co
m
e 
to
 th
e 
ro
bo
t v
id
eo
 s
tu
dy
!
O
n 
th
e 
fo
llo
w
in
g 
pa
ge
s 
yo
u 
w
ill
 h
av
e 
th
e 
po
ss
ib
ili
ty
 to
 c
on
tri
bu
te
 to
 a
 s
tu
dy
 o
n 
hu
m
an
 
ro
bo
t i
nt
er
ac
tio
n.
 Y
ou
 w
ill
 b
e 
as
ke
d 
to
 a
ns
w
er
 s
om
e 
qu
es
tio
ns
 a
im
ed
 a
t j
ud
gi
ng
 a
ro
bo
t's
 b
eh
av
io
r. 
Th
es
e 
qu
es
tio
ns
 re
fe
r t
o 
vi
de
os
 th
at
 w
ill
 b
e 
pl
ay
ed
 d
ur
in
g 
th
e
qu
es
tio
nn
ai
re
.
Th
e 
st
ud
y 
w
ill
 ta
ke
 a
pp
ro
xi
m
at
el
y 
15
 2
0 
m
in
ut
es
. Y
ou
 w
ill
 b
e 
ab
le
 to
 s
ee
 th
e 
pr
og
re
ss
 a
t
an
y 
tim
e 
on
 th
e 
to
p 
of
 th
e 
pa
ge
.
A
s 
so
on
 a
s 
yo
u 
ha
ve
 a
ns
w
er
ed
 a
ll 
th
e 
qu
es
tio
ns
 fr
om
 o
ne
 p
ag
e,
 p
le
as
e 
cl
ic
k 
th
e 
"O
K
"
bu
tto
n 
at
 th
e 
bo
tto
m
 o
f t
ha
t p
ag
e.
 A
fte
r c
lic
ki
ng
, t
he
 n
ex
t p
ag
e 
w
ill
 b
e 
sh
ow
n.
 If
 y
ou
 w
an
t t
o
co
rr
ec
t a
ns
w
er
s 
fro
m
 a
 p
re
vi
ou
s 
pa
ge
, y
ou
 a
re
 a
bl
e 
to
 d
o 
so
 b
y 
cl
ic
ki
ng
 th
e 
"Z
ur
üc
k"
bu
tto
n.
 Y
ou
 w
ill
 b
e 
le
d 
to
 th
e 
pr
ev
io
us
 p
ag
e.
A
tte
nt
io
n:
 T
he
 q
ue
st
io
nn
ai
re
 is
 o
nl
y 
us
ab
le
 w
ith
 re
ce
nt
 v
er
si
on
s 
of
 th
e 
fo
llo
w
in
g 
w
eb
br
ow
se
rs
: F
ire
fo
x,
 G
oo
gl
e 
C
hr
om
e,
 O
pe
ra
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
0%
Ei
nv
er
st
än
dn
is
er
kl
är
un
g
H
ie
rm
it 
er
kl
är
e 
ic
h 
m
ic
h 
da
m
it 
ei
nv
er
st
an
de
n,
 d
as
s 
im
 R
ah
m
en
 d
ie
se
r V
id
eo
st
ud
ie
zu
m
 V
er
hä
ltn
is
 z
w
is
ch
en
 M
en
sc
h 
un
d 
R
ob
ot
er
 u
.a
. p
er
so
ne
nb
ez
og
en
e 
D
at
en
 v
on
m
ir 
er
fa
ss
t w
er
de
n.
 D
ie
se
 D
at
en
 w
er
de
n 
ve
rt
ra
ul
ic
h 
un
d 
au
ss
ch
lie
ßl
ic
h 
zu
r
w
is
se
ns
ch
af
tli
ch
en
 A
us
w
er
tu
ng
 d
er
 S
tu
di
e 
ve
rw
en
de
t. 
A
no
ny
m
is
ie
rt
e
Er
ge
bn
is
se
 d
er
 S
tu
di
e 
kö
nn
en
 a
uf
 w
is
se
ns
ch
af
tli
ch
en
 V
er
an
st
al
tu
ng
en
 w
ie
K
on
fe
re
nz
en
 o
de
r K
ol
lo
qu
ie
n 
ge
ze
ig
t w
er
de
n.
M
ir 
is
t b
ew
us
st
, d
as
s 
m
ei
ne
 A
nt
w
or
te
n 
m
it 
pe
rs
on
en
be
zo
ge
ne
n 
D
at
en
 (z
.B
. A
lte
r,
G
es
ch
le
ch
t, 
S
tu
di
en
ga
ng
 o
de
r B
er
uf
) i
n 
V
er
bi
nd
un
g 
ge
br
ac
ht
 w
er
de
n 
kö
nn
en
.
D
ie
 E
in
w
ill
ig
un
g 
üb
er
 d
ie
 V
er
w
en
du
ng
 d
ie
se
r A
ng
ab
en
 is
t j
ed
er
ze
it 
w
id
er
ru
fli
ch
.
Im
 F
al
le
 d
es
 W
id
er
ru
fs
 d
ür
fe
n 
pe
rs
on
en
be
zo
ge
ne
 D
at
en
 z
uk
ün
fti
g 
ni
ch
t m
eh
r f
ür
di
e 
ob
en
 g
en
an
nt
en
 Z
w
ec
ke
 v
er
w
en
de
t w
er
de
n 
un
d 
si
nd
 u
nv
er
zü
gl
ic
h 
zu
 lö
sc
he
n.
S
ow
ei
t d
ie
 E
in
w
ill
ig
un
g 
ni
ch
t w
id
er
ru
fe
n 
w
ird
, g
ilt
 s
ie
 z
ei
tli
ch
 u
nb
es
ch
rä
nk
t.
D
ie
 E
in
w
ill
ig
un
g 
is
t f
re
iw
ill
ig
. A
us
 d
er
 V
er
w
ei
ge
ru
ng
 d
er
 E
in
w
ill
ig
un
g 
od
er
 ih
re
m
W
id
er
ru
f e
nt
st
eh
en
 k
ei
ne
 N
ac
ht
ei
le
.
Pr
iv
ac
y 
st
at
em
en
t
I h
er
eb
y 
ag
re
e 
th
at
 a
m
on
g 
ot
he
rs
 p
er
so
na
l d
at
a 
is
 c
ol
le
ct
ed
 d
ur
in
g 
th
is
 s
tu
dy
 o
n 
th
e
re
la
tio
ns
hi
p 
be
tw
ee
n 
hu
m
an
s 
an
d 
ro
bo
ts
. T
hi
s 
da
ta
 is
 h
an
dl
ed
 c
on
fid
en
tia
lly
 a
nd
 w
ill
 o
nl
y
be
 u
se
d 
fo
r t
he
 s
ci
en
tif
ic
 a
na
ly
si
s 
of
 th
is
 s
tu
dy
. A
no
ny
m
ou
s 
re
su
lts
 m
ay
 b
e 
sh
ow
n 
on
sc
ie
nt
ifi
c 
ev
en
ts
 li
ke
 c
on
fe
re
nc
es
 o
r c
ol
lo
qi
um
s.
I a
m
 a
w
ar
e 
th
at
 m
y 
an
sw
er
s 
ca
n 
be
 re
la
te
d 
to
 p
er
so
na
l d
at
a 
of
 m
in
e 
(e
.g
. a
ge
, s
ex
, f
ie
ld
 o
f
st
ud
y)
.
Th
is
 a
gr
ee
m
en
t c
an
 b
e 
re
vo
ke
d 
at
 a
ny
 ti
m
e.
In
 th
is
 c
as
e,
 p
er
so
na
l d
at
a 
m
ay
 n
ot
 b
e 
us
ed
 a
ny
m
or
e 
fo
r t
he
 a
bo
ve
 p
ur
po
se
s 
  t
he
y 
ha
ve
 to
be
 d
el
et
ed
 im
m
ed
ia
te
ly
. I
f t
he
 a
gr
ee
m
en
t i
s 
no
t r
ev
ok
ed
, i
t i
s 
va
lid
 in
fin
ite
ly
.
Th
is
 a
gr
ee
m
en
t i
s 
vo
lu
nt
ar
ily
. T
he
re
 a
re
 n
o 
di
sa
dv
an
ta
ge
s 
ca
us
ed
 b
y 
th
e 
ag
re
em
en
t o
r i
ts
re
vo
ka
tio
n.
 Ic
h 
bi
n 
au
sr
ei
ch
en
d 
üb
er
 d
en
 D
at
en
sc
hu
tz
 in
fo
rm
ie
rt 
w
or
de
n 
un
d 
bi
n 
da
m
it
ei
nv
er
st
an
de
n,
 d
as
s
m
ei
ne
 D
at
en
 z
u 
w
is
se
ns
ch
af
tli
ch
en
 Z
w
ec
ke
n 
ge
nu
tz
t w
er
de
n
dü
rfe
n. I h
av
e 
be
en
 in
fo
rm
ed
 w
el
l a
bo
ut
 th
e 
pr
iv
ac
y 
po
lic
y 
an
d 
I a
gr
ee
 to
 th
e 
sc
ie
nt
ifi
c 
us
ag
e 
of
 m
y
da
ta
. 
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
0%
Fr
ag
eb
og
en
B
itt
e 
de
nk
en
 S
ie
 d
ar
an
: W
ir 
si
nd
 a
us
sc
hl
ie
ßl
ic
h 
an
 Ih
re
r M
ei
nu
ng
 u
nd
 Ih
re
r
Ei
ns
ch
ät
zu
ng
 in
te
re
ss
ie
rt.
 E
s 
is
t n
ic
ht
 n
öt
ig
, d
as
s 
S
ie
 e
in
 E
xp
er
te
 s
in
d.
 
Q
ue
st
io
nn
ai
re
It 
is
 y
ou
r o
pi
ni
on
 a
nd
 y
ou
r e
st
im
at
io
n 
w
e 
ar
e 
in
te
re
st
ed
 in
 –
 n
ot
hi
ng
 e
ls
e.
 Y
ou
 d
o 
no
t
ne
ed
 to
 b
e 
an
 e
xp
er
t.
0% B
itt
e 
fü
lle
n 
S
ie
 d
ie
 fo
lg
en
de
n 
al
lg
em
ei
ne
n 
Fe
ld
er
 z
u
Ih
re
r P
er
so
n 
au
s.
 
P
le
as
e 
pr
ov
id
e 
th
e 
fo
llo
w
in
g 
pe
rs
on
al
 d
at
a.
1.
 A
lte
r
A
ge
B
itt
e 
ge
be
n 
S
ie
 e
in
e 
Za
hl
 e
in
.
2.
 G
es
ch
le
ch
t
G
en
de
r
 w
ei
bl
ic
h
fe
m
al
e 
 m
än
nl
ic
h
m
al
e 
3.
 W
ie
 la
ut
et
 d
er
 e
rs
te
 B
uc
hs
ta
be
 Ih
re
s 
Vo
rn
am
en
s?
W
ha
t i
s 
th
e 
fir
st
 le
tte
r o
f y
ou
r g
iv
en
 n
am
e?
4.
 M
ut
te
rs
pr
ac
he
N
at
iv
e 
la
ng
ua
ge
 D
eu
ts
ch
G
er
m
an
 
 E
ng
lis
ch
E
ng
lis
h 
 A
nd
er
e,
 b
itt
e 
ei
nt
ra
ge
n
O
th
er
, p
le
as
e 
sp
ec
ify
 
5.
 W
ie
 g
ut
 s
pr
ec
he
n 
Si
e 
di
e 
de
ut
sc
he
 S
pr
ac
he
?
H
ow
 w
el
l d
o 
yo
u 
sp
ea
k 
G
er
m
an
?
fli
eß
en
d
flu
en
t
ei
n 
w
en
ig
a 
bi
t
6.
 W
ie
 g
ut
 s
pr
ec
he
n 
Si
e 
di
e 
en
gl
is
ch
e 
Sp
ra
ch
e?
H
ow
 w
el
l d
o 
yo
u 
sp
ea
k 
En
gl
is
h?
fli
eß
en
d
flu
en
t
ei
n 
w
en
ig
a 
bi
t
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
13
% B
er
uf
 u
nd
 A
rb
ei
ts
fe
ld
. 
O
cc
up
at
io
n 
an
d 
fie
ld
 o
f i
nt
er
es
t.
7.
 W
ie
 la
ut
et
 Ih
re
 B
er
uf
sb
ez
ei
ch
un
g?
W
ha
t i
s 
yo
ur
 o
cc
up
at
io
n?
 S
tu
de
nt
S
tu
de
nt
 
 A
ng
es
te
llt
er
E
m
pl
oy
ee
 
 S
el
bs
ts
tä
nd
ig
S
el
f e
m
pl
oy
ed
 
 A
nd
er
e,
 b
itt
e 
ei
nt
ra
ge
n
O
th
er
, p
le
as
e 
sp
ec
ify
 
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
21
% E
rfa
hr
un
g 
m
it 
C
om
pu
te
rn
 u
nd
 R
ob
ot
er
n.
E
xp
er
ie
nc
e 
w
ith
 ro
bo
ts
 a
nd
 c
om
pu
te
rs
.
11
. B
itt
e 
be
w
er
te
n 
Si
e 
ih
re
 E
rf
ah
ru
ng
 m
it 
C
om
pu
te
rn
 im
 A
llg
em
ei
ne
n.
Pl
ea
se
 ra
te
 y
ou
r g
en
er
al
 le
ve
l o
f e
xp
er
ie
nc
e 
w
ith
 c
om
pu
te
rs
.
se
hr
 e
rfa
hr
en
ve
ry
 e
xp
er
ie
nc
ed
ni
ch
t e
rfa
hr
en
no
t e
xp
er
ie
nc
ed
12
. B
itt
e 
ne
nn
en
 S
ie
 u
ns
 a
lle
 Ih
ne
n 
be
ka
nn
te
 R
ob
ot
er
.
Pl
ea
se
 te
ll
us
 e
ve
ry
 ro
bo
t y
ou
 k
no
w
.
 A
si
m
o 
 G
em
in
oi
d 
 K
is
m
et
 
 B
ar
th
oc
 
 F
lo
bi
 
 B
IR
O
N
 
 R
ob
ot
er
 a
us
 F
ilm
en
R
ob
ot
s 
fro
m
 m
ov
ie
s 
 S
pi
el
ze
ug
ro
bo
te
r
To
y 
ro
bo
ts
 
 In
du
st
rie
ro
bo
te
r
In
du
st
ria
l r
ob
ot
s 
 A
nd
er
e 
R
ob
ot
er
, b
itt
e 
an
ge
be
n
O
th
er
 ro
bo
ts
, p
le
as
e 
sp
ec
ify
 
13
. B
itt
e 
be
w
er
te
n 
Si
e 
ih
re
 E
rf
ah
ru
ng
 m
it 
R
ob
ot
er
n 
im
 A
llg
em
ei
ne
n.
Pl
ea
se
 ra
te
 y
ou
r l
ev
el
 o
f e
xp
er
ie
nc
e 
w
ith
 ro
bo
ts
.
se
hr
 e
rfa
hr
en
ve
ry
 e
xp
er
ie
nc
ed
ni
ch
t e
rfa
hr
en
no
t e
xp
er
ie
nc
ed
Zu
rü
ck
O
K
28
%
Vi
de
of
ra
ge
n
A
uf
 d
en
 n
äc
hs
te
n 
S
ei
te
n 
w
ird
je
w
ei
ls
 e
in
V
id
eo
 a
ng
ez
ei
gt
. D
ar
au
f s
in
d 
ge
na
u 
ei
n
M
en
sc
h 
un
d 
ei
n 
R
ob
ot
er
 z
u 
er
ke
nn
en
. A
lle
 V
id
eo
s 
en
th
al
te
n 
au
ch
 T
on
, a
ls
o 
ac
ht
en
S
ie
 b
itt
e 
da
ra
uf
, d
as
s 
ih
re
 B
ox
en
 n
ic
ht
 s
tu
m
m
 g
es
ch
al
te
t s
in
d.
 E
ga
l u
m
 w
el
ch
es
V
id
eo
 e
s 
si
ch
 h
an
de
lt,
 Ih
re
 A
uf
ga
be
 b
es
te
ht
 s
te
ts
 d
ar
in
, d
en
 R
ob
ot
er
 z
u 
be
w
er
te
n
un
d 
ni
ch
t d
ie
 z
u 
se
he
nd
e 
P
er
so
n.
 In
 je
de
m
 d
ie
se
r V
id
eo
s 
is
t n
eb
en
ei
na
nd
er
 d
ie
gl
ei
ch
e 
Sz
en
e 
au
s 
zw
ei
 P
er
sp
ek
tiv
en
 z
u 
se
he
n:
D
er
 li
nk
e 
Te
il 
ze
ig
t e
in
e 
A
uf
na
hm
e 
vo
n 
de
r S
ze
ne
 im
 Ü
be
rb
lic
k.
Im
 re
ch
te
n 
A
bs
ch
ni
tt 
is
t s
tä
nd
ig
 e
in
e 
N
ah
au
fn
ah
m
e 
de
s 
R
ob
ot
er
s 
zu
se
he
n,
 d
am
it 
S
ie
 d
ie
 B
ew
eg
un
ge
n 
de
s 
R
ob
ot
er
s 
be
ss
er
 e
rk
en
ne
n 
kö
nn
en
.
W
ic
ht
ig
 is
t d
ab
ei
 a
uß
er
de
m
, d
as
s 
es
 z
w
ei
 v
er
sc
hi
ed
en
e 
Ty
pe
n 
vo
n 
V
id
eo
s 
gi
bt
:
D
er
 e
rs
te
 T
yp
 d
ie
nt
 d
er
 B
es
tim
m
un
g 
ei
ne
s 
Ze
itp
un
kt
es
. B
ei
 d
ie
se
n 
V
id
eo
s
gi
bt
 e
s 
zu
nä
ch
st
 k
ei
ne
 F
ra
ge
n 
zu
 b
ea
nt
w
or
te
n,
 s
on
de
rn
 s
ie
 m
üs
se
n
le
di
gl
ic
h 
zu
 e
in
er
 b
es
tim
m
te
n 
Ze
it 
pa
us
ie
rt 
w
er
de
n.
B
ei
 d
em
 z
w
ei
te
n 
Ty
p 
vo
n 
V
id
eo
s 
so
lle
n 
B
ew
er
tu
ng
sf
ra
ge
n 
be
an
tw
or
te
t
w
er
de
n.
 D
ie
se
 F
ra
ge
n 
w
er
de
n 
un
te
rh
al
b 
de
s 
V
id
eo
s 
an
ge
ze
ig
t.
E
s 
w
er
de
n 
zu
 je
de
m
 T
yp
 je
w
ei
ls
 z
w
ei
 V
id
eo
s 
hi
nt
er
ei
na
nd
er
 g
ez
ei
gt
. B
itt
e 
le
se
n 
S
ie
di
e 
In
st
ru
kt
io
ne
n 
gr
ün
dl
ic
h,
 b
ev
or
 s
ie
 e
in
V
id
eo
 s
ta
rte
n.
Vi
de
o 
qu
es
tio
ns
O
n 
ea
ch
 o
f t
he
 n
ex
t p
ag
es
 y
ou
 w
ill
 s
ee
 a
 v
id
eo
. O
n 
th
es
e,
 y
ou
 c
an
 s
ee
 e
xa
ct
ly
 o
ne
 h
um
an
an
d 
on
e 
ro
bo
t. 
Th
e 
vi
de
os
 c
om
e 
w
ith
 s
ou
nd
, s
o 
pl
ea
se
 m
ak
e 
su
re
 th
at
 y
ou
r s
pe
ak
er
s 
ar
e
un
m
ut
ed
. N
o 
m
at
te
r w
ha
t k
in
d 
of
 v
id
eo
 y
ou
 s
ee
, y
ou
r t
as
k 
is
 to
 ra
te
 th
e 
ro
bo
t a
nd
 n
ot
 th
e
hu
m
an
. E
ve
ry
 v
id
eo
 is
 s
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 m
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t d
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 c
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 c
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 b
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 re
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 c
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 c
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 b
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